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STILLWATER trout can be very stressed at 
this time of year. They’ve had to endure a 
whole summer and water temperatures are 
high and oxygen levels low. Lice too are 
probably irritating the hell out of them and 
you can see the fi sh leaping free of the water in 
an eff ort to rid themselves of the blighters.

So, we’ve got lethargic, irritated trout that 
are not in the mood to feed – catching them is 
very hard indeed. But it’s not impossible. 
Peter Cockwill has a few tips to keep your rod 
bent (see p64) and you’d do well to take heed. 
Of course, these conditions won’t last and 
cooler winds will freshen things up as autumn 
takes hold proper. 

I fi shed Grafham recently with ace tyer Russ 
Dyer trying out his new snail patterns, see 
p26. But the most amazing thing was that we 
didn’t see a single shrimp in spoonings all day. 
All our fi sh were stuff ed with daphnia and 
snail. It wasn’t until we lifted a chain in the 
boat dock after our session that the shrimps 
could be seen.

It did get us talking about the impact 
invasive species have on fi sheries – a debate 
that I’m sure you’re all having too now that the 
shrimp has spread to Pitsford and other 

waters. Are the shrimp a benefi t or a curse? 
What do you think?

It’s not just shrimp that are foreign invaders 
to our waters. The American signal crayfi sh is 
now common in many trout waters and 
reports of wild browns from 5 to 7lb showing 
in the River Clyde are probably due to these 

crayfi sh – it’s getting angling tongues well and 
truly wagging. 

This year’s Troutmasters Final will be held 
on September 21 at Grafham and what a 
line-up we’ve got. I picked 11 anglers that 
could win on their day and the beauty of this 
event is that anyone fi shing on the day stands 

a chance. Former champions Bob Forsythe, 
David Johns and Jim Tuck are there again 
along with the likes of Chris Micallef, David 
Hoppe, Gordon Swain, John Pearn, Malcolm 
Proudlock, Nick Halstead and Peter Appleby. 
Those wanting an outside bet might consider 
the ever-improving Freddie Kent – a former 
Junior Troutmasters double champion! 

Deaths are always sad to hear of and we’ve 
lost two great fellows in John Maitland and 
Peter Godfrey recently.

But there’s nothing quite like seeing young 
anglers doing so well at our waters to make the 
feel good factor return. Ceri Jones visited 
Garnff rwd in Pembrokeshire recently and saw 
a group of teenagers fi shing fl oating lines and 
small fl ies with tremendous success. No 
Blobs, just long, fi ne leaders and imitative 
patterns. South Wales it seems is bursting 
with enthusiasm for the sport, see p44. 

Finally, if you would like to subscribe then 
take advantage of our off er on p48. You can 
buy 13 issues for £35 delivered to your door. 

Wherever you fi sh and for whatever species 
we hope the tips in this issue bring you greater 
success and enjoyment. 

Russell Hill, editor

“...reports of wild browns 

from 5 to 7lb showing in the 

River Clyde are probably 

due to the crayfi sh – it’s 

getting angling tongues well 

and truly wagging.”
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Two young anglers 
fi shing imitative fl ies 
at Garnffrwd.
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THIS MONTH: FISHING DRIES
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Words: Phil Dixon Pictures: Peter Gathercole
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LEADER
When fi shing dry fl ies, Phil Dixon’s leader set-up keeps his options open while clever 

tweaks match the fi shes’ moods and improves his catch rate  

Follow my 
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THIS MONTH: FISHING DRIES

P
ERFECT conditions are hard to
come by. But when it happens
at one of your favourite venues
it’s absolutely superb. I’m at the
stunning 600-acre Blithfield

reservoir in the heart of Staffordshire and
we’re greeted with light ripples, overcast
skies and free-rising fish all over the lake.

There’s no better sight in fishing than
having the opportunity to cast dry flies at
rising fish then watching them head-and-
tail over your offerings. Dries are a very
popular way to fi sh and sometimes not used 
enough or used in the right way. Many times 
the fl y’s too large, leader too long or we fi sh 
them too far away on a long line.

Open water drifts can be best for dry fl ies 
on reservoirs. Drifting across large areas 
generally left alone by other fi shing boats 
can be very rewarding. Covering lots of 

water is the key because the trout will
always be on the move out over deep water
with few features to hold them in one place.

Armed with my dry fl y rod (10ft 7wt), three
dries of all diff erent sizes, styles and colours
to cover all the insects I anticipate will be on
the water, I head for the top of the wind
which is blowing off  the road bridge towards
the dam wall. Setting the boat up to drift
nearly the whole length of a reservoir can be
daunting but rewarding, so stick with it.

Big Red
Hook: Size 10-12 medium weight wet fly

Thread: Brown

Tail: White poly yarn

Rib: Pearl tinsel

Body: Red seal’s fur

Wing post: White poly yarn

Thorax: Red seal’s fur

Hackle: Brown cock hackle

Claret Bob’s Bits
Hook: Size 10-14 medium weight wet fly

Thread: Black

Body: Claret seal’s fur

Thorax: Claret seal’s fur

Hackle: Brown cock hackle, clipped 

underneath

Hare’s Ear Shuttlecock
Hook: Size 14 down-eye dry

Thread: Black

Rib: Fine pearl tinsel

Body: Dubbed hare’s 

ear fibres

Wing: 3 or 4 plumes of natural CdC

I immediately spot fish moving not just in 
a small area but well spread out up to 300 
yards downwind. The fi sh are cruising very 
high in the water because the rise is hardly 
breaking the surface, leaving a slight ripple 
as the trout looks for the next buzzer to feed 
on. If you weren’t looking at the rise then 
you wouldn’t even see it. 

Types of rise forms

The heavier the rise/splash the deeper the 
fi sh is coming from to take the fl y and a 
slight head-and-tail rise means the fi sh 
are cruising just subsurface. Sometimes 
the latter can mean the fi sh are feeding on 
daphnia high in the water. So if dries aren’t 
catching enough or they’re ignoring your 
dries, change to pulling tactics high in the 
water on an intermediate with an Orange 
Blob or other bright fl ies. 

“Dries are a very popular

way to fi sh and sometimes 

not used enough or used in 

the right way. Many times 

the fl y’s too large...”

A large red adult 
buzzer made it 
obvious what the 
trout wanted.

The trout took the dries with confidence.

A selection of Phil’s proven dry flies.

DON’T TIE? THEN BUY...
DRESSED FOR SUCCESS

BUZZZFLIES provide a good range of dry flies 

in their Mix & Match range where you can 

purchase 10 dries for £15 including delivery. 

Visit www.buzzzflies.co.uk or email 

buzzzflies@gmail.com or call 07884 492300
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You can expect to 
catch quality fish at 
Blithfield Reservoir.

“Setting the boat to drift 

nearly the whole length of 

the reservoir can be 

daunting but rewarding, so 

stick with it.”
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Phil’s three-fl y dry-fl y leader set-up 

Size 10 Big

Red dry fly

Size 14 Claret

Bob’s Bits

12ft of 6lb 

fl uorocarbon

Size 12 Hare’s

Ear CdC

Floating line

4ft

4ft

4ft

I didn’t cover the fish; it just came out of
the blue to take the fly. Again the fish is
airborne, pulling line off my reel and putting
the line and rod to the test. These fish have
so much power for their size. A fine fish of
around 2lb is safely netted. I land another
two fish on my first drift, which covered a lot
of open water. There were fish throughout

hook. The fish takes to the air which often
happens when hooking fish off the surface.

The Blithfield trout never know when to
give up but on the second time it’s eased
towards the boat the net is safely put under
the fish. The Cul/CdC is secure in the top of
the trout’s mouth – a perfect hook hold and
this one wasn’t getting off! I dry the fly off
and get it straight back into the water.

Fishing technique
I like to fish my dries around 10 to 15 yards
away from the boat, sometimes casting
shorter and always varying the cast across
the wind, downwind, some short and some
long. I leave the flies on the water a lot longer
than other anglers (around one to two
minutes) but if I see any fish in casting range
I’ll cover them every time and straight away.

I can see fish moving up to 500 yards in
front so I carry on drifting knowing that
I’ll come across more feeding fish at some
point. The light winds mean there’s no need
for a drogue because I want to cover as much
water as I can. Sure enough, 100 yards down
the drift another fine rainbow takes my dry,
this time the Big Red on the top dropper.

How to position your dries
When fishing dries I like my largest fly
on the top dropper because this gives me
a great ‘sighter’ for the rest of the cast. I
choose a 12-foot leader with a size 10 Big Red
four feet away from the end of my floating
line, then four feet down to a size 14 Claret
Bob’s Bits and a size 12 Hare’s Ear CdC four
feet away on the point. I always use 6lb
fluorocarbon. Fluorocarbon sinks well and
has plenty of strength to land large fish,
which you’ll be targeting.

Too long a leader
I see too many anglers using long leaders
up to 20 feet, which – when covering a fish –
makes it impossible to put the fly where you
want, especially with a breeze.

If you’re fishing with dries, try starting
with different flies, all lying differently on
the water – some low riding like a CdC and
others on top such as Big Reds. Try different
sizes too and you can change throughout
the day to give the fish what they want. Keep
your eyes on the water and look at the size
of flies the fish are feeding on and also the
colours can be key. But I think red, claret
and hare’s ear are the best colours.

Within five casts I spot a fish tracking
upwind towards the boat. I position my flies
slightly across the wind, trying to get all of
my flies in the fishes’ eyesight rather than
fishing straight downwind. A nose delicately
sucks down my CdC on the point and, after
pausing for a second to allow the fish to take
the fly and turn, I lift the rod and set the

“I see too many anglers

using long leaders, which

– when covering a fish

– makes it impossible to put

the fly where you want...”

Phil scoops up 
a lively rainbow 
caught on a dry.

Blithfield 
certainly has 
unique features. 
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Blithfieldfactfile
ADDRESS Blithfield Reservoir, Waters Road,

Abbots Bromley, Staffordshire WS15 3DU

TEL 01283 840284

WEB www.blithfield-anglers.co.uk

EMAIL anglers@blithfield.com

SEASON March 13 - November 21

Popular Blithfield Reservoir offers superb

top-of-the-water sport from 42 powered

boats and 11 miles of bank fishing. The

754-acre reservoir is owned by South

Staffordshire Water but run by

Blithfield Anglers.

The fishery has extensive facilities including

onsite car parking, disabled access plus

Wheelyboat for hire, boat house with superb

views across the water, a tackle shop for last

minute purchases and tea and coffee making

facilities. There’s free tuition for novice

adults and juniors along with a flexible

ticketing structure with 4 hour, all day and

season membership permits available.

Annual stocking varies between 26,000 to

34,000 fish depending on catch and kill

levels every season.
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the middle of the reservoir and in various 
stages, which is what you will find on these 
drifts. So I return back to the top of the drift 
slightly towards the other bank.

Near flat calm
It’s now early afternoon and the wind has 
dropped into a flat calm, which can be 
tricky. But again, with a bit of patience, you 
can be rewarded.

Now I can see fish rising all over the lake 
with many big resident fish with large full 
tails moving right out in the middle – this is 
the time you can catch a fish of a lifetime.

I carefully move the boat towards where I 
think the fish are feeding hard. I then shut 
the engine off well before the fish and drift 
in without the engine or myself making any 
noise. Still with the same leader set-up I 
fish close to the boat, waiting for my chance 
to cover a fish. As soon as one rises within 
casting range I cover it, then pull my line to 
straighten my cast and sink the leader. I can 
hardly see my size 14 Claret Bits in the middle 
but I’ve a rough idea where it is because I use 
the Big Red top dropper as a guide. 

A dream-like take
Like a slow-motion movie a fully-finned 
rainbow head-and-tails between my top 
dropper and point fly. Has it taken the Bits? 
Then I see my Big Red sink so I lift the rod, 
which doubles over and my reel starts to 
empty. Before I know it I’m down to my 
backing – this is a ‘proper’ Blithfield trout. 

The fish drives down deep. I’m sure it’s on 

the middle dropper so I take my time. The 
fish runs behind the boat and tail walks – I 
can see it’s 5lb-plus. I get it to the boat three 
times but it just pulls away each time.

After five minutes it comes up for the 
fourth and final time and I ease it over the 
net. It’s easily 6lb, full finned and built like a 
New Zealand wild rainbow. My size 14 Claret 
Bits looks tiny but is perfectly positioned in 
the scissors. This was never coming off!

I spoon the rainbow to see what it had been 
feeding on. This helps to see if I’ve the right 
flies, size etc and also to confirm that my 
leader set-up was correct. The fish has been 
feeding on buzzers, snails and other smaller 
flies trapped in the surface when the lake 
goes flat calm – most of the food is still alive!

Start to get refusals
Settling myself down, I continue the open 
water drifts and catch well. But I start to get 
refusals and fish roll and miss the Big Red. 
With the lighter wind my fly is too big so I 
drop down to a size 12 – still big in a near flat 
calm but it will often bring fish up that don’t 
really want to feed off the top.

All three flies have taken fish, which shows 
that, when conditions are right and fish are 
rising, you can catch on different dries. Just 
vary the size and styles and your catch rate 
will go up. Don’t be scared to fish in open 
water especially in summer and towards 
late season because you’ll catch better fish. 
Blithfield is great for fishing high in the 
water and you rarely need to fish deeper 
than an intermediate even in the sun.  

Buzzer is most 
definitely on the 

menu today.
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Words: Iain Barr Pictures: Peter Gathercole

Iain Barr uses smaller booby eyes to convert follows into takes

 Get more Booby

T
HE news about the big 
brown trout found dead at 
Eyebrook Reservoir led to 
the idea of trying to catch a 
specimen from the water.

The 400-acre Leicestershire lake 
is popular with imitative anglers 
preferring top-of-the-water tactics and 
according to manager Andrew Miller 
not many have tried to fi sh deep for a 
‘monster’ so we’ll be trying something 
relatively new.

If other huge browns swim the 
reservoir then my guess would be that 
they’re in the deeper water in front of 
the dam. So, why not have a go? 

Fishing deep with Di-8 lines, short 
leaders and Booby patterns is the 
obvious method. And there’s a very 
deep hole in front of the draw-off  tower 
so that’s where I’ll concentrate my 
eff orts. But the wind direction allows 
us a long drift parallel to the dam, 
taking advantage of all the deep water 
therein. So conditions look pretty good.

When going for a ‘biggie’ the aim is to 

keep the Booby deep for as long as 
possible so a short six-foot leader is 
ideal. A longer leader will mean that 
the buoyant Booby will always be 
higher in the water and any big brown 
trout will loiter close to the lake bed. 

I want to fi sh deep and cover water in 
search of fi sh. The wind is only light so 
I don’t bother with a drogue and 
anchoring will mean that I’d be hoping 
a fi sh is in one particular spot, 
lessening the odds of success.  
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THIS MONTH: FISH THE BOOBY

A long cast is needed and today I’m using
the new Airflo ‘Booby Basher’ line capable of
50 yards! It has a Di-8 head with a long
running line and is designed for waters like
Farmoor in winter when a long cast keeps a
Booby deep for long periods.

To start off I fish slowly and choose 10lb
breaking strain leader but it’s not long
before I realise that the fish want it fast! And
hooking fish at speed requires the leader to
be increased to 15lb breaking strain – the
ferocity of the takes, fast retrieves and
strong pulls at depth mean it’s wise to
increase breaking strain.

Ramping up the pace sees a few silver,
mended fish come to the net. We persevere
with the deep fishing pulling our offerings

back fast for a good two hours.
No browns show and the sun rides ever

lower in the sky. Fish start to rise freely and
it won’t be long before I’m picking them off
at the surface. The quest for a big brown
from the deeps will wait for another day.

It’s very unlikely that a double-figure
brown will be caught at the surface so we
change our focus to using a Booby to catch
feeding fish that are rising freely – and the
later it gets, the more they rise. I have a
feeling we’re in for a frantic evening.

Boobies in the surface film
One of the great things about the Booby is
that it can be fished at absolutely any depth,
from the top down to the bottom. And those

who remember the popper-type patterns
from yesteryear will know that the Booby
has usurped them. It’s an incredible pattern
for creating a wake at the surface, which gets
a trout’s attention, hopefully encouraging it
to lock on and start the chase.

The problem is that while many trout lock
on, not all actually take the pattern. When
fishing Boobies in this way it’s usual for only
two fish out of five follows to eventually
take. I’ve even fished with an angler who had
30 follows and only two hook-ups. Needless
to say he was very frustrated! On the same
day I had 20 follows and caught 18! Here’s
what I did.

I used small booby eyes. The idea is to keep 
the Booby in the surface film so that it still

Eyebrook
fish are well
formed and

hard fighting.

DON’T TIE?
THEN BUY...

SELECTAFLY offer a fine selection of

Boobies from their Original, Pro and Fulling

Mill range. Priced £11.95 for TF readers (plus

£1.95 p&p for telephone orders on 01753

883366). Free p&p for online orders at

www.selectafly.com

Email: support@selectafly.com

When fishing Boobies at the surface try fishing
small-eyed versions such as the orange and
yellow ones above. You’ll get more solid takes.
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creates a wake. You don’t want it to ride too
high on the surface, something that large
booby eyes will do.

This lower profile offers more natural
presentation so the trout are likely to take.

I don’t just have a Booby on my leader; a
combination of flies is the way to go. A
typical set-up on an 18-foot leader of 8lb
fl uorocarbon might be a Foam Arsed Blob
(FAB) on the top dropper six feet from the
fl oating fly-line, then six feet to a Hopper dry
fl y and then six feet to the Booby on point.

Fishing methods
When faced with many rising fish, spot the
rise, cast out and pull. But make sure you
don’t cast directly at the rise. Too many

anglers do this. Instead, cast two yards in
front of the fish and beyond or across it.

With fish feeding confidently at the
surface, it’s important not to strip too hard
too soon because you’ll risk spooking them.
Once the flies land, just give a gentle pull
that’s enough for the fish to see the flies.
Once you’re sure that the fish is following
then you can pull hard.

If trout are feeding a few feet deeper you
can pull the flies as soon as they alight on
the water because you need to get their

CocktailHotspotFAB
Hook: Size 8-12 Kamasan B130 trad wet

Thread: Danville’s fluo orange

Tail: Pink foam cylinder

Body: Fluo yellow and fluo orange

translucent chenille

Hopper
Hook: Size 10-14 medium weight wetfly

Thread: Black Rib: Fine, pearl tinsel

Body: Claret seal’s fur Thorax: Claret seal’s fur

Legs: Cock pheasant tail fibres

Hackle: Brown cock hackle

Booby(smalleyes)
Hook: Size 14-16 Kamasan B110 or B100

Thread: Veevus 16/0 olive

Thorax: 3 or 4 turns of olive/UV micro Straggle

Wing: Small tuft of medium olive marabou

Eyes: Extra small Booby eyes, cut to shape

RECOMMENDED FLIES“The Booby is an incredible 

pattern for creating a wake at 

the surface, which gets a 

trout’s attention, hopefully 

encouraging it to lock on and 

start the chase.”

Iain plumbs the 
depth to find the 
deepest holes.

18ft of 8lb 

fl uorocarbon

Small-eyed 

Booby

Hopper

FAB

Floating line

6ft

6ft

6ft

6ft of 10 or 15lb 

fl uorocarbon

Di-8 fl y-line

Booby
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attention and there’s less risk of spooking 
them. They’re not right at the surface and 
are less easily spooked.

Flash versus drab
It’s amazing how many trout will come to 
the Hopper between the two buoyant 
attractor patterns. This is because they see 
the bright patterns creating a wake, lock on 
to them and then turn away and take the 
more natural Hopper, which will never be 
more than six inches deep because it’s 
suspended by the other buoyant patterns.

In a competition, if I’m catching on the 
Hopper regularly, I’ll sometimes place two 
Hoppers between the attractors to 
maximise my chances.

Positioning a Booby
A trout chasing a fl y always comes from 
behind, obviously. And as we’ve just 

established they often turn away to take a
more natural fl y. So why not be clever and
exploit this further?

It pays to have four fl ies on your leader
– Booby, Hopper, Booby, Hopper. Now, in
order for a trout to get to each attractor
pattern it has to go past a natural looking fly.
so increasing your chances of success, with
many trout taking the natural fi rst. 

I fi nish with 24 fi sh, the best reaching 3lb
3oz and many silver mended trout to boot.
Overall, the better fi sh were deeper down
because they’ve had time to acclimatise,
therefore they move confi dently through
the thermocline (a mid layer of water where
there’s rapid temperature change). Recent
stock fi sh tend to remain near the top 
looking up for food and these fi sh were
taking the dries in the evening. But, 
Eyebrook’s rich feeding makes it one of the
fi nest waters for rising fi sh.  

Eyebrook Fishery factfi le
ADDRESS Eyebrook Trout Fishery, 

Great Easton Road, Caldecott, 

Leicestershire LE16 8RP

TEL 01536 772930

WEB www.eyebrook.com   

EMAIL fishing.lodge@tatasteel.com

Eyebrook’s 400 acres offers superb bank and 

boat fishing for the discerning flyfisher. The 

top-of-the-water sport is second to none due 

to the rich feeding and depths averaging 17ft. 

It’s solely flyfishing here with no other water 

sports permitted so anglers can fish in 

peaceful surroundings and of course scenic 

beauty. Water levels remain consistent all 

year round which of course leads to 

consistent sport. A great value for money 

reservoir that’s well worth a visit.

EYEBROOK’S BIG BROWN

■ This 26lb 6oz brown trout was found 

dead in Eyebrook Reservoir in July.

■ Scale samples were sent to

the Environment Agency at

Brampton, Huntingdon.

■ It was aged as 11+ years, which

represents a very fast growth rate. 

■ Growth has been consistently good 

throughout its life, with what appears 

to be evidence of spawning activity in 

the latter four to five years.

Iain Barr with a 
pretty Eyebrook 
rainbow trout.
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Active
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5 STAR CUSTOMER REVIEWS WE ACCEPTJOIN US ON

�Huge Stock �Price Match �90 day returns �International Delivery - T&C’s online

We stock the
largest UK

selection of
Caledonia

Fly Company
Flies.

Caledonia Fly Company

Shakespeare
A ilit Boat Net

9

We build the
clearest sunglasses
on the planet for
those who live to
be on the water.

Available in
various colours.
S - XXL

Smidge Insect
Repellent

SPECIAL PRICE
£149.99

Daiwa Lightweight
Breathable
Waders + Free
Versagrip
boots

Parmaris
Automatic

Life
Jacket

£64.99

Rio InTouch Midge Tip Long
The most incredibly
advanced subsurface
lines ever made by Rio

.

5VTQHV #$4/QPQƂN
Made in Germany, this is the ultra durable
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really lives up to its name.

3.11lb 0.10mm £6.59
4lb 0.12mm £6.59
5lb 0.14mm £7.49
5.7lb 0.15mm £7.49

6.6lb 0.16mm £7.49
7.9lb 0.18mm £7.49
9.2lb 0.20mm £7.49
11.2lb 0.22mm £7.49

Roll To
30L
Back
Pack
RRP
£89.99
Our
Price
£59.99

The award-winning
Zenith continues to be
one of the most talked
about rods in the world

Greys GTS500
5/6/7 or 6/7/8

Only £49.99
with 2 spare
spools

Product video
available on
our website

#KTƃQ %QOHQTV<QPG
Rot
The luxuri
Rotary bo
360 rotati
comfort a
	� wÃ�	�}
or on the
engine.

Our price £199.99
with carry bag

Smidge with Saltidin® is
one of a new generation
of powerful repellents
developed as a safe
alternative to DEET
REGULAR PRICE £7.99
SPECIAL PRICE £6.99

£279
RRP

Carryall M RRP £89.99
Our Price £59.99

Price from: RRP £499 Now from £249.47 Accel Price from £499 Pulse Price from £399

Cargo 150L
RRP £169.99

Our Price £119.99

Gear/Reel Bag
RRP £69.99

Our Price £49.99

#KTƃQ (N[ &TK .WIICIG WHOLE RANGE IN STOCK NOW!

*CTF[�<GPKVJ 5KPING *CPFGF
Fly Rods

Scierra
Kenai Pro

Fishing
rousers
REGULAR

PRICE
£79.99

SPECIAL
PRICE
£71.99

#KTƃQ (N[ (KUJKPI -KVU
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All £59.99 RRP
8ft6 #4/5 River & Stream Kit
9ft #5/6 River/Small Stillwater Kit
9ft #6/7 Small Stillwater/River Kit
10ft #7/8 Reservoir Kit
9ft #8/9 Pike/Saltwater Kit

#KTƃ�Q�5WRGT�&TK�)
Shock Fly Line
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RRP £54.99
SPECIAL PRICE £29.99

Snowbee XS Buzzer
Fly Li
£45.00

Snowbee XS Extreme 
ance

Fly
Line

49.00

Scierra
Kenai Pro

Fishing
Jacket
REGULAR

PRICE
£99.99

SPECIAL
PRICE
£89.99

Scierra 
Kenai Pro 
Wading 
Jacket
REGULAR

PRICE
£99.99

SPECIAL
PRICE
£89.99

Simms Luggage
Dry Creek 
Boat
Bag
Our Price 
Medium
£179
Large
£199

Headwater
Sling Pack

£79.99

Headwaters
Large Sling Pack

£99.99

Headwaters
Guide Hip Pack

£99.99

50% 
OFF

Costa del Mar 
Sunglasses

Simms Hyalite 
Rain Shell

Prices start from 
£149.00

£149.00

SAGE Accel & SAGE Pulse
The Accel and the Pulse are the 

newest range of SAGE rods at Angling 
Active. Rave reviews internationally 

for these amazing bits of kit. 
Read more about them 

on our website.

Vision KEEPER ISO 
Float tube
Already the Keeper ISO 
y��>Ì�ÌÕLi�	Ã�ÛiÀÞ�«�«Õ�>À]�

and for good reason. We are 
particularly impressed with the 

simplicity of the craft which still 
observes the needs of the angler. 
Watch our YourTube video review 
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TROUT F D

During autumn trout hunt the weed beds for corixa, stickleback & snail
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DWELLERS 

SPECIAL

FISHING METHODS, 

FLY SET-UPS & 

TOP PATTERNS
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NINE TOP IMITATIONS

SEE PAGE 24

W
EED can be a problem during 
summer when it clogs small 
stillwaters restricting access 
for fl y anglers. But on reservoirs 
weed can be a godsend at this 

time of year. As water levels drop due to summer 
extraction the exposed weed beds become the 
fi rst port of call for hungry trout looking to put on 
weight in readiness for winter when food is scarce.

Apart from roach fry (see next issue) the main 
food items in the weed are corixa (the lesser water 
boatman), stickleback and of course snails. If you 
creep up to the water’s edge, keeping low, you’ll 
quite likely see fi sh picking off these creatures as 
they cruise along the edge of the weed. A carefully 
presented imitation is not likely to go unnoticed.

Read on and look forward to some quality trout 
putting a bend in your rod.   

WEED
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FOCUS ON: WEED BEDS WEED DWELLER    ECIAL

THERE are plenty of different species of water 

boatman in the UK and many aren’t easy to 

distinguish from each other because they’re very 

similar in the way they look. But anglers blanket 

term them all as corixa, scientific name Corixa 

punctata. The obvious way to tell them apart from 

the greater water boatman (backswimmer) is by 

their swimming action and the fact that 

backswimmers are carnivorous and corixa 

herbivorous – feeding on algae and dead plant life. 

Corixa have to breathe air and they’ve a clever 

little trick helping them to remain subsurface for 

long periods. Hanging upside down at the surface, 

they collect air then carry it around as a bubble 

acting as an oxygen supply while they go about 

their business. 

On very warm days adults may even take flight 

which helps them to colonise new waters. Corixa 

are usually dark brown with yellow close set 

stripes on their bodies along with oar-like hairy 

legs acting as paddles. Their bodies are boat-

shaped hence their names and they reach 

approximately 1cm in length. Trout feed on them 

all season but particularly at this time of year.

SNAILS & STICKLEBACKS

THERE are 40 kinds of freshwater snails in

the UK. They vary in size from the tiny

Nautilus ram’s-horn (2-3mm) to the great

pond snail (4cm). Snails move from water to

water via wading birds, amphibians, anglers

or boats etc but when they migrate by

floating across the surface our reservoirs

the trout soon start to feed fish literally

hoover them up. Snails provide a rich

source of protein which the trout exploit to

help get them through winter. Feeding is

often so intense that, after catching a snail

feeder, anglers can feel the snails in the

trout’s belly.

The UK has two species of stickleback, the

three-spined (Gasterosteus aculeatus) and

the 10-spined, but there are eight species in

the northern hemisphere. Mottled brownish

green with pale undersides they blend in

with their surroundings. Breeding males

develop red underbellies and blue eyes.

Three-spined sticklebacks reach about 6cm

in length and live for roughly three years.

They feed on invertebrates, fish eggs and

young fish. In autumn, trout will predate

them near weed beds because they’re

rich in protein.

For fishing methods and

imitations, see following

pages.

CORIXA - LESSER WATER BOATMAN

GUESS WHAT?

1Corixa grip plants etc with

their non-paddling legs

but when they want to move

station they float up and

then paddle back down.

2Corixa also make noises in

summer, sounding like

underwater crickets. This is to

communicate with a mate.

3Adult corixa can fly after

making a swim sprint to

the surface, breaking

through and taking off!

4Some water snails are

Europe’s rarest animals.

5Most snails will thrive in

polluted ponds but some

are sensitive and require

very clean water.

6 Male sticklebacks guard

the nest, eggs and young.

7Some sticklebacks are

found in the sea but these

are silver in appearance.

8Snails thrive in calcium-

rich waters and if they’re

not yet in a calcium-rich new

water, they soon will be!

Legs The two side legs 
make perfect paddles. The 

forelegs are mainly for 
gripping

Body Being boat-shaped 
it’s easy to see how it got 

its name

“In autumn, trout will predate 

sticklebacks near weed beds 

because they’re rich in protein.”

The three-spined 
stickleback is the 
most common in our 
reservoirs and ponds.

Freshwater snails 
are eaten by trout
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Trout feeding on corixa and stickleback can be hard to catch, but they’re often

larger resident fish. Rob Edmunds shares his tactics for success…

WEED DWELLERS             SPECIAL

How to fish the 
WEED BEDS

C
ORIXA and sticklebacks love 
shallow, weedy water. The weed 
acts as a fi lter or barrier to the 
water in the main body of the 
reservoir. These weedy areas 

are not aff ected by higher winds and so do 
not colour up as quickly, making the water 
particularly clear in most instances.

Trout feeding in this shallow, clear water 
are highly visible, you can often see them 
cruising just over the weed beds literally 
feet from the bank, confi dently taking any 
food in their path. There is a temptation to 
rush to the water’s edge and frantically cast 
at every fi sh you see, especially as it’s often a 
larger than normal fi sh. Numerous casts, 

weighted fl ies, and an animated angler only 
do one thing; they spook the fi sh and push 
them out of reach. Patience and a stealthy 
approach is key to success.

When targeting corixa and stickleback 
feeders you should be fi shing in the top four 
feet of the water – often much less! Sit down 
and remain still, casting once every 30 
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seconds or so. By adopting a slow retrieve, 
or even leaving the fl ies static, the fi sh will 
remain confi dent and will continue to swim 
along the bank. Casts of fi ve to 10 feet are all 
that’s needed.

Occasionally, if I see a large fi sh working 
the bank, I will creep in a wide arc some 20 
to 30 yards or so in front of it and simply 
wait until it comes into range before 
making my cast.

Timing and set-ups 

Timing is essential when targeting fry and 
corixa feeders. The most prolifi c times are 
early morning (4am to 8am) or late evening 
(8pm to 10pm). At these times the shallows 
come alive, the wind is lightest and the trout 
leave the safety of the deeps to hunt for food. 

You can catch during the day, but 
conditions must be almost perfect (overcast 
and warm with light winds).

My initial line of attack is always a 12-foot 
leader of 8lb copolymer with a Mylar 
Floating Fry on the point and a size 12 or 14 
Red Holo Diawl Bach on the dropper just 
three feet from the point fl y. 

Fish are opportunist feeders and are not 
programmed to eat just one food source. 
They will often feed on both corixa and 
sticklebacks at the same time, so you should 
replicate both food sources to catch more 

fi sh. For example, pull the fish up to the
silhouetted fry pattern and let them take the
small Diawl.

Remember also that trout have a very
small angle of vision in such shallow water.
In fl at calms fi sh are often pulled to the
Mylar Fry and then take the Diawl Bach just
subsurface. When it’s a little more windy
they will take both patterns equally. In my
experience really big fish of 5lb-plus usually
take the fry imitation.

On some occasions (flat calms for
example) I prefer to fish a Suspender Minkie
on the point, because the mink tail imparts a
small amount of movement into the pattern.
Often this will turn tentative swirls into
positive takes. A Suspender Minkie can also
be given a sharp strip retrieve to create a
‘pop’ disturbance, which can also pull the
fi sh to your cast.

Dries can also be considered for both
corixa and stickleback feeders, but keep
things simple. Use a 12-foot copolymer
leader with a Hare’s Ear CdC on the point
and a small size 16 nymph on the dropper
three feet from the point. The nymph will si
just subsurface and will help straighten the
leader, giving you perfect presentation.

With both these methods you can literal
‘park’ your fl ies out there, keep low and
simply wait for your target. A short 10-foot

THE GEAR YOU NEED    
I prefer a 9ft 6in to 10ft rod in AFTM 5-7 and a quality 

clear copolymer as a leader material. It’s thin, strong 

and does not sink as fast as fluorocarbon so does not 

pull your flies into the weed. It must, however, be 

degreased to take any shine off the line. My

preferences are Rio Powerflex in 8.4lb or Orvis

Superstrong in 2X.

Flies must be tied on strong hooks (they shouldn’t 

bend out under the pressure or strain of a decent 

fish) and I go for Kamasan B175s in sizes 12 to 16.

STICKLEBACK
IMITATIONS
■ My best pattern is a one to two inch Mylar

Floating Fry. This pattern lies sideways on

water like a dead or injured stickleback. It has

the correct green/brown colouration and

scale-like appearance of a small fish.

■ I also use one-inch Suspender Minkies,

particularly a light green mink version. This

pattern sits vertically in the water like a

healthy natural and the mink adds a little

movement to thefly.

■ Both these patterns are close copies of the

food source (rather than generic patterns) and

being quite large are easily picked out by the

trout if presented correctly.

■ The most important feature of both

patterns is the epoxy eyes. I usually use

larger than average eyes to

f ature and make my patterns

cast is all that’s needed, and then you can 
just sit and wait for any rising fi sh to come 
into range. With a 10-foot cast you have the 
perfect amount of line out of your rod tip to 
quickly make a longer cast if a really sizable 
fi sh moves a little further out.

Finally, if you are pursuing very spooky
fish then I would always advise a single fly,
usually a Floating Fry imitation or a dry. A
straight 10-foot copolymer leader is all

The Mylar
Floating Fry.

Expect to catch 
quality trout from 

the weed beds.

A superb rainbow  
takes a fry pattern.
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CORIXA IMITATIONS
When fishing corixa imitations I do not want

my fly to be identical to the other thousands of

naturals in the water. I want it to be similar but

also stand out slightly so it will pull the trout

in. For this reason I prefer a generic pattern

with specific target points and triggers, a fluo

tag/head or a holo rib for example.

Any silver/pearl in the fly represents the air

bubble trapped when the corixa comes to the

surface to get air. The hackle on a Cruncher

provides a little movement (imitating the

corixa’s legs).

My favourite corixa/snail patterns are:

■ Red Holo Diawl Bach size 12, 14 or 16

■ Pearl Cruncher size 12, 14 or 16

■ Silver or Pearl Thorax PTN size 12 or 14

■ Red Bob’s Bits size 12 or 14

■ Fl. orange butt Hare’s Ear CdC size 12 or 14

■ Holo Gold Rib ’s Ear

Stickleback & corixa dry fl y set-up

Typical stickleback & corixa set-up

Floating line

Floating line

9ft

3ft

Size 16 

nymph

9ft

3ft

12ft copolymer 

leader

12ft of 8lb 

copolymer

Size 12 or 14 

Diawl Bach

Hare’s Ear CdC

Mylar Floating Fry

that’s needed, and casting can be literally 
almost nonexistent as the fl ies can be left 
static for 30 seconds or more.

Consider each cast
When fi shing you should make a short cast 
and scan the water, looking for any rising 
fi sh. If you can track them try to establish 
the speed they are moving by seeing how 
much water they disturb and how quickly 
they rise. You should also establish the 
direction they are moving in as you have to 
make a judgement quickly and decide where 
to place your cast and how much of a lead to 
give the fi sh. 

I prefer accurate casts with a lead of 3-4 
feet simply because the fi sh have such a 
small angle of vision – you will have to put 
the fl ies right on their nose to be successful.

Occasionally you will get the opportunity
to cast at two or more rising fish in close
proximity of each other. Consider this a
golden chance, and one not to be missed!
Trout will consider the other fish
competition for the fly/food source and
often attack the fly aggressively, the result
being a more positive take.

When a fi sh is hooked it’s important to
have a plan of action. These are probably not
stock fi sh, but well-mended resident or
overwintered fish. A 3lb trout is easily
capable of snapping an 8lb leader so you
must previously have assessed the water and
its features. Are there any trees, platforms,
fences, weed beds that the fish will head for?

Once hooked you should literally pile on
the pressure and side strain, turn the fish
out into the clear open water and let them
run, as they can’t snap you there.

Because these are fit, strong resident fish
in the peak of condition you must accept
that you will lose at least one in every three
fi sh hooked but for me it makes the ones
caught that little bit more special.

Tips for shallow water fishing
As you are fi shing in shallow water
spectacular runs of 20 to 30 yards will be
common so your drag must be set correctly.
You don’t want the reel to overrun and
tangle or the drag to be too stiff so the hook
simply pulls out or the leader snaps. It’s a
very fi ne balance and you won’t get many
second chances. Remember, the first
instinct of any fish hooked in shallow water
is to run to safety, usually deep water som
distance away or a weed bed. Always kee
your rod high and keep as much fly-line
the water as possible. This causes drag
resistance and can easily pull small h
out or straighten them.

Watch your fly-line and backing s
don’t tangle around any weed, or
your feet. A fi t 3lb rainbow can ta
line in four or fi ve seconds so yo
time to think about what’s happe

Targeting these fish from a boat is much 
more difficult, especially in a 16-foot large 
white boat! Longer 20 to 25 yard casts are 
needed as the boat pushes the fi sh away 
from you. I prefer to either anchor up and 
fish directly along the weed bed ledge or 
drift the banks. Don’t repeat the drift, as the 
boat will undoubtedly spook the fi sh in such 
shallow water.

Rob displays the 
type of fry patterns 

that will succeed.

Diawl Bach 
(right) and 
Cruncher.
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Corixa
Hook: Size 12-18

heavyweight grub

Thread: Green

Back: Olive nymph skin

Rib: Fine silver wire

Body: Fine lead wire, overdubbed with

pearl Lite-Brite

Head: Green thread

O A weighted corixa pattern that can

be fished on the drop. Cast alongside

the weed beds and let the fly sink

before retrieving with a jerky

figure-of-eight. Stop and let the fly

fall again.

FoamSnail
Hook: Size 10-12 wide gape

Thread: Olive

Underbody: Olive dubbing

Body: Olive foam dowel (Booby cord)

Horns: Olive goose biots

O The wide gape hook helps with hooking. Use a

single fly over dense weed beds.

Sugar-cubeCorixa
Hook: Size 10-12 wide gape

Thread: Olive

Tag: Fine pearl tinsel

Rib: Fine pearl tinsel

Body: Hare’s fur

Thorax: Pearl Lite-Brite

Head: Brown or olive foam dowel (Booby cord)

O Fish this pattern static, or twitch it a little

to entice a take. The foam head means the fly

will sit very low in the water and also prevent

it from sinking.

Black&Peacock
Spider (hackled)

Hook: Size 12-14 Partridge dry fly

supreme

Thread: Black 14/0 Sheer

Body: Peacock herl

Hackle: Black hen

O A great generic fly that covers

many situations, including snail

migrations. Inch it back on a

floating line to imitate snails

found just beneath the surface.

Ninetemptingmorselstotrywhen

troutarepatrollingtheweedbeds

FINE DINING
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FASTMAIL has a
selection of fry
patterns that will
catch stickleback-
feeding trout.
Packages consist
of 10 patterns for
£4.95 or 20 for
£9.75. They also
have impressive
selections of all
types of patterns.
For orders or a
catalogue call
01685 844066.
Email: sales@
fastmailtackle.
co.uk
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Mylar Fry
Hook: Size 10-12 wet fly

Thread: White

Body: White booby cord

Body cover: Pearl Mylar tubing coloured with marker pen and 

covered in clear varnish

Tail: Open ends of Mylar tubing

Eye: Stick on decal

O�Mylar tubing with its braided scale-like effect, is perfect for 

fry imitations. When imitating coarse fish fry it’s important to 

keep the pattern roughly the same size as that of the fish 

being preyed upon.

Fleck Stickleback
Hook: Size 10-14 long shank

Thread: Micro Glint golden olive (Veniard)

Underbody: Micro Cactus olive

Tail and shellback: Olive raffia

Overtail: Dark olive marabou

Body: Half Micro Glint golden olive and half 

Micro Glint rainbow

Fins: Dark olive marabou

Head: Claret Micro Glint

Eyes: Funky 4mm blue ultra eyes

Underside of body is coated in Clear Cure Goo 

Fleck and head and eyes are coated with 

Hydro (www.flytyingboutique.com)

O�A great pattern for targeting fish which 

are hunting around the weed beds. It works 

just as well if you tie in a foam post and fish 

it in the surface where it represents a 

crippled fry.

DON’T TIE? THEN BUY...

Long Silver Invicta
Hook: Size 8-10 Kamasan B800 long shank

Thread: Brown

Tail: Golden pheasant topping

Rib: Fine silver wire

Body: Flat silver tinsel or Mylar

Body hackle: Natural light red game cock hackle tied 

long and sparse palmered down the body

Head hackles: Natural light red game cock hackle 

with blue jay beard

Wing: Hen pheasant centre tail  or wing quill tied 

very thin

O�This extra-long version of the traditional Silver 

Invicta makes the perfect stickleback imitation. 

Retrieve in uneven pulls to imitate an injured fish. 

CdC Shuttle Corixa
Hook: Size 14-16 Kamasan B170

Thread: Veevus 16/0 brown

Shellback: Four cock pheasant centre tail feather fibres

Body: Polar pearl and antique gold Lite-Brite (Angel Hair)

Shuttlecock: Six small plumes of natural wild CdC

O�Use a size 14 as the point fly (the heavily stacked 

CdC makes a good sighter). Then a smaller size 16 

version on a single dropper six feet from the point fly 

on a 12-foot fluorocarbon leader.

Hare’s Ear 
Booby

Hook: Size 10-12 Hayabusa 

31550 Medium

Thread: Brown UTC 140

Tail: Guard hairs

Rib: Flat gold tinsel

Body: Hare’s ear over foam

Eyes: 4mm Booby cord

O�When snails migrate 

they literally float in the 

surface film which is when 

this buoyant pattern 

comes into its own. Also a 

good shrimp imitation. 

STICKLEBACK IMITATIONS

WEED DWELLERS             SPECIAL
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Words & Pictures: Russell Hill

The Snail
‘Em fly
Fish feeding in early autumn look for snails as

a source of protein. Russ Dyer has a realistic

imitation that’s just the job...

I
T’S late summer and snail feeding
on our reservoirs has already
started in patches, according to
reports. My memory flicks back to
a chat with ace fly-tyer Russ Dyer

and some snail patterns he’d created. I
remember them being so realistic with
lifelike profile and colour. Russ is a
thinking angler who takes care to develop
patterns that do the job admirably.

He agrees to fish the flies with me at
Graf ham but our day starts with truly
awful conditions. We can’t always
pick and choose when we fish and
sometimes we have to make the
best of whatever time we get.
This is one such day.

I’ve heard that Savages Creek
has produced some snail feeding of
late so we head there first. Nothing
moves at the surface and everything
seems slightly stagnant with clumps of
weed littering the water at all depths.

Our instincts tell us to make a few
drifts and if nothing shows we’ll move to
G Buoy. It’s not long before we’re
motoring to G Buoy in driving rain.
Judging by the dark skies it looks like the
rain is in for the day.

The underwater topography of G Buoy
is what makes it such a fish-holding area
and perhaps Graf ham’s top mark. We
receive interest to Diawl Bachs.
Spoonings reveal mainly daphnia but
encouragingly there are two very small
snails – hardly enough to get us excited
but at least snails are on the menu.

Getting fish to the boat creates
confidence so we target the daphnia
feeders. I choose a coral-coloured lure
and Russ sets up an Orange Blob as an
attractor with a Diawl Bach on a dropper.

I hook and lose one fish and Russ lands

FOCUS ON: SNAIL IMITATIONS
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RECOMMENDEDFLIES

DiawlBach
Hook: Size 10 wet fly Thread: Black 

Tail: Brown cock hackle fibres

Rib: Fine, red wire

Body: Peacock herl

Thorax: Peacock herl

Cheeks: Red holographic tinsel 

Hackle: Brown cock hackle fibres

Snail ‘Em
Hook: Size 8-12 Hayabusa 761 short 

shank sproat or Kamasan 160

Thread: UTC olive or dark brown

Underbody: 8-10 turns of small to 

medium fine lead wire 

Body: Booby foam (5mm-7mm) in 

white, yellow, olive or black

● Coat with Hard As Nails and 

colour with pens

two. It’s a day for nips and plucks really with 
the conditions making consistent sport 
unrealistic. 

The wind changes too. It was coming from 
the east but as the day progresses it blows 
south – right into the corner of the dam and 
Gaynes Cove. Russ suggests we should drift 
into that corner at some point because that’s 
where the food will be. 

On our way towards this hotspot we drift 
parallel with the dam and also pass the 
boils. We know that the fi sh are feeding on 
shrimp close to the dam but we get mainly 
follows with only one fi sh caught here. The 
rain lashes down and we seriously consider 
retiring to the pub. But we came here to 
catch snail feeders and that’s what we’re 
going to do. 

As we drift towards the corner of the dam 
Russ uses the bailer to get rid of rainwater 
from the bottom of the boat, it’s that bad! 
We both set up the snail patterns again, 
Russ suspending one mid-water on an 
intermediate line and me sticking with the 
fl oater. Some fi sh surface but mainly in the 
wind lanes that we exploit while drifting 
past the draw-off  tower by the dam. 

By now the wind has picked up and I can 
hear the waves crashing against the 
concrete dam and the foliage in the corner, 
which has all kinds of debris collecting 
against the foam caused by the relentless 
waves. Where there are shallows, there’s 

weed and where there’s weed there are 
bound to be snail feeders. I have that feeling 
that something’s about to happen.

My cast lands close to the shoreline and I 
retrieve to bring the fl y into deeper water. 
Suddenly a fi sh takes the Snail and kites off  
at extreme speed, leaping out of the water. 
My fl y-line scythes through the waves 
making a hissing sound as the fi sh performs 
acrobatics before boring deep under the 
boat. It feels incredibly strong as if 
freshened up by the wave action. 

Careful not to play it too hard I make sure 
it’s absolutely ready for the net before 
scooping it up. It’s a relief when it’s landed 
and after despatching I’m eager to see if it’s 
stomach contents match the fl y it fell for. 

It’s absolutely full of snails and the fl y’s 
creator looks as happy as I feel. 

It was always going to be a diffi  cult task to 
try a new pattern on a tough day when we’d 
received only sparse reports of genuine snail 
feeding. But as the saying goes, it’s always 
nice when a plan comes together. 

The Snail ‘Em fl y
Says Russ Dyer: My idea was to design a 
working, life-like imitation of a freshwater 
snail. The buoyant pattern has a dual 
purpose, fi rstly to catch snail feeders 
around weed beds but also to suspend 
nymphs on droppers just like the washing-
line method. Like a Booby, the pattern is 

FOCUS ON: SNAIL IMITATIONS

This 3lb rainbow was 
full of snail and took the 
Snail ‘Em fly with gusto. 
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14ft of 6lb

fluorocarbon

Snail

Typical snail leader set-up

Floating line

10ft

4ft

Diawl Bach

GrafhamWater factfile
ADDRESS The Fishing Lodge, West Perry,

Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE28 OBX

CONTACT Park Manager

TEL 01480 810531

WEB www.anglianwater.co.uk/leisure

EMAIL fishing@anglianwater.co.uk

foam based and can be fished at any depth
and on any line. But it lacks the natural body
mass of the natural. So I used fi ne lead wire 
in the front of the tying, which is covered by 
the booby foam tubing. This lead, foam body 
and Hard As Nails varnish gives the pattern 
almost neutral buoyancy allowing it to sit 
naturally in the fi lm just like the real thing. 

Hook choice
The hook is also important. I use a wide gape 
hook so that the point and barb sit well clear of 
the snail’s underside therefore improving 
hooking capability. This also acts as an 
extended keel, slowing the fl y’s drift. 

Colouring
The foam body colour obviously infl uences 
the overall colour of the snail you’re imitating 
– I use foam in white, black, olive or yellow. My 
Promarker pens in subtle greens, olives and 
yellows can be combined and applied to create 
a mottled eff ect. I layer the colours several 
times to let the colours penetrate the foam. 

Varnish
Having experimented with various glues, I’ve 
found Sally Hansen’s Hard As Nails ideal for 
this pattern. It provides a hard shell-like 
exterior without adding weight. The fi rst two 
coats draw the colours and helps to blend and 
combine them to look like the natural.
■ Follow the tying sequence on p73.

So realistic: the hook is the only giveaway. 

First spooning: a daphnia with two small snails.

Fly-tyer Russ Dyer 
holds a Grafham 
snail-feeder taken on 
his own creation. 
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Simms GR4 PRO
Fishing Waders
Stockingfoot

£699

Simms G3 Guide
Fishing Waders
Stockingfoot

£549

Simms Guide
Fishing Waders
Stockingfoot

£429

Simms Headwaters
Convertible Fishing
Waders Stockingfoot

£449

Simms G4Z
Fishing Waders
Stockingfoot

£799

Simms G4 Boa
Wading Boots

£249

Simms G3 Guide
Wading Boots

£239

Simms Rivertek 2 BOA
Wading Boots

£189

Simms Vapor
Wading Boots

£169

Simms Freestone
Wading Boots

£159

Simms Flats Sneaker
Wading Boots

£119

Simms Zipit Bootie II
Wading Boots

£85

Simms Guide Flip
& Ebbtide Flip

£79

Simms Freestone Felt
Wading Boots

£139

Orvis Silver Sonic
Stockingfoot
Zippered Waders £355

Guide Waders £339

Convertible Waders £235

Orvis Endura Waders
RRP NOW

Bootfoot £235£149
Infinity Gravel Guards £26
Neoprene Guard Sock £25

Orvis Encounter
Felt wading boots

RRP £75 £89

Orvis Clearwater
Fly Fishing Vest
RRP £59 £49

Orvis Lightwt Super
Tac-L-Pac Fly Vest
RRP £125 £99

Orvis Hydros
Strap Vest

RRP £125 £110

Orvis Encounter
Wading Jacket
RRP £99 £85

Breeze Bloc £53.99
Country £79.99

SFT Breathable Waders
RRP NOW

Chest Stockingfoot £359 £299

Zip Front Stockingfoot £399 £339

Prestige Breathable ST Waders
RRP NOW

Stockingfoot Waist £229 £189
Stockingfoot Chest £249 £199
Stockingfoot Zip Front £299 £249

Prestige Breathable ST Waders
RRP NOW

Bootfoot Chest Combi Felt £249 £199
Bootfoot Zip Combi Felt £319 £269

Snowbee Granite 4mm Waders
Bootfoot Thigh £105 £75
Stockingfoot Chest £119 £89

Snowbee Prestige Nubuck
Wading Boots

RRP £149 NOW £75

Snowbee XS-Pro RRP NOW
Studded XS Tra Grip £129 £105

Combi Felt £119 £99

Snowbee Ranger
Felt Sole Wading Boots

RRP £79.99 £59

Snowbee Rockhopper Neoprene
Spike Sole Wading Boots

RRP £59.99 £49.99

Snowbee Classic
Fly Vest

RRP £43 £37

Snowbee Geo
Fly Vest

RRP £83 £75

Snowbee Geo Wading
Fly Vest

RRP £73 £65

Snowbee Superlight
Fly Vest

RRP £50 £45

Snowbee Superlight
Mesh Fly Vest
RRP £46 £39

Snowbee Prestige
Breathable Over Trousers

RRP £119 £99

Snowbee Shirts
Short or Long Sleeves

from £39.99

Neoprene Gravel Guard
made of 3mm double lined
Neoprene
£17

Snowbee Stream-Trek
Studded XS Tra Grip

RRP £139 £149 £125

Snowbee SFT Sonic-Welded
Breathable Wading Jacket

RRP £299 £269

Snowbee Prestige
Breathable Wading Jacket

RRP £139 £119

Orvis Clearwater
Wading Jacket

RRP £189 £169

Orvis Clearwaters
Mesh Vest

RRP £59 £49

Greys Strata All Weather
Quilted Jacket

RRP £59.99 £53.99

Greys Strata Guideflex
Technical fishing trousers

RRP £44.99 £39.99

Greys Strata Fly Vest
Lightweight & waterproof.

RRP £49.99 £44.99

Scierra X-Tech Wading
Jacket

RRP £129.99 £116.99

Snowbee Smoker Cooker
Made from Stainless Steel
RRP £47.99 £39.99

Snowbee Float Tube Kit
Twin tube V Boat style
RRP £199 £179

Snowbee Prestige
Gamefisher £19.99

18 Models to choose
from - Starting from £199

11 Models to choose from

Maui Jim Sunglasses
from £89

Maui Jim BiFocal Sunglasses
from £115

Snowbee Magnalite Full
Frame £49.99

Snowbee Prestige Sport Sunglasses
2 Styles available £49.99

Gore Range Tech
Vest Pack £129.99

Marabou Vest
£129.99

Sagebrush Mesh
Vest £119.99

Open Range Tech
Vest Pack £149.99

Wasatch Tech Vest
Pack £159.99

Vaquero Waxed
Canvas Vest £119.99

Wildhorse Tech Vest
Pack £199.99

GR4 PRO
Fishing Jacket

£479

G3 Guide
Fishing Jacket

£399

Guide Jacket
Fishing Jacket

£349

G3 Guide
Fishing Vest

£199

Guide
Fishing Vest

£149

Slick Jacket
Fishing Jacket

£449

Bulkley Jacket
Fishing Jacket

£299

Headwaters
Jacket

Fishing Jacket
£249

ProDry Gore-Tex
100% waterproof
& windproof
Jacket £499

Bib £399

Exstream Series
PremaLoft
Synergy Insulated
Jacket £239

Trousers £179

Vertical Mesh
Fishing Vest

£119

Freestone
Fishing Vest

£79

PFG Henry’s Fork
Lightweight fishing

vest with 12 pockets
to hold all your gear.

£89.99

Simms Dry Creek
Chest Pack

£69

Simms Headwaters
Chest Pack

£79

Simms Headwaters
Hip Pack
£99

Headwaters 1/2 Day
Hydration Pack

£99

Headwaters
Gear Bag
£99

Headwaters Packs
Sling Pack £79

Large Sling Pack £99

Simms Headwaters
Tackle Bag
£169

Elk River Youth
Vest £74.99

Simms Headwaters
Gear Bag
£189

1/2 PRICE

Bootfoot Chest Cleated RRP £149
NOW ONLY £79 - SAVE £50

Airflo Outlander Gear
Bag

£39.99

Airflo Outlander
Rolling Cargo Bag

£79.99

Airflo Outlander
Rucksack/Chest Pack

£59.99

Airflo Outlander Vest
Back Pack
£59.99

REDUCED

CC3 XP
Stockingfoot Waders
RRP £149.99 £129.99

Snowbee Fly Vest /
Backpack

RRP £89.99 £79

Snowbee Prestige Long
Fly-Fishing Waistcoat

RRP £89.99 £79

Snowbee Prestige
Breathable 3/4 Field Jacket

RRP £169 £139

Orvis Access
Wading Boots £139

Studs Extra £22.95

Orvis Pivot Boot Felt
Wading Boots £165

Studs Extra £22.95

Orvis Encounter
Waders & Boots
Waders from £135

Boots from £69

See website for details

Fall Run
Fishing Vest

£149

Fall Run
Jacket
£189

Kinetic
Jacket
£255

Riffle
Jacket
£255

Superlight
Trousers
£59

Superlight
Zip Off Trousers

£69

Superlight
Shorts
£55

Shirts
from

£59 - £95

Wading Staffs
from

£99 - £129

Simms Headwaters
Full Day Pack

£149

Simms Dry Creek Back
Packs and Hip Packs

£109 - £259

£79

• Waterproof Zips
• 3 Layer Bonded System
• High Breathability



Clearwater
Fly Reels

£59

Hydros
Fly Reels

from £169

Battenkill
Fly Reels

from £79

Encounter II
Fly Reels

from £45

CFO
Fly Reels

from £279

Access
Fly Reels

£99

Snowbee
Stealth

Fly Reels
6 Models

RRP £129 £179
NOW ONLY

£64.50 -£79.50

Snowbee
Onyx

Fly Reels 7
Models

RRP £49.99
£92.99

NOW
£49.99-£79.99

Snowbee
Classic 2
Fly Reels
4 Models

NOW
£27.99-£39.99

Snowbee
Geo

Fly Reels
3 Models

RRP £195 £239

NOW
£159-£219

Snowbee
Geo

Cassette
Fly Reels

and Bundle

RRP £185 £229

NOW
£235-£279

SNOWBEE GEO NANO FLY RODS - 4PCE
The ubiquitous larger stillwater & reservoir rods plus 3 Salmon rods
Geo Nano RRP Price
8'6” #4 £349 £315
9' #5 #6 #8 #9 #10 £349-£399 £315-£349
9'6" #7 £389 £339
10' #3 #4 #6 #7 £389-£399 £349
13' #8 #9 £479 £429
14' #9 #10 6 Piece Travel Rod £539 £479
14' #9/10 £499 £449
Geo Nano Switch - 4PCE RRP Price
10’9” #7 £429 £379
11’6” #8 £449 £399

SNOWBEE PRESTIGE FLY RODS - 4PCE
Superb quality coupled with outstanding value.

Prestige RRP Price
8’ #4 £219 £189
9’ #4 #5 #6 £239 £199
9’6” #3 #7 £259-£269 £219
10' #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 £259-£279 £219-£229
10’ #8 £259 £149
10'6”#3 New Style Handle £299 £269
11’ #3 New Style Handle £299 £269

SNOWBEE PRESTIGE SWITCH FLY RODS - 4PCE
Lightweight and effortless power producing distance and accuracy.

RRP Price
10'8" #6 ONLY £289-£299 £169

SNOWBEE DIAMOND 2 FLY RODS - 4PCE
Incorporating the very latest thinking in fly rod design & material technology.

Diamond 2 RRP Price
7' #4 £139 £116
8' #4 £145 £119
9' #4 #5 #6 £155-£159 £129
9'6" #7 #8 £165 £135
10' #3 #4 #6 #7 £165-£179 £139-£149

9' #4 #5 £159 £99
9'6” #8 £149 £89
10' #3 #4 #5 #6 #8 £169 £99

SNOWBEE DIAMOND 2 SPEY & SWITCH FLY

RODS - 4PCE
Superb performance and affordable value.

Diamond 2 Spey RRP Price
12'6"#7 #8 £249 £215
13' #8 #9 £269 £229
14' #9 #10 £289 £249
15' #10 #11 £309 £269

Diamond 2 Switch RRP Price
10'6"#7 £209 £179
10'6"#8 £209 £179

SNOWBEE CLASSIC FLY RODS - 4PCE
The Classic Fly Rods with all-new 4-piece blanks, providing crisp,
responsive action. Ideal for those just starting fly fishing.

Classic RRP Price
6' #2/3 £55.99 £45
7' #3/4 #5/6 £59.99 £47
8'6" #4/5 £65.99 £54
9' #4/5 #5/6 £69.99 £59
9'6" #6/7 £78.99 £63
10' #4/5 #7/8 £85.99 £69-£72

SNOWBEE CLASSIC FLY ROD COMBOS - 4PCE
Designed for the most technical and demanding of light line anglers
and available in specialized sizes.

Classic Combo Kits RRP Price
8'6" #4/5 £99.99 £79.99
9' #5/6 #7/8 #8/9 £104.99-£117.99 £79.99
9'6" #6/7 £115.99 £89.99

ORVIS HELIOS 2 FLY RODS - 4 PCE
20% stronger than the original Helios, 20% lighter in hand, 100%
increase in tip-impact strength, fine-tuned tapers for unrivaled
tracking, accuracy, and lifting power

ORVIS SUPERFINE GLASS FULL
FLEX RODS
Get ready to change the way you feel. Orvis have applied modern
Orvis taper design principles to a classic rod-building material to
produce a 3-weight fibreglass fly rod that's smooth and slow, yet
crisp and strong.

Superfine Glass Full Flex Rods RRP Price
7' #3 NEW £349 £289
7'6" #4 NEW £349 £289
8' #5 NEW £349 £315

ORVIS CLEARWATER FLY RODS - 4 PCE
The all new Clearwater® Series reaps the rewards of our award-
winning Helios™ technology. Lighter and more responsive than
ever, the Clearwater Series offers 20 models

Clearwater RRP Price
6' #2 £179 £159
7' #4 £179 £159
7'6" #3 #5 £179 £159
8'6" #4 #5 £179 £159

ORVIS FREQUENT FLYER FLY RODS - 7 PCE
Travelling with your fly rod has never been easier than with the 7-
piece travel fly rods Frequent Flyer fly rods.

Frequent Flyer RRP Price
8'6" #5 £215 £179
9' #5 #6 #8 £235 £189

ORVIS ENCOUNTER FLYER RODS - 4PCE
Encounter fly rods are quality discount fly rods that allow novice
anglers to easily enter the fly fishing world. Offering the most
popular sizes and line weights, these Encounter fly rod outfits elimate
all the guesswork on your part.

Encounter RRP Price
8'6" #5 £149 £135
9' #5 #8 £149 £135
9’ 6” #6 £149 £135

Helios 2 RRP Price
6' #2 £735 £675
7' #4 £735 £675
7'6" #3 £735 £675
7'9 #5 £735 £675
8'4" #2 #3 £735 £675
8'6" #4 #5 £765 £689
9' #4 #5 #6 £765 £689

Helios 2 Saltwater RRP Price
8'6" #2 #3 £765 £689
9' #6 #7 #8 #9

#10 #11 #12 £765 £689
9'6" #6 £765 £689
10' #6 #7 #8 £765 £689
11' #6 #7 #8 #9 £825 £749

Clearwater RRP Price
9' #4 #5 #6 #7

#8 #9 #10 #12 £179 £159
9'6" #6 #7 £199 £179
10' #4 #5 #6 #8 £179-£199 £159-£179

ORVIS ENCOUNTER SPIN/FLY COMBO ROD
It's a spinning rod. No, it's a fly rod. Actually, it's both.

Encounter Spin/Fly Combo Rod RRP Price
7' #5 (fly) 1/16 - 3/16oz (spin) £225 £199

20%
OFF

Purchase a Snowbee fly rod, fly
reel & fly line & get 20% off
the complete outfit!

SNOWBEE 790 CASSETTE REELS & BUNDLES

A Cassette Spool version of the Popular 790 model. Built to the
same exacting standards as the other reels, but fitted with a
precision moulded, reinforced polycarbonate Cassette Spool.
Giving the same line capacity as the standard model, this offers
the advantage of quick-change, inexpensive cassette spools, so
favoured by competition fishermen. Also available as a ‘retro-fit’
spool head to convert your existing 790 Geo into a Cassette reel.

Cassette Fly Reels RRP Price
Onyx #5/7 Cassette Fly Reel £62.99 £54.99
Onyx #5/7 Cassette Fly Reel plus
3 Spare Cassette Spools in Reel Case £84.99 £74.99
Onyx #7/9 Cassette Fly Reel £69.99 £62.99
Onyx #7/9 Cassette Fly Reel plus
3 Spare Cassette Spools in Reel Case £92.99 £79.99
Geo 560 Cassette Fly Reel £209 £169
Geo 560 Cassette Fly Reel plus
3 Cassette Spools and Reel Case £259 £199
Geo 790 Cassette Fly Reel £235 £179
Geo 790 Cassette Fly Reel plus
3 Cassette Spools and Reel Case £279 £210

NEW FOR 2015

QUEST - 6 PCE
Designed for fishing any time, anywhere.

Rod Length Line RRP Price
Quest 8’6” #4 £99.99 £84.99
Quest 9’ #5 #6 £99.99 £84.99
Quest 9’6” #7 £109.99 £94.99
Quest 10’ #5 #7 £109.99 £104.99

TRUEFLY SLA - 4 PCE
Super lightweight rod with English bronze finish
Rod LengthLine RRP Price
Truefly SLA 7’ #3 £79.99 £69.99
Truefly SLA 8’ #4 £79.99 £69.99
Truefly SLA 8’6” #4 £79.99 £69.99
Truefly SLA 9’ #5 #6 £79.99 £59
Truefly SLA 9’6” #6 #7 £89.99 £69 
Truefly SLA 10’ #5 #7 #8 £89.99 £72.99

SPEEDSTER
Super-high retrieve rate reel
with a narrower spool, inboard
mounted handle and an large
outer diameter

Speedster 1.5 Fly Reel £249
Speedster 2 Fly Reel £269
Speedster 3 Fly Reel £299
Spare Spool from £120

AGILITY FLY - 4PCE
The action of the blanks are medium / fast and
combine excellent casting potential with a
smooth fish playing action.

10’ #3 #4 #5 RRP £54.99 PRICE £42.50

ORACLE EXP SWITCH ROD - 6PCE
useful when smaller flies and lighter lines are
required to improve presentation.

11’ #7/8 #8/9 RRP £89.99 PRICE £74.99
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GREYS XF2 STREAMFLEX FLY RODS - 4 PCE 
Designed for the most technical and demanding of light line anglers and available in specialized sizes.

Rod Length Line RRP NOW
XF2 6'6" #2 £189.99 £155
XF2 7' #3 £194.99 £159
XF2 7'6" #4 £204.99 £169
XF2 8' #4 £204.99 £169
XF2 8'6" #5 #6 £209.99 £169
XF2 9' #5 #6 £219.99 £179

Greys XF2 Streamflex Plus 9'6"/10'
#3 #4 #5

Two exceptional rods in one. Unique 9ft 6in 
extension system allows the precise dry fly rod to
be transformed into a 10ft nymph rod in seconds
- without re-threading the rings
Available in #3, #4, #5 RRP £269.99 £228.99

GREYS XF2  FLY RODS - 4 PCE
An adaptable all-rounder, XF2 is a quality rod that excels in a range of fishing situations.

Rod LengthLine RRP NOW
XF2 9' #5 #6 £219.99 £175
XF2 9'6" #6 #7 #8 £219.99 £175

GREYS GR30 FLY RODS - 4 PCE
With a slightly more forgiving action than the GR50, the GR30 allows high line speeds with the
minimum of effort. The GR30 looks every bit as good as it casts.

Rod Length Line RRP NOW
GR30 7'6" #3 £99.99 £88.99
GR30 8' #4 £99.99 £88.99
GR30 8'6" #5 £99.99 £88.99

Rod Length Line RRP NOW
GR30 9' #5 #6 #8 £109.99 £93.99
GR30 9'6" #5 #6 #8 £119.99 £99.99
GR30 10' #7 #8 £119.99 £99.99

GREYS GR50 FLY RODS - 4 PCE
Manufactured from high grade carbon fibre in an advanced taper design, the GR50 is a physically light
fly rod. The fast recovering, high performance action is the replacement for Greys all-time best selling
GRXI+ range is truly class leading.

Rod Length Line RRP NOW
GR50 6' #3 £129.99 £116.99
GR50 6'6" #4 £129.99 £116.99
GR50 7' #3 #5 £129.99 £116.99
GR50 8' #4 #6 £139.99 £119.99
GR50 8'6" #5 £139.99 £119.99
GR50 9' #5 #6 #8 £139.99 £119.99

Rod Length Line RRP
GR50 9'6" #6 #7 #8 £149.99 £127.99
GR50 10' #6 #7 #8 £149.99 £127.99
GR50 13' #8/9 £249.99 £224.99
GR50 14' #9/10 £249.99 £224.99
GR50 15' #10/11 £249.99 £224.99

REDUCED

1/2 PRICE

OFFER

REDUCED

REDUCED

3 SPECIAL OFFERS

LITESPEED
An iconic ultra-large arbor reel

Litespeed 2 Fly Reel £309
Litespeed 2 Fly Reel £329
Spare Spool from £120

KONIC II
Smart design & high performance

RRP NOW
Konic 2 Fly Reel £139 £110
Konic 3.5 Fly Reel £149 £115
Spare Spool from £55

OFFER

ALL REDUCED

Rod Length Line RRP NOW
XF2 10' #6 #7 #8£229.99 £185
XF2 Carnivore 9' #8 #9 £229.99 £185

GTS/GX REELS
Large Arbor GTS cassette reels featuring
the Greys unique line ID system.

RRP NOW 
GTS500 #5 #6 #7 £49.99 £44.99
GTS500 #7 #8 #9 £49.99 £44.99
GTS700 #5 #6 #7 £99.99 £89.99
GTS700 #7 #8 #9 £99.99 £89.99
GX900 #2 #3 #4 £119.99 £99.99
GX900 #4 #5 #6 £124.99 £104.99
GX900 #6 #7 #8 £129.99 £109.99
GX900 #8 #9 #10 £139.99 £119.99
GX900 #10 #11 #12 £149.99 £129.99

GX300 / 500 / 700         from £29.99

SCOTT A4 FLY RODS - 4 PCE
Smooth casting high line speed rods with low physical weights.

A4 Fly Rods Price
7'6” #4 £349
8' #3 #4 £349
8'6" #4 #5 £349

A4 Fly Rods Price
9' #4-#10 #12 £349
10’ #4 - #8 £349

SCOTT G2 FLY RODS - 4 PCE
For stalking trout with tiny flies, long leaders, & light tippet. 

A4 Fly Rods Price
7'7” #2 #3 #4 £599
8'4” #2 #3 #4 #5 £599

A4 Fly Rods Price
8'8” #3 #4 #5 #6 £599
9’ #4 # 5 #6 £599

SCOTT RADIAN FLY RODS - 4 PCE
A great combination of speed and power

Radian Fly Rods Price
8'6” #4 #5 £649
9' #4 - #7 £649

Radian Fly Rods Price
9'6” #6 #7 #8 £649
10’ #4 - #8 £649

ORVIS SUPERFINE CARBON FLY RODS 
Classic precision dominates the unsanded graphite blank with
matching graphite wraps of the Superfine Carbon. 

Superfine Carbon Fly Rods RRP Price
6’ - 9’ 7 Models in the range from £335

ORVIS RECON FLY RODS
Recon teams a high-performance, fast action feel with light swing
weight.

Recon Fly Rods RRP Price
7’ 11” - 10’ 7 Models in the range from £315NEW

NEW 

REDUCED

SPECIAL OFFER 

SPECIAL OFFER 
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Words: John Horsey Pictures: Peter Gathercole
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My way with 

NYMPHS
John Horsey’s approach to nymphing at different levels on Draycote Water

T
HERE was a time when 
nymph fishing was a simple 
thing: floating line, 15 feet 
of 6lb mono and three 
standard nymph patterns.

Nowadays, however, that same 
destination is reached by a multitude 
of routes, both in the ways that we can 
fish our nymphs and the fly-lines on 
which we fish them. Terms like 
‘washing-line’ and ‘straight line 
nymphing’ are commonplace. Leader 
set-ups can be complex and leader 
types positively confusing. Add a huge 

choice of fly-lines into the mix and the 
whole issue becomes a minefield. 

I recently spent a day on Draycote 
Water – currently one of the most 
prolific trout waters in England – and 
put some of these methods to the test.

The forecast was for a light breeze 
and cloud, but as is often the case, we 
were greeted instead by sunshine and 
wind, prompting me to dispense with 
a floating line in favour of a 6ft 
midge-tip, which would get the flies 
down a bit further than a standard 
floater.    
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Now there are loads of midge-tip lines
available on the market today and the choice
is confusing. The original was the Rio
midge-tip, which had a one-metre clear
intermediate tip. Rio now makes a longer
version of this line and several versions are
available from the Airflo stables. In fact,
most fly-line manufacturers have at least
one midge-tip line in their armoury:
Cortland also make their ghost tips in
various lengths and sink rates.

It comes down to personal choice and
experimentation but you should look for one
that sinks fast and holds the flies deep for a
good length of time. My own particular
favourite in this respect is the 3ft mini-tip
from Airflo.

The trial-and-error process by which we
arrive at our conclusions spares none of us.
At the Spring International on Rutland this
year, I bought two new midge-tip lines, only
to be totally out-fished for several hours on

the day of the match, by my boat partner 
Gerallt Hughes of Wales, who happened to 
be using a 12ft midge-tip – a line that I did not 
possess. Needless to say, I now have one… 

Back at Draycote, I felt the fish would be 
deeper in the sunshine, and that’s why I 
opted for the 6ft midge, along with 18 feet of 
9.4lb fluorocarbon tippet – designed to get 
my flies deeper and also to prevent smash 
takes, should I hook two fish at once, an 
experience I was delighted to hear is not 
unheard of at Draycote of late.

Leader set-ups
My leader set-up involved spacings of four 
feet between flies and another six feet from 
the fly-line to the top dropper. A size 8 Al 
Owen Stripped Quill Buzzer occupied the 
point with a Muskins and Diawl Bachs on 
the three droppers.

It wasn’t long before my loop straightened 
and fish number one hit the net. Numbers 

two and three soon followed from Toft
Shallows and I missed a couple more for
good measure.

The loop method
All the while I watched the loop. So what is 
this ‘loop’? Probably the single most 
important method that I have used over the 
last 10 years. It is simple, yet for all I harp on 
about it, very few people actually take it on 
board. I suppose as a committed competition 
angler, I should be pleased about this, for 
otherwise things would be getting even 
more difficult; but thankfully they aren’t.

Hold the rod tip about a foot above the 
water and let the floating element of the line 
hang like a coarse angler’s swing-tip. As you 
retrieve, that loop of fly-line will straighten 
and fall: if it stays straight when it should be 
slack, that’s down to either a snag or a fish.  
Should the loop flick forward, then it will 
definitely be a fish. Whichever scenario 

The Hardy Mach fluorocarbon is very popular. A selection of sink-tip fly-lines. John’s nymph box is full of proven patterns. 
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SETTING THE DROGUE
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you’re presented with, your response should
be the same – STRIKE!

Almost all the trout that you catch while 
watching for takes like this are hooked right 
in the top of the mouth, not in the scissors. I 
prefer this hook-hold as the top of the 
mouth is very fl eshy and hooks stay in 
better, especially if barbless, as is the case in 
many competitions nowadays. 

Throw out the drogue making sure that 

nothing snags the ropes.

As the drogue opens out as the boat moves, 

make sure the ropes are secure.

To bring the drogue in, it’s far easier to 

simply pull on one of the ropes. 

The trout were 
feeding hard 
on daphnia.

John uses a 
long-handled 

landing net.

Watching the 
loop is great for 
take detection.

John’s four-fl y nymph leader set-up

6ft midge-tip line

6ft

4ft

4ft

4ft

Diawl Bach or 

Muskins

Diawl Bach or 

Muskins

Diawl Bach or 

Muskins

Stripped Quill 

Buzzer

18ft of 9.4lb 

fl uorocarbon
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After a while, the cloud eventually made
an appearance and the takes dried up. I
figured that the fish had moved higher in the
water. So, off with the midge-tip, on with the
floater and on to washing-line tactics.

Using a buoyant fly
My leader remained the same, apart from
replacing the heavy Buzzer on the point with a
far more buoyant fly – in this case, a Two-tone
FAB. FABs are back in fashion at the moment,
but Boobies are just as good – again, it’s a case
of personal preference.

When fishing the washing-line, as soon as
your flies hit the water, give them two hard
strips - this ‘plops’ the buoyant fly and
rather than scare every fish in sight, it
actually seems to attract them.

Having plopped your point fly, keep the
retrieve steady and concentrate on watching
the loop. Any movement out of the ordinary
and you must strike.

The benefit of sink-tips
Years ago – before I learnt about watching for
my takes, rather than waiting to feel them – I
would change to an intermediate line, or even
a sinker, if I felt that the fish had dropped
deeper in the water.

With the amazing range of sink-tip lines
available to the modern day trout angler, it is
now possible to get your flies much deeper
than with a conventional floater, but still have
the tremendous benefit of watching the loop
for signs of a take when retrieving; something
that is impossible when using an
intermediate or sinking fly-line.

Something that separates Draycote Water
from any other trout fishery in the UK, is the
possibility of catching fish on the surface
using dry flies and at the same time,
switching to deep-fished nymphs and
targeting a different band of feeding fish on
or near the bottom, with a long leader and
heavy nymphs.

Static nymphing
To prove it to myself, I moved to deeper water
near to Rainbow Corner and switched back to
a faster sinking midge-tip, while extending
my leader by another six feet at the end nearest
to the fly -line. I was now chucking out a long
line, with a 24-foot leader, two heavy Buzzers

JOHN HORSEY’S RECOMMENDED FLY PATTERNS

Diawl Bach
Hook: Size 10-12 Kamasan B175

Thread/head: Red thread

Tail: Brown cock hackle fibres

Rib: Red wire

Body: Peacock herl

Hackle: Brown cock hackle fibres

Muskins
Hook: Size 12 Kamasan B175 or 170

Thread: Olive

Tail: Brown cock hackle fibres

Rib: Fine copper wire

Body & thorax cover: Cock pheasant 

tail fibres

Thorax: Pinch of hare’s fur

Breathers: Orange Glo-Brite floss Al Owen’s Stripped 
Quill Buzzer

Hook: Kamasan heavyweight grub hook

Thread: Black

Body: Thread with stripped peacock herl over

Thorax: Black thread

Cheeks: Sunburst goose biots

● Varnish whole fly

on the point and fi rst dropper, with Diawl 
Bachs on the other two droppers.

This method takes more patience and a 
systematic method of counting down the 
f lies.  I normally count in real seconds – 
1001, 1002, 1003 etc – and once I get to my 
required depth, then I begin the slowest of 
slow retrieves, using the obligatory 
figure-of-eight method. All the time, I 
watch the loop like a hawk and strike 
whenever it moves. This is what’s known as 
static nymphing and it works best when the 
fish are feeding deep on 
bloodworm, hoglice or shrimp.

Draycote – a productive water
I caught several more using this method, but 
felt I really should have been on dries, as the 
fi sh were now really high in the water, where 
my spoonings revealed nothing but daphnia.

I think this is one of the reasons why 
Draycote is such a productive water – not 
only does it provide great fi sh but it is 
receptive to so many fl yfi shing methods. 
Well done to Ifor Jones and his staff  for 
running such an excellent fi shery. Long may 
this continue.  

“I think this is why 

Draycote is such a 

productive water – not only 

does it provide great fi sh 

but it is receptive to so 

many fi shing methods.”

John prepares to net a fish that 
took a nymph at Draycote.

A nymph-caught fish hooked in the top lip. 
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Draycote factfile
ADDRESS The Fishing Lodge, Draycote 

Water, nr Dunchurch, Rugby, Warwickshire

CV23 8AB

TEL 01788 812018

WEB www.flyfishdraycote.co.uk    

EMAIL lodge@flyfishdraycote.co.uk

John with a full-
finned Draycote 
rainbow trout.

DON’T TIE? THEN BUY

THE Essential Fly company offer 

individual barbless Black Traffic 

Light Buzzers at £1. Phosphor 

Yellow Blank Buster Buzzers are 

£1.25. Bundles of TL Buzzers cost 

£9.60. www.theessentialfly.com

Alternatively, call 01757 333003
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W     Prest

UNCHERS  
FOR A FULL  
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& DRIES
Fishing on and just 

under the surface in 

muggy conditions, 

Campbell Baird

tackles one of the

narrower windows of

opportunity at

Northern Ireland’s

Moorbrook Lodge HOUSE 
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FTER a lodge that comes
complete with a full menu, an
array of cakes to drive you crazy,
taunting you from beneath their
Perspex domes, and a coffee

selection straight out of Starbucks, it’s fitting
that Moorbrook’s trout aren’t snacking on
anything so mundane as buzzers by the time
we reach the water.

Looking like a mobile radio transmitter as
he patrols the banks, his three rods fanned
out above him, Campbell Baird spots a lot of
corixae and hoglice scurrying through the

shallows, their efforts frequently in vain as
hungry rainbows pick them off. We’ve been
here less than an hour and already the day is
shaping up nicely.

When you consider the neighbouring
distractions along Ulster’s northern
coastline – Royal Portrush golf course,
Giant’s Causeway and Bushmills Distillery
are all out there somewhere as you take in
the sweeping view from the lodge – it’s to
the credit of Moorbrook Lodge fishery that
it keeps you so tightly focused on what lies
in the foreground.

Moorbrook layout
Just west of Coleraine, Moorbrook is a
neatly-maintained mixed fishery, whose
immaculate lodge doubles as a coffee shop
and bistro, open to the public, yet has
managed the near-impossible balancing act
of being large enough to cater for a broader
market while losing none of the intimacy
and cosiness for which anglers hanker when
seeking respite from their endeavours.

Owners William and Stephanie Holmes
seem to run a tight ship here, and while
coarse and game angling aren’t always

FieryBrownCruncher
Hook: Size 12 Hayabusa

Thread: Buff

Tail: Fiery brown cock hackle

Rib: Fine gold wire

Body: Peacock herl dyed fiery brown

Thorax: Gold holographic tinsel

Head hackle: Small Greenwell’s hen

PicricOliveCruncher
Hook: Size 12 Hayabusa

Thread: Buff

Tail: Greenwell’s hen dyed picric olive

Rib: Fine gold wire

Body: Peacock herl dyed picric olive

Thorax: Chartreuse holographic tinsel

Head hackle: Greenwell’s hen dyed picric olive

CAMPBELL’S CRUNCHERS

Moorbrook’s neat 
landscaping is evident 
as Campbell plays 
another rainbow.
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comfortable bedfellows when combined at a
single venue, they appear at ease with each
other at Moorbrook.

Five small trout lakes, of varying shapes,
make up the flyfishing side of the operation
(two of them also allow bait fishing) and
Campbell starts fishing the largest of them
at the hub of the layout.

The Cruncher Nymph

Keen to see if he can start with a
photogenic big stockie, not yet attuned to
the wiles of the angler, Campbell starts

with a black and green Nomad lure.
“I don’t say I’m a fan of any particular

colour but each one can have its uses,
depending on conditions,” he points out.
“It’s dull and overcast and black and green
will always work best in those conditions.
Had it been a sunny day, it wouldn’t have
worked so well as a more olive lure, just
because of the light conditions.”

As proof of the theory that profile trumps
colour, however, this supposedly perfect
marriage of colours and cloud cover is
fruitless, some 20 casts resulting in a

UVCruncher
Hook: Size 12 Hayabusa

Thread: Buff

Tail: Buff hen hackle

Rib: Fine silver wire

Body: Tan pheasant tail

Thorax: Ice dubbing

Head hackle: Greenwell’s hen hackle

The fishery offers 
some fine views out 
towards Co. Antrim.

solitary follow by a fi sh that turns out to be 
more curious than peckish. Not only is it 
time to match the hatch but also to re-assess 
the type of trout for which we’re catering.

“Looks like this isn’t going to be about 
stockies,” says Campbell, scanning his 
fl ybox for terrestrial options, “but good 
resident fi sh feeding on the corixae.”

Cue the Cruncher.
Semantically - because words are my

business - this is one of my least-favourite
patterns, if only because the name seems to
defy explanation. So many other fly

TROUT FISHERMAN SEPTEMBER 16 - OCTOBER 13

Get this man a rod-
holder for Christmas...



DON’T TI

THEN BU

WHEN fishin
snail and cori
feeders aroun
weed beds yo
can’t go far
wrong with I
Barr’s carde
Cruncher
selections
available fro
his website
iainbarrflyfishing.c p
£10.95 for 12 patterns. If you
purchase 10 carded selections you
get two free.
For more information contact Iain
on 07802 567205 or email:
enquiries@iainbarrflyfishing.co.uk
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from a floating line: a standard UV Cruncher
on the top dropper, an Olive Picric Cruncher
on the middle, and a Fiery Brown Cruncher
with a gold holographic thorax on the point.
All three flies are size 14.

“The leader’s 14 feet,” he announces: “I
don’t want it too long because I want to keep
the flies relatively close to the surface.”

Trying out most of the pools in turn, he
targets rising fish, endeavouring to put the
flies in front of them. With one sharp tug to
pull the leader down through the surface, he
switches to a steady figure-of-eight retrieve,
brisk enough to keep the flies high in the
water but gentle enough to allow the soft
hen hackle on the Crunchers to pulsate to
full advantage (a feature which makes the
Cruncher particularly useful as a top-
dropper fly in loch-style fishing, when its
hackle disturbs the water’s surface).

With plenty of cloud cover, or in the gloom

Three Cruncher leader set-up 

Cruncher

 Cruncher

Cruncher

Floating line

3ft

5ft

6ft

The theory that any 
stocked rainbow is 
a sucker for a lure 
died a death today.

Weed clearance duty
meant that it wasn’t
just anglers casting
a decent line...

Once the Crunchers
had their share, it

was the turn of the
Shipman’s variant.

Leader set-up

Had its original name of ‘Magnet’ endured,
of course, the logic would have been as clear
as a chalkstream, for this hackled Pheasant
Tail Nymph, occupying the frontier at
which nymphing meets Spider patterns, has
proved not only irresistible to trout but also
highly versatile. It can be tied to represent
corixae, olive nymphs or even small fry and
can sit anywhere in your line-up, should you
fish a team of flies.

Campbell opts for three of them, fished

names clearly reflect their profile (Snake,
Blob) or the bug that they are attempting to
suggest. Even more abstract labels – Viva or
Greenwell’s Glory – call for only the most
cursory research to reveal their origin.

But ‘Cruncher’? It doesn’t even seem to be
in the right sport. If it described a certain
type of rugby tackle, or one of those
inswinging bouncers that follows the
batsman no matter how far back he leans, it
would look very much at home. The name
simply doesn’t reflect the pattern.
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of dusk or early morning, emboldened trout
will chase corixae into shallow water and
the latter rarely live more than three feet
below the surface anyway, because of their
need to top-up their oxygen supply regularly
at the surface. If there’s a lack of surface
activity yet your marrow-spoon suggests
that corixae are being taken in numbers, you
could try weighted Crunchers to test out
lower levels using a sink-and-draw retrieve.

There’s no need for that today: Crunchers
near the top bring Campbell his first fish

after just five casts and will account for
seven all told, but the rises-to-takes ratio
remains large enough to persuade him that,
even with the resolute retrieve and short
leader, the flies are still fishing just below
the required depth.

He swaps for a small cinnamon-coloured
fly, similar to a Shipman’s Buzzer, which he
has always found effective for corixae-
feeders and on a 16-foot leader tapered
down to 0.09 diameter (just over 1lb).

Shipman’s for corixa feeders
Some anglers swear by the Shipman’s on
days like this, when it’s warm even if the sun
isn’t shining, and Campbell’s variant proves
the point today, with almost every fish he
covers taking the fly. In the end, the dry
pattern even outdoes the trio of Crunchers,
taking 10 fish and proving that fishing,
too, can be a game of inches. Even if you’ve

Moorbrook Lodge factfi le
ADDRESS 46 Glebe Road, Castlerock, 

Co. Londonderry BT51 4SW

CONTACT 028 7084 9408 

EMAIL moorbrook@hotmail.co.uk

WEB www.moorbrooklodge.co.uk

OPEN Tue-Sun inclusive, dawn to dusk

PRICE RANGE £10-£25

“In the end, the dry pattern 

even outdoes the trio of 

Crunchers, taking 10 fi sh 

and proving that fi shing 

can be a game of inches.”

established that fi sh are high in the water, 
there can still be a discernible diff erence 
between targeting just under the water and 
on top of the water.

In muggy conditions, of course, many 
anglers would be glad of just a fraction of 
Campbell’s catch today, particularly once 
the dog days of summer are upon us. I ask 
how he overcomes such conditions.

“If you can’t fi sh when the fi sh are feeding 
at this time of year, namely at nighttime or 
early in the morning, concentrate on fi shing 
small fl ies and as fi ne a leader as you can get 
away with, given the size of fi sh you’re 
after,” he advises. “Fish are used to feeding 
on small corixae now, by which I mean size 
16 or 18 and they can take nymphs as well, 
around size 14 or 16.

“And you have to work harder at not doing 
anything that might discourage them at all, 
so if you’re fi shing dries, you’re going to 
have to de-grease your leader after every
fish or after every five minutes, whichever
comes first.”Despite a good haul, 

Campbell had to fish 
nearly all of the ponds 

to find his fish.
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Words & Pictures: Ceri Jones

YOUNGSTERS 
lead the way

How refreshing it is to see children fully clued up with 

floating lines and imitative flies. Ceri Jones sees a bright 

future for the sport

L
ATE summer is always a tricky 
time for stillwaters. After 
failing to catch wild browns at 
Talybont Reservoir closer to 
home I had to work out which 

type of fishery would offer the best chance 
of success.

The problem with the wild browns at 
Talybont was that the rains of late August 
had raised water levels by three to four feet 
and the water was very warm. This puts 
the fish off the feed and myself and several 
other boys were fishless after working 
hard all day. So I needed a water that 
would offer me the best chance of success. 

When water temperatures rise, you can 
always try a spring-fed small water. 
Spring water entering the fishery 
underground offers a constant 
temperature of around 11 degrees, which 
is ideal for the fish. They will seek out this 
‘comfort zone’ during late summer. 

One such water in South Wales is 
Garnffrwd, which manager Jamie tells 
me has been enjoying some wonderful 
evening rises to sedge and buzzer. I time 
my visit so that I fish through the 
afternoon into the evening. 

On arrival, I enjoy a hearty breakfast 
and watch several anglers catching a few 
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Medi Treharne, aged 
13, has only fished 
for just over a year 

but is already in the 
Welsh Youth Team.
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“A big fish of 5 or 6lb takes

the sedge but my strike

leads to a snapped leader.”

RECOMMENDEDFLY

Hook: Size 12-14 Kamasan B175 or a Kamasan

B160 hook

Thread: UTC 70 olive

Tail: English partridge feather from wings

(Veniard) dark brown with light yellow (near

the wing-bone)

Rib: X-small Largatun, oval gold tinsel, (ribbed

very closely)

Body: 3/4 of the hook is an underfur iron-grey

from a rabbit patch, dubbed

Thorax: White/cream from behind ears of a

hare’s mask or from bottom cheeks, tied in

bulky

Hackle: Very dark near chocolate colour

‘natural speckled hen’ saddle cape, which has

again, just lightly ‘flecks’ of rich yellow bars

going through the feather

● The head is coated in clear varnish

Markings to inspire
any fly angler.

Who doesn’t like 
brownies?

Young Lewis 
Miller had lots of 
sport from the 
platforms.

fi sh. The older, experienced guys are fi shing 
Di-3 or intermediate lines and are taking 
rainbows and browns from deeper down. 
But there are a group of youngsters fi shing 
fl oating lines and small, imitative patterns 
from the wooden platforms jutting out into 
the lake. This approach is also taking fi sh. 

It’s quite unusual to see young anglers well 
versed in this kind of fi shing, and I’m very 
encouraged. A closer look tells me that 
they’re actually very good too. 

One of the juniors is Jamie’s son Lewis 
Miller and you’d expect him to be catching 
plenty of fi sh at a water that’s his home! He 
doesn’t let you down either. But it’s nice to 
see a young lady fi shing. Thirteen-year-old 
Medi Treharne is a relative newcomer to 
fl yfi shing, but she’s passionate about the 
sport and very successful too. Fishing with 
her father, Craig, today she has already 
made the Welsh youth team alongside boys. 
In fact, she is the only girl in the team! All 
this having only fi shed for around a year! 

The Medi fl y
Her successful fl y is a pattern called the Medi, 
a fl y fi shed by her father for about 20 years. It’s 
so productive on the small waters that he 
named it after his daughter. It’s a sort of cross 
between a Spider and a wet fl y and was used 
with some success at the bank international 
when it was held here at Garnff rwd. Fished on 
a fl oating line in teams of two, it’s a superb 
pattern for browns and amazing for sea trout 
in size 10s.

Finally, there’s Jack Morgan who is slightly 
older at around 16 and doing well casting at 
moving fi sh as opposed to fi shing ‘blind’. 

None of these anglers are put off  by the 
constant rain and I’m encouraged to copy 
them with an imitative set-up. 

Going fi ne and small
Fishery owner Jamie suggested I try a very 
small fl y, something like a size 18 or even a 22! 
Of course this requires a fi ne leader and I scale 
right down to a river set-up of 3lb 7x Sightfree 
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14ft of 3lb G3

Ceri’ssmallflyleaderset-up

Floating line

8-10ft

Garnffrwd factfi le
This premier South Wales small water has 

been running well for over 30 years and has 

been in the Miller family throughout. Good 

management, extensive facilities, a 

proactive approach and outstanding fish 

quality make Garnffrwd the popular fishery 

it is today. Anglers can enjoy food in the 

onsite café or choose to stay in one of the 

four-star cottages, self-catering lodges or 

caravan site. 

ADDRESS Garnffrwd Holidays & Trout 

Fishery, Mynyddcerrig, Llanelli, 

Carmarthenshire SA15 5BB

CONTACT 01269 870539

EMAIL garnffrwd@sky.com

WEB garnffrwdflyfishing.co.uk

SEASON Open all year

(0.13mm diameter). The fish are very fussy
and this small and light approach should
ensure takes. But the problem is that strength
is compromised. If a big fish takes I stand a
very good chance of losing it due to leader
breakage. It’s a risk but I’m willing to try it.

I place an emerger on the dropper and a
gnat-type dry on point. Casting close to the
reeds while standing on one of the wooden
platforms is a popular way to fish here. Many
fish patrol the reed beds, which are a definite
hotspot. The trout appear to be dimple
rising, which again lends itself to a lighter
leader set-up with small fl ies. 

I cover a few fi sh and manage one 
beautifully-marked brown trout which

worked the reed beds but the youngsters are
catching so many that I spend a lot of time
photographing them in action!

The evening sedge hatch
I stop for a coffee in readiness for the evening
rise but now the drizzly rain gets heavier.
Heavy rain can sometimes freshen things up a
bit and as the light fades the sedge begin to
hatch – the long-horned adults flitter around
the tops of the reeds. This spurs me on to
replacing my point fl y with a Deer Hair Sedge. 

I cast out and start a fi gure-of-eight 
retrieve with tweaks to create an attractive 
wake on the surface – imitating adults 
skittering across the water. 

A big fi sh I’d estimate to be 5 or 6lb follows 
and takes the Sedge but my strike leads to a 
snapped leader! That’s the risk you run with 
light set-ups. 

The lure approach after dark
It’s time to dispense with imitation and go for 
a big fi sh with a tried and tested lure approach. 
Sometimes a Black Tadpole type lure on a 
fl oating line can pull a fi sh after dark. I manage 
fi ve trout – rainbows and browns – in the last 
hour. The lure was fi shed around two feet 
down with a varied retrieve. 

Sadly the big fi sh remain in the water but 
it’s not been a bad session given the constant 
rain and calm conditions. The youngsters 
impressed me with their fl oating lines and 
small fl y approach and to be honest they 

How small is small? Ceri’s flies next to a 5p coin!

Young Jack Morgan fished confidently.

Fishery owner Jamie Miller joins the fun.

Ceri’s best fish, a 3lb-
plus rainbow took a 
Tadpole in the evening. 

dominated the day. I’m very pleased to see 
them doing so well. Garnff rwd has a 
reputation for imitative sport with anglers 
visiting fully intent on fi shing this method. 
And the fi sh can be caught very close in so 
it suits anglers of all casting abilities. But 
you’ll need to be stealthy. 
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THE SLOVE
Step away from the Balkan nation’s ‘flagship’ rivers, and you’ll find that

being the world’s sinkhole capital is not entirely without its benefits...

you haven’t ar f...

 WHERE TO FISH  

THIS MONTH
Spotlight on 12 top overseas and UK fi sheries to visit
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W
HAT comes to mind when
you think of Slovenia?

Marble trout or wild
rainbows in blue alpine
streams, surrounded by

forested mountains, maybe? World-
renowned rivers such as the Soca, Idrijca, or
Sava Bohinjka?

Undoubtedly, there is excellent fishing in
Slovenia’s alpine watersheds but delve
deeper and you’ll find rivers so unique, so
under-fished and so full of wild fish that you
may find yourself foregoing the mountain
streams for something a little different.

It’s tempting to assume that the
chalkstream is a uniquely British
ecosystem, such is the reverence in which
we hold our southern rivers, yet the
phenomenon of naturally-filtered aquifers
rising through the ground and forming
rivers exists worldwide.

“...you’ll find rivers so

unique, so under-fished

and so full of wild fish, you

may find yourself foregoing

the mountain streams...”

The writer, nymphing 
in front of an old mill on 
Slovenia’s Krka river.

Good size and good 
scrappers: don’t go 
much lighter than 4lb 
with your tippets.
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THIS MONTH: SLOVENIA

The Karst chalkstreams
There are broad geological differences
between many of these watersheds and each
can be seen as unique but Slovenia’s ‘Karst’
system of chalkstreams is the most unusual
of them all.

Much of lowland Slovenia sits on a
precariously thin layer of non-permeable
rock, under which flow huge amounts of
water. The Karst system filters ground water
into huge underground caverns, many
extending hundreds of miles. Like our own 
chalkstreams, this water is often forced 
back onto land, through springs which 
source many of the rivers that flow over the 
Slovenian pasture lands. However, unlike 
UK rivers, which flow over a solid limestone 
base, the Slovenian Karst waters flow over 
heavily eroded hard rock and frequently 
vanish back down into the caverns as fast as 
they appeared. Slovenia has the highest risk 
of sinkholes of any country on the planet.

On the bright side, however, this mixture
of pure, cold and filtered water makes for
some of the finest game fish habitat in
Europe. The rich waters of the Pivka, Unica 
and Krka may not be on the flyfishing radar 
right now but such is the quality of their 
grayling and brown trout, they warrant 
comparison with Slovenia’s alpine streams. 
My second trip to what was once 
Yugoslavia’s north-western corner was 
made specifically to explore the potential of 
these crystal-clear jewels.

The Unica might be Europe’s finest 
grayling river. It springs from the ground 

near Planina as a fully-formed classic
chalkstream but one with a bizarre
background. Viewed on a topographical 
map, the river appears as a short blue
squiggle that ends abruptly. In fact the 
Unica isn’t really a river at all, more an area 
of Karst water flow, which cuts across the 
country as seven different rivers both over- 
and underground. The rivers Pivka, Unica, 
Ljubija and Ljubljanica are among those that 
all flow from the same source and are in fact 
the same watershed.

The Unica river
The Unica is the second incarnation of the 
original Karst spring and meanders gently 
for around 8km before going to ground. 
Its upper reaches are home to some of the 
country’s finest game fishing. Ticketing 
is state-controlled and at €99 per rod the 
Unica is definitely a premium river by 
Slovenian standards.

“The potential for large 

brownies on the Unica is 

largely untapped and 

they’re becoming plentiful.”

The après-fish is none too shabby, either... Unica grayling think nothing of rising 6ft for a dry. Urban fishing, Slovenian style, on the Krka.

Andy and Will set about 
the Unica’s gloriously 
clear water.
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The number of large grayling in its crystal
clear water must be seen to be believed and
their willingness to rise six feet to take a dry
fly astonished me every time. On my recent 
trip with England Junior team captain Will 
Robins, the pair of us lost count of how 
many 40cm grayling we caught before the 
sun had properly risen.

Flies with a dash of colour
Dries and nymphs fish well here but you 
should always cover likely areas with a small 
Pink Tag CdC dry before changing to Plan 

B. Red and pink tagged flies work well on the
Unica, as our guides’ fly box testified – there
really is something about a dash of colour.
In summer, an excellent day-long caddis 
hatch reaches an evening crescendo, when 
the angler can be baffled by the choice of fish 
at which to cast. Abundant caddis also make 
for good sight-fishing with slightly-weighted 
bugs, such as the deadly KJ Green Caddis.

Alongside the excellent grayling fishing, 
there are also wild stocks of native Danube-
strain brown trout. Both Will and I lost large 
brownies, hooked accidentally while we 

were targeting grayling. Each fish was
around 4lb and left us both with a sense of
unfinished business. The potential for large
brownies in the Unica is largely untapped 
and local anglers assure us that they are also 
becoming plentiful.

So it is in the Krka (pronounced “Ker-ka”) 
river in south-east Slovenia. A genuine Karst 
river, largely unknown to anglers beyond 
the Balkan states, it can be fished right to its 
source, near the town that shares its name. 
Geologically different to the Unica, the Krka 
has the feel of a more gentle northern 

Will admires another Unica grayling

“Please tell me we’re not expecting a spate...”

You could still be 
in England...
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THIS MONTH: SLOVENIA

freestone stream, which would ordinarily
flow cool and clear. Heavy rain ahead of our
visit, however, had tinged the water but it
certainly didn’t taint the fishing.

We landed a string of quality browns and
rainbows on caddis dries from the upper
reaches before re-locating to an area in Krka
town. Within an hour, we banked two large
brownies, each one boisterous and well over
45cm long. Once again the KJ Green Caddis
nymph was deadly and I would recommend
that any Slovenia-bound angler brings
plenty of these. At just €39 per rod the Krka
offers great value and diversity of fishing.

While neither river mentioned here boasts
the coveted marble trout, they should be
counted among Slovenia’s finest flyfishing
streams. The Unica has quality grayling and
this most unique of ecosystems might not
remain a secret for long.

The Krka, meanwhile, feels like home to a

Derbyshire angler like me and the numerous
and large resident brownies make for an
unforgettable experience.

Slovenia’s path less trodden is one of
amazing ecosystems, clear waters, deserted
rivers and incredible fish and with flights
from the UK costing as little as £150, a
weekend’s fishing here could be more cost
effective than a weekend in Hampshire.

Slovenia factfile
FLIGHTS: Direct to Ljubljana from London 

and Manchester airports, the flight lasting 

less than 2 hours.

ADVISED TACKLE: Andy used an 8ft 4wt for 

fishing dries and a 10ft 3wt (with French 

leader) for nymphing. Tippets should be no 

lighter than 3lb 8oz for what are strong fish.

SEASON: March-November. Generally, the 

best months are May and June, and 

September and October for grayling. 

ACCOMMODATION: The Slovenian capital, 

Ljubljana, can be your base for both rivers 

but if you prefer somewhere smaller, 

consider the villages of Bistra  

(www.gostilna-bistra.com) or Vrhnika  

(www.gostilna-bajc.si)

GUIDE: Uroš Kristan can be reached at info@

urkofishingadventures.com. His website at 

time of writing - urkofishingadventures.

weebly.com - is due to change to  

www.urkofishingadventures.com  

He can help you arrange accommodation at 

the Bistra and Vrhnika guesthouses.

BACKGROUND: Local tourist agencies are 

at www.argonavt.si/en/ and  

www.visitvrhnika.si/en/  

The Fisheries Research Institute of Slovenia 

can be found at www.zzrs.si/en/index.php

“...the KJ Green Caddis

nymph was deadly and I

would recommend that 

any Slovenia-bound angler 

brings plenty of these...”

Andy reflects on 
why the Unica may 
be Europe’s finest 

grayling river...

Krka rainbows responded to caddis dries.
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24-hour
daylight!
A MUCH longer flight, over 16

hours, will take you to Wellesley

Lake in Canada’s far northwest, close to the Alaskan

border – one of the richest lakes in the country. Add

in the 24 hour daylight and you’ve huge fish with all

day hatches!

The 10 by six-mile lake is accessed by floatplane

with eight anglers at a time so it’s never overfished.

Smaller lake char between 4-10lb feed on buzzer

and leeches in the shallows, with 50lb specimens

coming from the deeps. An area called ‘the flats’

with depths between 40 and 90 feet offers the best

chance of a monster lake char and this area is best

fished with fast sink lines and big streamers or

anglers can troll with rubber jigs.

White fish, 3-8lb, shoal in the shallows and readily

take a fly as well as being the staple diet for char.

The season at Kluane Lodge lasts only from late

May to early August before the ice returns. This is

exclusive fishing and truly world-class sport.

You only live once so why not plan the trip of a

lifetime? TF highlights some top overseas venues

LET’S Fly
Norway’s rugged 
backdrop
WITH flights from the UK 
taking between two to five
hours you’re not far away
from some of the world’s
most rugged and stunning scenery
within which to fish. Norway is home to
truly incredible flyfishing, whether it
be salmon if you can afford it, trout or
grayling. It’s all here. 

The River Alta offers some of the world’s
most expensive salmon fishing, where the
prospect of a 50lb fish will put you back
£15k a day! Other salmon rivers are more
affordable you’ll be pleased to know!

The wild brown trout sport ranges from
rich lowland to nutrient poor mountain
rivers and lakes, with perhaps the River
Hemsila offering a terrific chance of
a large specimen. Sedge flies tend to
score well along with other dry flies.
Fluctuating water levels can make you
work hard for your fish but hit the right
conditions and you’re in for a treat.

Mid and southern regions offer some
excellent grayling fishing too.

Fishing deep for lake
char in the Yukon’s
Lake Wellesley.
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Ireland – quality close to home
THERE’S so much fishing in Ireland and it’s only 

around an hour’s flight from most areas of the UK. 

The great western loughs are the main attraction 

with spring, early summer and autumn the best 

times for buzzers, mayfly, olives and daddies 

respectively. Some anglers avoid the heat of high 

summer but it all depends on the weather. Given 

cool temperatures and a decent breeze the August 

fishing can be great to Sedge patterns. 

Pulled wets used to dominate the 

tactics but latterly nymph and dry fly methods 

(English techniques refined somewhat by the Irish) 

have come more to the fore. It’s not unusual for 

anglers to exploit a caenis hatch nowadays, which 

might have been ignored previously. 

Salmon fishing has improved somewhat too with 

the River Suir in the south leading the way with 

decent brown trout to boot. Don’t forget the rivers 

Mourne and Finn in the northwest, which produce 

good numbers of salmon. 

The mayfly fishing is still the main reason people 

visit here and despite the influence of agriculture 

and pesticides there’s still decent hatches. Lough 

Sheelin is still a great mayfly water, as are loughs 

Corrib and Mask. 

Sea trout can be caught in the west coast loughs 

of Inagh and Carrowmore, the latter also famed for 

its salmon. 

The rivers Mourne 
and Finn are great 

salmon waters.

Island of 
fire and ice
WITHIN a three-hour flight 

range from the UK, Iceland 

offers some of the best wild 

brown trout and Atlantic salmon fishing in 

the world along with scenery to match. The 

salmon sport is always good but sometimes 

incredible, with good grilse runs and a party 

of three possibly catching 50 fish! Okay, you’ll 

catch bigger salmon in other countries but in 

terms of numbers Iceland is hard to beat. With 

over 100 salmon rivers and a multitude of lakes 

the angler really is spoilt for choice and given 

the 325,000 population overcrowding isn’t an 

issue here. 

In recent years the quality of the trout fishing 

has really come to the fore with stunning 

brown trout, sometimes up to 30lb from 

certain lakes, attracting anglers from all over 

the globe. The rivers also produce amazing 

browns between 5 and 8lb but these can often 

be on salmon rivers so a cheap ticket might not 

be possible. And the rivers respond to a mix of 

tactics ranging from small dries to streamers. 

The only slight inconvenience is that your 

tackle must be disinfected before entering 

the island. It’s a disease prevention measure. 

The options are to do this at the airport but 

some anglers save time by visiting their 

local veterinary surgery before travelling. 

It’s absolutely vital that you carry your 

confirmation documents with you when 

travelling to Iceland.  

Peter Gathercole casts 
a fly with an active 

volcano as a backdrop.
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STAY AND FISH
TF showcases some top trout fi sheries that also provide accommodation for you and 

your mates. Book your trip now and enjoy some sport and relaxation...

TAVISTOCK TROUT 

FISHERY
CELEBRATING their ‘silver jubilee’ next year, 

Tavistock’s five flyfishing lakes sit at the edge 

of the Dartmoor National Park and are fed from 

the River Tavy, the supply of fresh water keeping 

weed growth low and oxygen levels high. 

This healthy environment makes for healthy 

fish: the fishery prides itself on offering fine 

specimen trout for its customers and its record 

catches are 31lb 11oz for rainbows and 16lb 4oz 

for browns. 

The lakes are stocked most days with rainbows 

while browns are added weekly.

A fully-stocked tackle shop is available, along 

with a float-fishing lake and children’s play area. 

Tuition and corporate days can be pre-arranged 

and accommodation can be reserved in the 

selection of cottages and apartments situated 

at the fishery. 

FACTFILE

ADDRESS Tavistock Trout Fishery, Parkwood 

Road, Tavistock, Devon PL19 0JS

CONTACT 01822 615441

www.tavistocktroutfishery.co.uk

abigail@tavistocktroutfishery.co.uk

OPEN Dawn to dusk all year, save for Christmas

Day, Boxing Day and Mondays (but open Bank

Holidays and the first Monday after Boxing Day).

PRICE RANGE £23-£50

 COLDINGHAM LOCH
JUST inland from the North Sea, this 

charming 22-acre loch in the Borders is one 

of Scotland’s oldest established fisheries, 

its spring-fed depths home to brown, blue 

and rainbow trout, pursued from bank or 

boat. Rod numbers are restricted so that 

the fishery is never overcrowded (advance 

booking recommended).

A comfortable lodge and range of self-

catering holiday cottages are available and 

tuition can be booked. 

FACTFILE

ADDRESS Coldingham Loch 

Fly Fishery, Westloch Road, 

Coldingham, Berwickshire TD14 5QE

CONTACT 01890 771960

www.coldinghamloch.co.uk

info@coldinghamloch.co.uk

OPEN Daily from 8.30am until 5pm (10pm 

once evening sessions start). The loch  

closes for winter on November 29, 2015.

PRICE RANGE £10-£30

BELLBROOK VALLEY TROUT FISHERY
SET in a 40-acre valley full of wildlife, Bellbrook 

comprises six lakes, one of them specimen-only, 

stocked with fish from 4lb to 20lb-plus. Spring- 

and brook-fed, the lakes are 2-12 feet deep and 

are stocked with rainbow, blue and brown trout, 

up to 2lb 8oz in the non-specimen lakes.

Complimentary tea and coffee are available in 

the re-furbished lodge, which also offers a small 

tackle shop for basic requirements. Outside, a 

covered deck area provides plenty of space to 

reflect on your day, no matter what the weather.

Beginners and experienced anglers alike are 

welcome, as are corporate bookings. Cottage or 

static caravan accommodation is available.

FACTFILE

ADDRESS Bellbrook Valley Trout 

Fishery, Oakford, Tiverton, Devon EX16 9EX

CONTACT 01398 351 292

info@bellbrookfishery.co.uk

www.bellbrookfishery.co.uk 

OPEN 8am to earlier of dusk or 9pm, all year 

round (check for availability beforehand).

PRICE RANGE £18-£54

A choice of both accommodation 
and fishing lakes makes 

Tavistock ideal for an away-
from-it-all fishing break.  

Bellbrook’s six 
lakes can all fish 
very differently.
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LLANDEGLAFISHERY
POPULAR through the winter months in

particular, Llandegla Fishery’s two one-acre

pools are spring-fed and while the water colour

can be ‘gin clear’ to ‘Bovril brown’ depending on

temperatures and rainfall, it all makes for an

interesting variety of fishing.

The pools are stocked with rainbow trout,

browns, tigers, gold and blues up to 15lb and they

also have a natural stock of rudd that are happy

to take a dry fly.

Two disabled pegs are available, along with a

tackle shop and a café that prides itself on its

selection of ‘free range’ breakfasts, lunches,

snacks, cream teas and home-made cakes.

Private parties welcome.

A mixed fishery, Llandegla also provides 

coarse fishing and a free family fishing pool 

that is ideal for children. Whether you’re

camping, caravanning, or just looking for a 

B&B roof over your head, what’s more, the 

fishery’s accommodation facilities cater for 

all longer-term visitors.

FACTFILE

ADDRESS Llandegla Fishery, Casgan 

Ditw, Llandegla, Wrexham LL11 3AA

CONTACT 01978 755851

info@llandeglafishery.com

www.llandeglafishery.com

OPEN All year

PRICE RANGE £9-£30
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MEONSPRINGS

TROUTFISHERY
OFFERS catch-and-keep fishing for rainbows

stocked from 2lb upwards, while catch-and-

release anglers can fish the Meon Beat, stocked

with rainbows and browns of around a pound.

Refreshments, including alcohol and free tea

and coffee, and tackle for sale/hire are in the 

lodge. Accommodation available in fishing huts 

(‘yurts’) on-site. Residents enjoy free fishing, 

paying only for any fish caught.

FACTFILE

ADDRESS Meon Springs Trout Fishery and 

Fishing Huts, Whitewool Farm, East Meon, 

Petersfield, Hampshire GU32 1HW

CONTACT 01730 823134

meonsprings.com

fishing@meonsprings.com

OPEN 8am till earlier of 7pm or last angler 

leaving, save for Christmas Day.

PRICE RANGE £20-£55

GARNFFRWD

TROUTFISHERY
SET in woodland, this spring-fed lake

holds rainbow and blue trout (many in

double figures) and also brown and tiger

trout. Many of the fish are reared on-site.

A lakeside lodge offers Christine’s Café

and a small tackle shop for stocking up on

essentials. Two accommodation lodges

are also available on-site.

FACTFILE

ADDRESS Garnffrwd Trout Fishery,

Mynyddcerrig, Llanelli SA15 5BB

CONTACT 01269 870539

garnffrwd@sky.com

www.garnffrwdflyfishing.co.uk

OPEN 8am to dusk

PRICE RANGE £13-£29

NINE OAKS FISHERY
TWENTY miles south of Aberystwyth, Nine Oaks 

Fishery comprises three trout pools of around 

half to three-quarters of an acre (6-18 feet deep) 

and three coarse lakes.

Avoid heavy rain and you 
can enjoy gin-clear water 
at Meon Springs.

CONTACT 01545 580482

Email via website

www.nineoaks-fisheries.co.uk 

OPEN Dawn to dusk daily

PRICE RANGE £12-£30

The former contain mainly rainbow and blue 

trout from 2lb plus a head of small resident 

brownies. Plenty of 3lb and 4lb fish go in, along 

with a small number of 5lb-6lb and over.

The lakes are landscaped in a very natural 

setting and the fishery also has a well-stocked 

tackle shop and a café providing breakfasts 

and snacks. Equipment hire and tuition also 

available.

The fishery also offers holiday accommodation, 

in the form of self-catering holiday cottages and 

quality static caravans, all close to the lakes and 

suitable for couples or families. 

FACTFILE

ADDRESS Nine Oaks Fishery, Oakford, near 

Llanarth, Ceredigion SA47 ORW



Airflo employee and

top competition angler

known for fly-line

development. At home

on rivers or stillwater.

Trout Fisherman tackle

tester and Rutland-

based fishing guide.

Experienced caster

and expert fly-tyer.

Advice
Gareth
Jones

Robbie
Winram
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QHow do you determine what size of fly to

use on any given day?

John Harrison

PAUL PROCTER REPLIES: This query really has

opened a can of worms…so to speak! There’s so

many variables that might have a bearing.

However, for argument sake, let’s assume

you are fishing a lure and following the

success from using a size 10 Cat’s Whisker on a

previous outing, you naturally knot on the

same fly. The initial trout you catch grab hold

with arm-wrenching confidence, but this is

followed by tentative nips and sharp pulls that

amount to nothing. In such circumstances,

having seen a few of their mates plucked from

a shoal, the remaining trout may now be

suspicious of your offering.

A change of colour would perhaps be the first

port of call, but sometimes dropping down in fly

size can work too. This is especially the case in

cold water as trout tend to be more responsive

to smaller lure/streamer type dressings.

urning this on its head, let s now discuss

imitative fishing which, to be frank, is what

appeals most to stillwater flyfishers.

In many situations it’s important that you

strive to match the size of any natural insects

or bugs that are present. Where emerging

buzzer are being targeted, this can be

achieved by inspecting foam washed up on the

windward (exposed) bank, which is bound to

contain a few pupae that didn’t quite make it.

If you are fishing catch and kill, you can also

examine the stomach contents of any trout

you decide to retain by spooning them. These

clues should give you some idea of what size

fly is required.

Where terrestrials are concerned, you can

either grab one as it flits past, or check nearby

cobwebs for clues as these will almost

certainly contain a few unfortunate insects

from the last few days.

Armed with such information, not only can

you make an informed choice of size, but the

appropriate pattern too.

ADVICE SQUAD: Q&A

Roll casting with
an 8wt outfit
Q I fish both rivers and stillwaters and

have a good grip on the roll cast in

confined spots with my 4wt outfit. When

I try to use the same technique with my

8wt set-up on a stillwater, presentation

seems to leave me completely and the

last four feet of line ends up in a heap in

front of me. Any tips on how to fix this?

John Mitchell

GARETH JONES REPLIES: There are a few

things you can try. First look at your line.

A line with a longer front taper such as a

Delta or a Triangle Taper will naturally

want to turn over well on the roll cast.

Secondly, take a look at your leader

length. If it is too short it may not provide

sufficient ‘bite’ or anchor to help you load

the rod.

Finally, you could try to impart a haul

with your left hand, this will help increase

line speed on the heavier line and should

help turn over the cast.

New Zealand
dropper confusion
Q I mainly fish stillwaters but I read

about the New Zealand dropper in a

book about river fishing. Is this method

useful on stillwaters too? Andy Rogers

RUSSELL HILL REPLIES: I've seen some

stillwater anglers adopt this method. It's

a great way of suspending a fly beneath

another more buoyant pattern.

The method involves a dry fly with a

nymph attached via a dropper that's

actually tied to the hook of the dry fly.

Many anglers fish this very successfully

but others claim that the fish refuse the

dry fly because they'd mouth the leader

when taking it. To solve this, simply fish the

dry fly on its own dropper conventionally.

It's like many things in fishing – if it

works for you then carry on. We should try

all tactics and methods to see if they

work. Personally, I've had no problems

hooking fish on stillwaters with the New

Zealand dropper.

The contents of the
marrow spoon will give
some indication of insect
size to be imitated.

Wha i fly should I use?
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Cumbrian-based AAPGAI

instructor and Orvis

consultant, preferring

the imitative approach

on rivers and lakes.

Successful competition

angler and World fly

casting champion. Has

fi shed extensively in the

UK, USA and Europe.

A flyfisherman

for 31 years. A top

competition angler,

winning caps for his

country.

Highly successful

match angler, reservoir

specialist and a

former Troutmasters

champion.

True all-rounder with

a background in tackle

development. Equally

at home on rivers, small

waters and reservoirs.

Fishing guide, tackle

shop owner and fishery

manager with over

40 years experience.

A true all-rounder.

Got a question you would like the experts to answer? Email your question to: beverly.winram@bauermedia.co.uk

Hywel 

Morgan

Craig 

Barr

Rob 

Edmunds

Paul 

Richardson

Peter 

Cockwill

Paul 

Procter
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Late season buzzers
Q Is it worth fishing Buzzers at this time of

year when cooler temperatures set in? And

what specific tactics would you suggest?

Luke Franklin

CRAIG BARR REPLIES: Absolutely! Buzzers will

remain on the trout's menu throughout most of

the year. And a lot of the larger reservoirs will

experience 'bigger' buzzers towards the end of

the summer. Draycote Water, for example, is

known for big grey buzzers at this time of year,

though you won't see the big clouds of insects

that often occur earlier in the season.

Trout will actively feed on buzzers on the

warmer days. I have had many a success on my

own size 8 Buzzers, frowned upon by many

anglers because of their size. They work

brilliantly fished as a team of three on an 18-foot

leader, either on a floating line or a midge-tip line,

and fish them as static as you dare!

ROB EDMUNDS REPLIES: Resident browns

often seem to do a disappearing act from June

through to October on many of our stillwaters

and reservoirs.

Obviously they are still in the water, but their

habits mean that they are seldom caught by

anglers who for the majority of the day only

fish the top 15 feet of water in the reservoir.

Often these browns will only feed heavily at

first light and last light, when they leave the

safety of the depths and take advantage of any

hatches that may occur. In the summer months

I concentrate my efforts on the last two hours

of daylight in order to maximise my sport and

Structures hold 
the key to elusive 
summer browns   
Q I’ve heard that browns 

often disappear through 

summer on stillwaters. Where 

do they go and is it still 

possible to catch them? 

Ted Bowler

give myself the best opportunity to catch a 

specimen fi sh.

For the majority of the day browns will 

remain deep, conserving energy, and feeding 

occasionally on fry or other large food sources.

If you are serious about targeting big brown 

trout during the day then you should 

concentrate your efforts around structure 

such as inlets, draw-off towers, dams, 

drop-offs etc and fi sh large fry imitations deep 

and slow. Humungus patterns, Minkies, 

Snakes, Waggies, tube fl ies etc are all that’s 

needed on a leader of 12lb to 15lb.

A late-season 
rainbow tempted on 
a Buzzer pattern.

Tube fl ies are a good choice when targeting 
specimen brown trout during daylight hours.
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ADVICE SQUAD: Q&A

HOW CAN I STAY
WARM AND CAST

IN COMFORT?

Layering system: a snug-
fi tting thermal base 
layer (left), a breathable 
mid-layer fl eece jacket 
(above) and waterproof 
overtrousers (right).

A three-
quarter length

waterproof
jacket offers

good protection.

Wearing the right layers means 
you will stay warm while still 
being able to cast a fl y rod.

BASE LAYERS 

The base, or fi rst, layer sits snugly next to 

your skin and should both insulate and help 

wick away sweat. If your base layer gets damp 

you will become clammy and quickly 

experience a chill. 

Most natural fi bres, such as cotton, are a ‘no 

no’ as they hold moisture so go for synthetics 

such as polyester and/or polypropylene. 

These are very effective as base layers but 

can smell a bit if you sweat a lot although 

some do have an anti-bacterial agent built in.

The exception to the natural fi bre rule is 

merino wool, which, although 

expensive, makes a brilliant base 

layer as it wicks away moisture 

and is odour resistant.

Base layers are usually 

very thin so you’ll hardly 

notice you’re wearing 

them, but they should 

be a nice snug fi t to trap air. Make sure they 

grip well around the ankles and wrists so they 

don’t ride up when you’re walking around or 

casting. As they will be worn next to your skin 

it’s worth seeking out garments with fl at-lock 

seams that won’t chafe.

The base layers should cover both your 

torso and legs so go for a short or long 

sleeved top and a pair of leggings, making 

sure there’s a good overlap between the two.

Base layers are available in various 

‘weights’, usually light, mid and heavy. If you 

tend to ‘run warm’ then a light or mid weight 

layer will be fi ne, but if you suffer in the cold 

or it is extremely cold and windy, then 

consider a heavyweight layer.

MID LAYERS 

This second layer should provide insulation 

and continue to wick moisture away. Again 

this layer shouldn’t add a lot of bulk so 

consider a long-sleeved shirt, a lightweight 

fl eece top and leggings or a one-piece suit.

This layer should be snug but not 

constricting so make sure you have a good 

range of arm movement and can walk around 

comfortably. I’ve got a sleeveless one-piece 

body suit with stretchable fabric across the 

shoulders which really helps when casting.

Synthetic materials such as polyester fl eece 

and merino wool make excellent mid layers, 

and they come in various thicknesses, 

depending on the warmth factor you are after. 

You can double up on this layer if it’s very cold, 

and don’t forget that garments can be added 

or taken off, depending on the temperature 

and how much walking/casting you are doing. 

Q What is the best way to stay warm in 

winter without restricting movement?

Keith Roberts

ROBBIE WINRAM REPLIES: Putting on every 

item of winter clothing in your wardrobe 

might help you battle the cold, but the 

‘Michelin man’ look isn’t going to be any use 

if it means you can’t move around easily, let 

alone cast a fl y rod. The answer is to 

concentrate on three basic layers that will 

work together to build up zones of warm 

insulating air around your body, but which 

won’t hinder your freedom of movement.
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Flies for mullet
QThe river was full of mullet last night 

but I couldn't get a touch. Any ideas 

for fl ies, tactics etc?

Colin Blackman

PETER COCKWILL REPLIES: Mullet 

remain one of the greatest challenges to 

the fl yfi sher and none more so than the 

ones that have entered a river and are in 

fresh water. Some success can be had 

with patterns such as small, red-headed 

Diawl Bachs, (see below), Bloodworms 

and unweighted Shrimps. 

The main tactic is to try and keep the 

fl ies up in the water so that the upward 

looking mullet can easily see them. A 

washing-line technique with a Booby on 

point is worth trying but you will need to 

persist and there's sometimes a golden 10 

minutes interspersed with long periods of 

zero response from the fi sh. Once hooked 

you can expect a dynamite of a fi ght.

Fishing the boils
Q I’ve heard that fi shing the boils on a 

reservoir can be very productive. But 

where should you cast your fl ies, in the 

middle or to the edge of the bubbles?

Roger Stevenson

ROB EDMUNDS REPLIES: When fi shing the 

boils it's best to use a single lure on an 

8-12 foot leader of 10-12lb line. I always 

use a medium sink Di-5 or fast sink Di-7 

fl y-line. Cool water is pushed up from the 

bottom of the reservoir with a huge 

amount of force and you need to get your 

fl y down (it's 35 feet deep on Grafham, 25 

feet on Pitsford and 90 feet on Rutland).

This can be compared to fi shing in a fast 

fl owing river: there is a lot of movement, 

oxygen and food in the water so it’s a 

great place to fi sh in the summer months.

I would normally cast directly into the 

centre of the boil, and immediately strip 

my fl y back. Takes can come at all stages 

of the retrieve but especially as the angle 

of your line changes with the fl ow of the 

water. If the weather is really hot and 

humid I occasionally count my fl y down 20 

seconds before starting the retrieve.

By fi shing in such a small localised area 

of water the fi sh soon wise up to your fl ies 

and your boat and after 30 minutes I fi nd 

the takes dry up or I just get the odd 

follow. If this happens then a change of fl y 

will help, but the area should be rested for 

an hour or so. I simply drop back a little 

and fi sh the wind lanes and slicks off the 

back of the boil. The fi rst 100 metres are 

always the best.

Layer up under breathable 
waders to keep warm.

Polar Buff.

Neoprene socks.

Softshell gloves 
with thumbs and 
two fi ngers exposed.

OUTER LAYERS 

The job of the top layer 

is to protect you from the 

elements – the wind, rain, sleet 

and snow – and to add extra warmth if 

needed. So go for a waterproof jacket and 

overtrousers or a softshell or fl eece jacket, 

depending on weather conditions.

Sizing is an important consideration here as 

this layer has to go over the top of the other 

two and not restrict your movement. 

Consider going up one size, and also look for a 

roomy cut rather than a tailored one for ease 

of movement. Materials with three or 

four-way stretch, articulated sleeves and 

knees, and garments without separate loose 

linings will also be more comfortable when 

you’re casting or walking around the fi shery.

If the forecast is for rain then a hardshell 

jacket that is windproof, breathable and 

waterproof is a good choice. If it has a hood 

make sure it has an adjustable 

fi tting around the face and on 

the back of the head so you can 

achieve a good fi t. And a wired

peak is useful for keeping the

rain off your face. 

On dry but cold days a fl eece

jacket that traps all the warm

air around your body would be

the right choice. 

Falling between these two is a

softshell which will block out

cold winds, is also breathable

and some designs are 

waterproof.

Waterproof, windproof and

breathable overtrousers come

in various styles including high

waisted with braces, or a bib and

brace trouser. Check the lining to

make sure it will glide over your

undergarments and not ‘snag’ when you are 

on the move. 

FEET, HANDS AND HEAD

While the base, mid and outer layers will take 

care of your body and legs, it’s important to 

also consider protecting your extremities – 

feet, hands and head.

The same criterion apply here in that socks, 

gloves and hats should wick moisture away, 

provide insulation, and block wind and water. 

Don’t even consider cotton socks, they will 

absorb and hold moisture and you’ll just end 

up with wet and cold feet. Socks made from 

synthetic materials, merino wool and Lycra 

mixes are a good choice, wicking away 

moisture and keeping feet dry all day. 

If it’s very cold wear two types of sock, a 

lightweight sock next to your skin and an 

insulating wool/nylon blend sock over the top 

for warmth. Also consider 

neoprene socks that you 

can wear next to your skin or 

over a pair of socks.

Whichever you choose make sure your 

chosen footwear can accommodate these 

extra layers. If your boots or shoes are too 

tight it will restrict your blood supply, 

causing cold feet or worse still blisters.

GLOVES 

Dexterity is a must when you are fi shing. You 

need to be able to change fl ies, tie knots, 

unhook fi sh and so on, all diffi cult to do when 

your hands are cold. Fingerless gloves or 

mittens mean you can still perform these 

fi ddly tasks. I know fellow TF contributor 

Peter Cockwill goes for the layering option,

wearing a pair of disposable Latex gloves 

under thin neoprene gloves. I don't like 

wearing gloves when fi shing but I do have a

pair of thin neoprene gloves that

I pull on for a quick warm-up 

when my hands get very chilled.

I also swear by Zippo 

handwarmers that heat up in 

minutes for an instant injection 

of warmth. I put one in each side 

pocket and they last all day.

HATS AND NECK 

WARMERS  

A neck warmer and hat will 

prevent heat loss on a cold 

winter’s day and there’s a huge 

range to choose from. Neck 

tubes (such as Buffs) now come 

in fl eece versions that you can 

tuck into the collar of a jacket 

and pull up around your face. 

Fleece head-overs, peaked 

fl eece-lined beanie hats and 

balaclavas are ideal on a really cold day.

WADERS IN WINTER 

Waders are another option for winter fi shing. 

Breathable waders are lighter than neoprene 

so are a good choice as regards freedom of 

movement. You might think they wouldn’t be 

as warm but because they are designed to 

allow your body’s perspiration to escape you 

will stay dry on the inside, so long as you 

layer up with either synthetic materials or 

pure merino wool garments underneath.

Neoprene waders are good insulators 

initially, but if you sweat in them the moisture 

will build up on the inside, and the insulating 

layer will eventually fail. During a long day 

this means you will feel very cold indeed.

With waders all you need is a breathable 

and windproof waterproof or fl eece jacket 

over the top, depending on the conditions.
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ADVICE: LATE SUMMER TACTICS

MANY of our smaller stillwaters will now have

jaded trout, which are suffering from the effects

of our long summer with overwarm, stale water

low in oxygen. Add to that the effects of the

dreaded argulus and the fish are unlikely to be

eager feeders, and quite honestly, it doesn’t

matter how long you thrash away with large fluffy

flies on heavy leaders, you aren’t going to catch!

It’s best to look at this situation from two

viewpoints, the fishery and the fish themselves.

One thing’s for sure, your fishery would dearly

love you to be catching, despite what you may

think. It’s pretty simple really, every business

relies on satisfied customers and fisheries are no

exception. If you have a good experience you are

likely to return.

It’s just like this magazine. If you enjoy this issue

it’s very likely you will buy another next month. My

philosophy has always been to be honest and if I

tell you the reality of late summer fishing you just

might catch a few fish from a fishery, which you

previously thought was cheating you.

Believe me, I know all sides of this story. The fish

have frequently frustrated me, both as an

individual and as a host on corporate/club days. I

hear every possible moan and complaint through

my shop, each and every day in summer. I was a

fishery manager for 34 years when I so badly

wanted my syndicate members to catch and yet I

knew that it wasn’t going to happen. Same with

our day ticket waters but the conditions of

summer are so often against them and there

truthfully is very little they can do.

SNACK-SIZED BITES
It’s the fish themselves which can drive you to

distraction as they are invariably in full view,

either suspended a few feet down, virtually

immobile, or massed in shoals right on the

surface. Every so often a fish will leap clear with a

great crash, or race across the top of the water,

and yet they show no interest in your frantic

casting or the fly on the end of your line.

I try to relate this to how you would feel if you

are uncomfortably hot and having trouble

breathing while at the same time suffering

persistent bites from midges. It’s highly unlikely

you will want a beef sandwich. A biscuit maybe,

while you sit quietly in the shade. But nothing else.

It’s the same for the trout. They have no interest

in a big fluffy fly or any inclination to chase or

follow, whereas they might just take a little snack

if it’s offered right in front of them.

So how can you replicate this when you go

fishing?

Well, for starters, the midday period is the worst

possible for the fish so best try early and late.

Late summer on stillwaters can be very difficult. Peter Cockwill has

a few tricks for success
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F-Fly
Hook: Size 14-16 (formerly size 15-17) TMC103

Thread: Primrose 14/0 Sheer

Abdomen: Orvis dry fly Spectrablend dubbing No.64

olive brown

Wing: Natural CdC

Thorax: Hare’s fur

Shipman’s Buzzer
Hook: Size 12-16 Fulling Mill 31180 or similar

Thread: 8/0 to suit

Rib: Pearly tinsel or similar

Body: Seal’s fur and SLF dubbing 50/50 blend

Breathers: White or orange TMC Aero Dry Wing

Skinny Buzzers
Hook: Size 10-12 Kamasan B100 or B110

Thread: Glo-Brite fluo floss (No.7)

Rib: Fine silver or gold wire

Body: UTC 140 thread, colour to suit

GO SKINNY AND UNWEIGHTED 
A small tempter is the best offering and by that I 

mean scraggy little nymphs of size 16 or less, 

skinny buzzers, emergers or small dries. I do mean 

small! It’s no good using your standard goldbead 

nymph even if it is a smallish one because it will 

likely sink way below the fish and they most 

the fish will take it. I know some fisheries have a 

minimum tippet strength so go for the low 

diameter options. 

A SLOW RETRIEVE
You absolutely must slow down your retrieve, 

none of this rapid stripping anymore. Learn to 

figure-of-eight and just creep the fly in. Keep a 

close watch on the leader and if it twitches then 

lift the rod, pronto. You won’t get many takes that 

hang on to the fly and give you a nice firm pull.

SIGNS OF A TAKE
If you can see the fish then do your absolute best 

to watch them in the vicinity of your fly. If one of 

them shows the white of its mouth then lift the 

rod. If one of them seems to move suddenly then 

do the same.

If you really can see the fish individually and also 

have the ability to know where your fly is then try 

to cast so as to put your fly in the fishes’ face, and 

at its depth.

If eyesight is an issue then be sneaky and use an 

indicator to suspend a really small fly just a foot 

or two down. Alternatively, try a dry or emerger 

and just let it sit. Resist the impulse to retrieve it 

or to keep casting.

After a while, whether dry or nymph, you should 

change the fly. I can’t explain it but there is some 

sort of shoal communication whereby ALL the fish 

seem to know about your fly and a simple change 

of colour, keeping all other aspects the same, can 

bring an instant reaction. 

A LIGHTER SET-UP
Finally, do use a lighter rated rod. Your 7 or 8wt 

rated outfit is just too heavy and out of balance 

for light leaders and small hooks. A 5wt or even 

your 4wt grayling river rod is far more suited to 

this type of more delicate presentation.

It was all these things together, and listening to 

those who were successful, along with my own 

experiences (it’s now some 58 years of flyfishing) 

that has led to these basic conclusions on how to 

defeat the late summer blues. The fish can be 

caught, but you do need to think outside the box of 

your usual, cooler water tactics. 

certainly aren’t going to follow it down. A skinny, 

unweighted fly has a chance of remaining in the 

fishes’ field of vision. 

LEADERS
Fishery managers and guides tell me all too often 

that they see their anglers with the remains of a 

tapered leader that is now about six feet long and 

some 10lb at the tip. Even if you can manage to tie 

a size 16 to that, it will be so rigid in the water and 

also so blindingly obvious that no fish will even 

look at it.

Far, far better to add a tippet section to your 

leader and make the whole of it at least 12 feet 

long. And make your tippet as fine as you dare. If 

you use ordinary nylons then 3lb is okay. If you 

use fluorocarbon then go for 6X (.18mm) diameter, 

which, depending on make, will be around 2 to 

4lb. That way your fly will be less obviously 

attached to an anchor rope and there’s a chance 
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Hatch surger

ADVICE: PROCTER

TROUT FISHERMAN SEPTEMBER 16 - OCTOBER 3

ON many waters October can often be a feast or

famine month when it comes to fishing. Trout

sense that winter is imminent and keen to pack on

weight they usually feed voraciously. That said, on

small lakes and day ticket waters that have been

subjected to a fair few months of pressure, fish

tend to be that bit more guarded now.

Finally, we can throw autumnal weather into the

mix too, which at times renders trout somewhat

moody. All that said, when conditions are

favourable there’s top-drawer action on the cards

with fish as fit as fiddles!

Generally, hatches of lake or pond olives will

linger into the shorter days of October. Granted,

duns might not carpet the surface as they did in

spring, but enough will be evident to interest trout.

Given calm conditions, chances are trout will

cruise about picking off the adult duns as they wait

for their wings to harden. For some reason though,

the bulk of fish favour subsurface feeding instead

where they hunt down ascending olive nymphs.

Furthermore there’s bound to be a few different

species of buzzer knocking about. It could be

argued something like a standard PTN now acts as

a universal representation. However, Gordon

Nymph and dry fl y specialist Paul Procter offers his

own unique perspective on October’s fl y hatches

Fraser pulled off a masterstroke many years ago

when he devised the Fraser Nymph. Utilising hen

pheasant centre tails, while this pattern might

have initially been designed with olives nymphs in

mind, it soon gained a reputation for fooling

buzzer-feeding trout. That’s not all either. In my

mind the Fraser Nymph falls into that category of

‘loose representations’ that include the Hare’s Ear,

Diawl Bach and PTN.

For my money the original tying takes some

beating, though like many patterns these days, it’s

entirely open to your own interpretation. Gordon

himself came up with a variant incorporating an

olive cotton rib and olive dyed rabbit dubbing as a

thorax. One that has favour in my neck of the

woods has a rib of olive twinkle. Another

alternative sports a conspicuous orange thorax,

which compliments the hen pheasant and beige rib

of Fraser’s original.

As we know, pheasant tail makes for stunning

nymph bodies, yet can be a tad fragile. It’s best

then to apply a layer of varnish before winding the

herl body. Equally, a dab of Bug Bond light resin

over the thorax cover stops this from shredding.

Talking of which, beginners sometimes struggle in

Top sport can be on 
offer when autumn 

conditions are 
favourable.

gauging the thorax cover and leg length as these 

are integrated as one, which are initially tied in 

facing rearwards before being brought forward. As 

a guide, extend the pheasant tail tips equal 

distance between the tail points and hook bend. 

Fraser Nymph
Hook: Size 10-14 Sprite all purpose nymph 

Thread: Sheer 14/0, olive

Rib: Domestic cotton, beige

Thorax: Beige/cream dyed rabbit dubbing

Tail, body, thorax cover & legs: Natural hen 

pheasant tail fibres

FRASER NYMPH IMITATES BOTH OLIVES AND BUZZERS
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Change the 
colour of the 

indicator post 
depending on the 
day’s conditions.

DIAGRAM2:SINGLEFLYONA10FTLEADER

WITH hawthorns, black gnats and flying ants

but a distant memory, few seldom think of

knotting on a terrestrial in the dying days of

October. Yet, keen to have one last fling, small

beetles can be a surprise package at this time.

By small, we’re talking a size 16, and because

beetles ride low in the surface film they’re a

devil to spot. If you experience dimpling fish and

are unable to see any likely culprits then odds

on they’ll be sipping down wee beetles.

To be sure, make a point of checking the

windward (exposed) shoreline. Here, amidst

foam and washed-up weed, will be clear

evidence of what trout are taking. Now, a small

ethafoam dressing is often the undoing of such

fish and being unassuming this pattern appeals

to trout which are simply on the lookout for an

easy meal.

While ethafoam remains extremely buoyant,

it usually renders your flies ‘low riding’ so they

sit in, rather than on, the surface film. At range,

or when poor light and a light ripple prevail,

trying to locate such an imitation is tricky. A

short length of TMC Aero Wing in the more

conspicuous shades acts as a great indicator. I

find the fluorescent yellow good for dark,

cloudy days and pink shows up really well

during bright, brassy conditions. White,

meanwhile, is a good all-rounder shade.

Peacock herl is strengthened by twisting the

strands around your tying thread, to create a

sort of dubbing rope. As per the Fraser Nymph

and other herl-bodied flies, a layer of varnish

prior to winding helps cement this rope in place.

One crucial point is to slacken your thread by

spinning the bobbin holder anticlockwise before

securing the foam in place. Flattened thread

has a greater surface area that holds the foam

in place, rather than cut through, as a rounded

thread is more likely to do.

Where a flat calm exists then a single fly

presented static on a longish (14-foot) leader

will be my initial attack ( diagram 1), especially

under a blue sky. Blessed with cloud and a

breeze this leader might be reduced to 10 feet

(diagram 2). However, it can be worth fishing a

two-fly rig (diagram 3) now as rises aren’t

always obvious, calling for a little bit of blind

casting. Now, you’re better off looking for a

favourable crosswind as the breeze will usher

your flies round on a bowing line (see diagram,

right). All that’s needed is a steady figure-of-

eight retrieve to maintain contact with the

business end of things.

DIAGRAM1:SINGLEFLYSET-UPONA14FTLEADER

DIAGRAM3:TWO-FLYSET-UPONA14FTLEADER

Fly-line

Fly-line

7ft taper

7ft taper

Fly-line

7ft taper

Beetle 

pattern

Beetle

pattern

3ft of 7lb

3ft of 6lb

INDICATOR WING MAKES THIS BEETLE EASY TO SPOT

4ft of 5lb

4ft of 5lb

3ft of 6lb

Foam Beetle
Hook: Size 14-16 Sprite all purpose dry 

Thread: Sheer 14/0, black

Body: Peacock herl

Shellback & head: Black ethafoam

Head/thorax: Orvis peacock Ice Dubbing 

Wing/post: TMC Aero Dry Wing

USE A CROSSWIND TO YOUR ADVANTAGE

Keep in touch with 

the bowing line

Initial cast

WIND

eetle 

pattern

Beetle 

pattern
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LATE autumn can see huge numbers of small

stoneflies, namely willow and needle flies,

along our river banks. As many stonefly nymphs

lever themselves onto dry land before

emerging, questions surround their value to fish

during emergence.

However, the winged adults returning to lay

their eggs not only get “blown on” so to speak,

the females also flutter across a river to deposit

their eggs. In doing so they become prime

targets for grayling and trout.

If you care to look at a resting stonefly on

water, with wings folded back, you’ll see they

are slender, delicate creatures. However, when

flitting across a pool those wings appear as a

confusion, giving us licence for scruffy, busy

looking patterns.

CdC attached not just as a forewing, but

midriff and tail too, makes the perfect

silhouette, also resulting in a highly buoyant fly.

It also means the fly can be tweaked back

without fear of swamping it.

Generally speaking, many anglers prefer an

upstream approach when practising dry fly on

rivers. Yet, presenting the CdC Willow Fly across

and down means you can impart plenty of

movement, making for a natural looking fly

that’s struggling across flows.

Rather than retrieve line to tweak your fly

back, aim to twitch the rod tip with a series of

short movements. As your fly-line isn’t pulled

back into the rod rings, you can now lower the

rod tip which in turn allows river currents to

smooth out any slack so your fly can drift

naturally for a moment or two, just as a resting

natural would.

This ploy can be repeated several times during

a single drift resulting in a zig-zag path of travel

for your fly (see diagram, below).

CdC Willow Fly
Hook: Size 14-16 Partridge SLD2

Thread: Sheer 14/0, orange

Tail/mid wing & forewing: Natural CdC

Thorax: Veniard pine squirrel dubbing

STONEFLY-FEEDING FISH ARE
FOOLED BY A SCRUFFY PATTERN

ADVICE: PROCTER

TARGET AUTUMN 
SPECIMENS
OCTOBER ranks as a prime month on larger 

reservoirs, especially where an explosion of coarse 

fry occur.

Having been harassing these baitfish shoals for a 

good few weeks now, trout are wised up in terms of 

an easy meal. Rather than go charging in, the 

larger fish in particular tend to circle any melee, 

only to slip in and pick off injured, or dead fry, 

which tend to hang inert like at the surface. This 

feeding manner is much more subtle, often 

resulting in a languid head and tail rise.

Any imitations that slip beneath the trout’s radar 

will go untouched, as will those that are retrieved. 

Instead, we need a floating fry pattern that can be 

pitched onto the periphery of any activity with a 

good chance that one of the more hefty specimens 

will discover it. 

Overall the fly should principally be left static 

with just the odd tweak now and again, especially 

following the turmoil of a recent attack.

Try an articulated fry
All manner of floating fry patterns exist and those 

constructed of deer hair take some beating as they 

become sodden and so fish partially submerged. 

That said, distressed or deceased fry usually lie on 

their side, often with the tail third of the fish 

hanging limp and angled downwards. Some sort of 

articulated pattern now copies this to the letter 

and of course oozes movement.

When fish start mopping up bedraggled fry, this 

Jointed Floating Fry is my ‘go-to’ pattern as it 

possesses a good profile, jointed body and 

buoyancy. The hooks are joined using 30lb 

fluorocarbon, bound down and locked with 

Superglue for good measure.

Many prefer to remove the bend and point of the 

forward most hook, but because I’m using barbless 

models here then I’m comfortable with it being 

left intact. If you decide on snipping this off be sure 

to use a stout pair of wire cutters.

Barred marabou not only looks realistic as fin 

appendages, it flutters about to. Several turns of 

cactus chenille at the head splay out like hackle 

fibres that can then be clipped into fin-like shapes. 

A head isn’t totally necessary, though it adds a 

nice finishing touch by hiding thread turns that 

have been used to secure bulky ethafoam sheet. 

Using size 6 hooks the resulting fry is some 2.5-3 

i h  i  l th  making it appear as a decent 

     also remaining 

   

Jo
Hooks: Size 6-8 Partri g

Thread: Danville’s Flymaster 6/0, pi

Tail/Fins: Veniard white and orange barred marabou

Body: Pearly/white cactus chenille

Shellback (forward hook): White ethafoam

Front fins: Pale olive straggle fritz

Head: Orvis pearl Ice Dubbing

FISHINGTHECDCWILLOWFLY‘ACROSSANDDOWN’

Adult stonefly are often taken 
by trout when they return to 
water to lay their eggs.

FLOW

Your pattern will 

drift naturally, 

then rest, just like 

the natural.

Twitch the rod tip 

with a series of 

short movements.
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Tel: 0141 212 8880
Fax: 0141 331 6340
e-mail: sales@fishingmegastore.com
www.fishingmegastore.com

Glasgow Angling Centre
Unit 1, The Point Retail Park
29 Saracen Street
Glasgow G22 5HT
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Materials:
Cactus Chenile
TT Chenile
Super Stretch
Copper Wire
Gold Wire
Oval Silver
Olive Uni-thread
Black Uni-thread
Uni Tinsel
Pearl Lurex
Holo Tinsel
Mixed Peacock herl £49.99
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Type Code Price
Bug-Bond Kit FBG0001AA £34.99

Original 20ml FBG0001AC £15.99

Lite 20ml FBG0001AD £15.99

LED UV Torch FBG0001AF £15.99

Pro-Tip set FBG0001AG £4.99

Pro UV Torch FBG0001AH £37.99

Pro Torch Kit FBG0001AI £57.99

Designed to be optically perfect and when cured correctly to have a tack
free surface. Resistant to yellowing and also has a degree of flexibility
when cured. Just 5 seconds under the correct UV light will cure
Bug-Bond. Bug-Bond is available in two viscosities, Original and Lite.
Bug-Bond Kit: 20ml of Bug-Bond, LED UV Torch and batteries.
Bug-Bond Pro Kit: 20ml of Bug-Bond, Deluxe UV Torch and batteries.
Pro-Tip Set: Replacement bottle top, with 5 UV shielded taper tips for
more precise application.
Pro UV Light Mains Conversion: Consisting of the footswitch, power
supply and torch adapter, allowing you to adapt your existing Bug Bond
Professional UV Light to the new system.
Mains Pro UV Light: Includes the full conversion kit plus the Bug Bond
Professional UV Light. This is the full, conventional Professional UV light
and features the traditional switch and battery port, so you can still take
your UV Light with you in your portable tying kit.
Mains Pro UV Light Kit: Delivers everything you need in one package,
and includes the Professional UV Light, the Mains conversion kit, one
bottle fo Original Bug Bond UV Resin, and one set of Plastic tips.

Type Code Price
Pro UV Mains Conversion FBG0001AJ £54.99

Mains Pro UV Light FBG0001AK £89.99

Mains Pro UV Light Kit FBG0001AL £104.99

The next big thing in competition flies is the Squirmy Worm,

and Squirmy Worm Body from Veniard is the ideal material

for making these killer flies. Great for tying in for legs, or even

winding on for a cracking body material. 14cm long. 10 per pack.

648,50<:250%2'<

£4.99
Only
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Mixed marabou
Cellire Varnish
Brown partridge
Jungle cock subs
Glo-brite floss
Antron dubbing
G. Pheasant tippet
Lead strip
Hare’s ears
Multi yarn
Mixed floss
Teal flank
Mixed cock hackle

Seals fur subs
Cock & Hen Pheasant tail
Deer hair
Mixed beads

Mixed Kamasan
hooks
Glister
Beginner’s Booklet
Wax

Tools:
Midge vice
Scissors
Bobbin holder
Dubbing needle
Bobbin threader
Whip finish tool
Hackle pliers
Storage box

%(67
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* Contents may vary due to availability

Code Type
FVE0341AA San Juan Red
FVE0341AB Blood Worm
FVE0341AC Earth Worm
FVE0341AD Hot Pink
FVE0341AE Phosphor Blue

The most affordable high quality vice available.

Small yet very durable, made of the finest stainless

steel and aluminium. Notch lock cam, famous hook

holding capability and 360 degree rotation are a fe

of the excellent features this vice has to offer.

£150.00
Only
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Using natural quills for fly bodies can be a painstaking and heartbreaking task.
With Synthetic Quills you get much more length and much more strength.
Simply wrap the Synthetic Quill Body on your fly body and apply a thin layer
of varnish or Bug Bond and there you have it... a perfect quill body.
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FULL RANGE 

AVAILABLE 

ONLINE!
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AT GLASGOW ANGLING CENTRE

CLASSIC GLASS ROD - ‘TROUT FISHER’

The Zenith continues to be one of the most talked

about rods in the world, of course you don’t need

another fly rod, but this is not another fly rod. The

Zenith series harnesses the industry changing

properties of Hardy SINTRIX material within an

ultra advanced design to produce a range of rods

that offer user friendly, ultra high performance and

incredible strength to weight ratio.

ZENITH FLY RODS
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PROAXIS X

The Proaxis range of one and four section 

saltwater fly rods have been designed 

and developed by Hardy in conjunction 

with some of the world’s finest saltwater 

Guides and Anglers.
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The easy loading nature of these rods makes them sensational. They allow short range, controlled presentation with 

the absolute minimum of fl y line beyond the tip ring. For the light, stream angler working in the tightest situations, 

Hardy Glass is the perfect choice.

ULTRALITE DD SERIES FLY REELS

The Ultra light DD range of fly reels combines the legendary stre

of Hardy fly reel design into a new ultra large arbor, lightweight

design that is both supremely practical and aesthetically stunnin
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Single Handed Rods

Double Handed Rods

ARTISAN
(ALNWICK) LTD. MADE IN ENGLAND

The Artisan series are handmade in Alnwick to exactin  

standards, utilising the timeless Hardy build quality,

a stunning subtle olive fi nish, and incorporating the

most advanced concepts and highest quality materials

available to Hardy.

The Hardy Artisan range represents the pinnacle of

Hardy’s carbon fi bre rod technologies, off ering user-

friendly performance to the connoisseur of fi ne fly rods.
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01890 771960
info@coldinghamloch.co.uk | www.coldinghamloch.co.uk
Westloch Road, Coldingham, Berwickshire, TD145QE

TELEPHONE ORDERS TO: 07921335197

NEW
FOR 2015

SNAKES & LEECHES - SIMPLY BRILLIANT

YYY�ƃCUJCVVCEMƃKGU�EQO

FACILITIES:  

 È Sporting and kill tickets

 È Stocked weekly

 È All day breakfast, sandwiches, cold drinks

 È Complimentary tea and coffee

 È Disabled facilities

 È Well equipped lodge with tackle shop

 È Rods for hire

Premier Fly Fishery
in Redbrook village, Gloucestershire

Voted into the Top 100 Stillwaters Guide 2014

Adjoining the border with Monmouthshire, 
Wales, and set in the heart of the Wye Valley.

WE ARE NOW A TROUT MASTERS WATER.

The venue comprises of four pools two of 
which are spring fed, two are stream fed.

Tinmans Green, Redbrook, Monmouth. NP25 4NB 
Tel: 01600 772904

Email: info@bigwellflyfishery.co.uk

Facebook.com/bigwellflyfishery

bigwellflyfishery.co.uk

Open all year

www.flies24-7.com
7R Á\ ÀVK LV HYHU\WKLQJ

Buzzers, goldhead buzzers, blobs,
boobies, hares ears, daddies, klinks,

parachutes, dries, dancers, montanas,
goldheads, hoppers, crunchers, diawl

bachs, nomads, cormorants and more...
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:H JXDUDQWHH RQO\ WKH EHVW KRRNV DQG PDWHULDOV DUH XVHG�
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Quality Lob worms
- £13.99 per 100 Quality dyed s rimps - .

Next day delivery - £3.95

Quality guaranteed from the largest
live bait distributer in the UK

���2���������2��2��
01757 618549

Tavistock Trout Fishery 
with 5 fl y fi shing lakes

Seven holiday cottages/apartments (sleeping up to 
30 guests). Plus our own ‘gorgeous’ newly renovated 

pub ‘The Trout n Tipple’, complete with a large family/
games room, free pool table, table football, XBOX, Wii 
and a separate 55” TV for sport. Also boasting ‘superb’ 

baby changing room and a ‘new’ disabled toilet.

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR WEBSITES BELOW.
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FLY-TYING

Flies for the 
weedbeds

Peter Gathercole copies corixa, stickleback and snail

A
S the heat of summer begins to fade 

the rich weed-clad margins begin 

to attract fi sh which are after the 

corixa, snail and sticklebacks. While 

weed beds provide a fabulous larder for the 

trout they do off er a problem to the angler, 

especially those fi shing from the bank.

The issue is simply that as the weed 

becomes ever more dense fl yfi shing becomes 

increasingly diffi  cult both in terms of 

presenting the fl y and then, of course, landing 

any fi sh. The boat angler has the advantage of 

fi shing from more open water into which any 

hooked fi sh can be guided - but even so care 

must be taken not to give the fi sh a chance to 

bolt into weed.

Due to the depth of water and to the nature 

of the prey the trout are targeting around weed 

beds fl ies fi shed in or just under the surface 

are usually the most eff ective. Flies that sink 

more than a few inches can be rendered all 

but useless, even very light ones, so standard 

nymphs are usually out of the question. 

Fortunately though, dry fl ies and buoyant fl ies 

tied with foam come to the rescue.

To make life easier when fi shing around 

dense weed look for channels. Trout will 

feed right on the weed fringe so accuracy 

is important, particularly so when fi sh are 

cruising very close to the surface. Remember 

in these circumstances the trout’s window of 

vision is relatively small so a fl y needs to be 

placed precisely in its path in order for it to be 

seen. This can be a very frustrating process

– but an exciting one, nonetheless. The real

problem with it, though, is that repeated  
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The colouring 
is so life-like.

Lead wire 
adds weight.

casting in such shallow water can easily spook a fi sh 

and a clumsy lift off ruins your chances.

If you have spotted a good fish it’s better to slip into 

hunter mode. Sit back and watch what your quarry 

is doing. If it’s feeding confi dently try to determine 

the path it is covering. Rather than the long distances 

fi sh will travel when cruising upwind in open water, 

weed bed cruisers usually work back and forth over a 

small area. This may well be due to where the food is 

concentrated.

With this in mind it’s often more eff ective to lay an 

ambush. Pop the fl y out in the target’s cruise zone 

and wait for the fi sh to fi nd it. If you have the patience 

it’s a tactic that can prove successful.

Catching weed bed cruisers is not about 

numbers. Normally you are targeting 

one fi sh at a time and usually 

quite big ones that have had a 

summer of feeding behind them. 

For me fi shing around heavy 

weed growth means using only one 

fl y. When there are mats of weed 

fl oating about one can easily wrap 

around the leader as a hooked fi sh runs 

and the sheer weight of that weed can 

easily break the leader. Adding a dropper 

only increases the chance of this happening.

While deciding on the number of fl ies to use 

is important so is choosing the right pattern. 

Standard dry fl ies work well – patterns such as 

Bob’s Bits, Hoppers and the Shuttlecock. Naturally 

buoyant fl ies are particularly eff ective as they fl oat 

even without having a fl oatant applied.

Buoyancy

Closed cell foam is a great for adding buoyancy to a 

fl y – whether it is fi shed on a sinking or fl oating line. 

The reason is that once the amount of foam used has 

been balanced either with the weight of the hook or 

additionally a bead or turns of lead wire, the overall 

buoyancy remains the same.

Remember to check the fl y when it’s been soaked 

in water as this will make it less buoyant. Once that’s 

been sorted you know that the fl y will be either very 

buoyant or less so and in the case of surface fi shed 

fl ies thi    very important factor. The reason is that 

the most eff ective Emergers or fry patterns are those 

th    in the water, either right in or just under 

  fi lm. If a fl y is overly buoyant – too much 

  n added – then it will often be ignored 

  at the last second. A refusal is the worst 

  it can easily lead you to persist with the fl y 

   that next time it will be taken properly.

  

         

       

 

getting reintroduced it is actually a well-established 

pattern using a small block of white foam at the head 

(the sugar cube bit) to make it fl oat. White foam 

was used primarily because that was all that was 

available at the time – this was long before all these 

wonderful colours of foam became available and 

the white closed-cell foam was actually used for 

lining fl y boxes.

If you didn’t like the foam to be pure white you just 

coloured it with a black marker pen. Now that we have

plenty of coloured foams available I use grey, black or

olive instead though I doubt it makes a huge difference.

Mini Mylar Fry

Another weed bed dweller is the stickleback – a

small fi sh with a row of spines long its back. The

two most common species are the pugnacious

three-spined stickleback and the more placid nine

spined, which, though having the greater nu

of spines, is less well-armoured than the thr

spined as those spines are very short and o

protection from a predator.

Nine-spined sticklebacks often turn up in

stomach contents of trout that had been

around weed beds; in fact th

appear when the fi sh are fee

other items such as corixa and snails.

Again a foam-based imitation proves

the most successful – either in the

form of a small olive pop-up Minkie

or as a tiny Mylar fry.

The main component of the

Mylar Fry is actually a section of

closed-cell foam cut into a fish

shape and then inserted into a

length of pearl Mylar tubing. The

Mylar tubing is then coloured

using a brown or olive permanent

marker pen before a small decal eye is

added to the underside.

Snails

Although trout do feed on aquatic snails and, on

occasion, to the exclusion of almost anything else

on off er, they don’t eat them all the time. Perhaps

that’s why there are relatively few good fl oating snail

patterns about.

While aquatic snails spend much of their lives

browsing the shallow margins there are times when

they come right to the surface, often hanging upside

down with their foot on the underside of the surface

fi lm. One theory is that the snails do this to migrate

to another part of the lake, but whatever the reason

when this phenomenon occurs the trout will feed

on them. Snail feeding trout can be tricky to catch –

and with nothing of the snail protruding above the

water’s surface it can be diffi  cult to identify snails as

the cause of the ris

The Foam Snail c       

By using foam to c

balancing the foam

wire the pattern c

surface as the rea

Snail can be very

feeding trout, th

problem of iden

cause of the rise

It’s a wonderf

simple pattern

mprising a fe

ire and a

The onl

 th

ter

so

of thick nylon through the eye to prevent it being 

clogged by the coats of clear varnish added to the 

body. The next step is to add eight to 10 turns of fi ne 

lead wire just behind the eye. This is then fi xed in place 

with a drop of Superglue followed by wraps of olive 

tying thread.

The foam cord used for the body is modifi ed by 

tapering one end using sharp fi ne-bladed scissors as 

this will help create a natural-looking profi le. To apply 

it, cast off  the thread and remove the hook from the 

vice then push its point right through the side of the 

foam cord. The exact point where the hook needs 

to pierce the foam has to be judged carefully so that 

there is enough foam on the tapered end to cover the 

length of the hook shank.

Replace the hook in the vice and run the tying 

thread back on. Push the foam tight up against the 

hook-eye so that it forms a distinct hump and apply a 

few turns of thread to hold the foam in place. Do not 

pull the thread too tight as this may well cut through 

the foam. 

With the fi rst body segment formed apply a few 

half-hitches to the thread to fi x it in place. Wind the 

thread directly onto the shank carrying it a short 

distance towards the bend. Create a second body 

segment by applying thread turns, again fi xing the 

turns with a few half-hitches. 

Form a third segment in the same way then cast 

off  the thread with more half-hitches and cut off  

the loose end. Shape the body by cutting away any 

excess foam at the bend along with the extra foam 

projecting beneath the shank. Try to trim the foam in 

one clean cut as close to the shank as possible.

To complete the Foam Snail colour it with a 

permanent marker pen. In this instance yellow foam 

has been used so green and olive pens give a lifelike 

eff ect. Other colours of foam may also be used 

including black and white.

Finally, add a few coats of clear varnish to the entire 

body to protect it and seal the added colour. Work 

the fi rst coat with the brush to blend the patches of 

olive and green together.

Allow each coat of varnish to dry before adding 

the next – Russ uses Sally Hansen’s hard as nails with 

nylon which creates a hard but still fl exible fi nish.
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Form a third smaller segment by winding the thread

over the foam then cast off with half-hitches. Trim

off the excess foam with scissors.

Remove the hook from the vice and push the point

of the hook through both sides of the Booby foam.

Replace the hook in the vice.

Fix the hook in the vice and knot a length of strong

nylon monofilament through the eye. Apply eight

close turns of fine lead wire.

With the snail-profile now formed, apply repeated

dabs of green and olive waterproof marker pen so

the colour covers the entire body.

Run the tying thread back on then fold the tapered

end of the foam over the shank. Apply a few thread-

turns to hold the foam in position.

Remove the waste ends of the lead wire then apply

a drop of Superglue to the turns. When the glue has

cured add the tying thread.

When the body has been coloured completely add 

repeated coats of clear varnish to form a smooth 

finish. When dry, remove the nylon mono.

Add a few half-hitches to secure the loose end 

of the thread then wind it directly onto the hook. 

Create a second segment with the thread.

Cover the lead wire with thread then cast it off with 

a whip finish. Take a length of 7mm Booby foam and 

trim one end to form a taper.

7

4

1

8

5

2

9

6

Materials
Hook: Size 8-12 short shan

Underbody: Fine lead wire

Thread: Olive or black

Body: Yellow, green, black or white 5-7mm Bo

● Colour foam with waterproof marker pens
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HERE are two occasions these days when

I succumb to pulling a lure (apart from in

saltwater). The first is when the fish are

very evidently chasing fry and the second

is when I have done my best, tried everything in the 

box and I am desperate! Don’t laugh...it happens to 

all of us!

When all else fails this Viva Tadpole is usually 

the fi rst fl y that I try and has saved the day on 

more occasions than I care to recall. It has a close 

relative, which is precisely the same fl y, but tied with 

white marabou and chenille. On its day the White 

Taddy can be lethal when fl yfi shed off  a fl oating or 

intermediate line.

There is no great degree of diffi  culty in the tying 

of this fl y but having the right constituents will make 

life so much easier. 

In the past I’ve experienced diffi  culties in getting 

a metal bead around the bend of the hook, so today

I use the Fulling Mill Easy Eye Nugget Special hook

(code 31515) in a size 8 for tying these flies. These

hooks are specially made for use with metal beads

so that the beads slip over the small barb and around 

the bend with ease. I am all for easy! They also have a 

straight eye, which I like on a lure hook. 

Make your fl y stand out
The 3.5mm beads are in a phosphor yellow or green, 

which along with the Flybox Small Crystal Hackle – 

which is used for a little collar just behind the bead 

– has a UV fl uorescence. 

I am a great believer in UV materials, even the 

smallest amount can make your fl y stand out from 

others that the fi sh might have seen that day.

If you examine your beads you will fi nd that one 

side has a larger hole than the other. This is to 

facilitate the sliding of the bead around the shank of 

the hook. Ensure that the small hole is facing the eye 

of the hook, the larger hole at the back looking along 

the shank of the hook.

The tying thread is then built up immediately 

behind the bead with the thread spilling over into 

this larger hole. Once the bead is secured and will 

not move wind the thread along the hook shank to 

line the hook. Put some varnish or Superglue onto 

the thread to fasten the bead and thread as this 

makes a strong foundation for the fl y to be tied on.

Fishing this fl y is easy; you can pull it as fast as you 

like or, as I do most of the time, retrieve it with a 

fast fi gure-of-eight and the occasional long strip. 

Once it is wet it will sink quite quickly, so you can fi sh 

it off  a fl oating line with a 15-foot leader or a clear 

intermediate line with a 12-foot leader, both work 

well. But the choice of line is up to you on the day. 

FLY-TYING

Easy tying
Russ Symons shows you how to tie a proven fi sh-catcher with a bead head

NEW 
SERIES

Materials
Hook: Size 8 Fulling Mill 31515

Thread: UTC 140, black

Tail: Black marabou

Rib: Size 16 silver oval tinsel

Body: Black chenille.

Hackle: Flybox small Crystal Hackle, green

Bead head: Yellow or green 3.5mm metal bead

Required tools 
for under £35

Vice: Up to £12

Scissors: Around £4

Thread bobbin 

holder: Around £3

Whip finish tool: 

Around £4

Bodkin: Around £3

Hackle pliers: 

Around £3

Varnish: Around £4
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HOW TO TIE THE BEADHEAD VIVA TADPOLE

HOW TO THREAD A BEAD ONTO THE HOOK SHANK

There is a difference in the size of the hole on the 

front and the back of the bead. The small hole goes 

nearest the eye of the hook.

Pick the bead up on your dubbing needle so the 

small hole is ready for the point of the hook. Thread 

it over the hook point and around the bend.

The small hole of the bead can be seen right up 

against the eye of the hook but it doesn’t encroach 

on the eye.

Slide the bead onto he hook, small hole fi rst (as 

above). Wind the thread tight against the back of the 

bead and build up the thread until the bead is fi rmly 

held. Take the thread down the shank of the hook 

and apply some varnish to fi x in place.

Trim a clump of black marabou to expose the stalks 

and lie them along the hook shank. When you are 

happy with the position tie in place with secure 

thread turns. Bring the thread back and catch in the 

silver oval tinsel.

Take a length of black chenille and remove the 

fl uff 2 to 3mm from the end. Tie in fi rmly. Take 

the thread back up behind the bead and wind the 

chenille up the hook shank to form the fl y body. Tie 

off and trim away behind the bead.

The fi nished Beadhead Viva Tadpole. This is a good 

fl y to have in your box for those dour days, fi shed 

on a fl oating or intermediate line with a variety of 

retrieve styles. 

Catch in the green Crystal Hackle (Flybox), make a 

couple of turns and tie off. Put the sealing varnish 

on the bead and use your dubbing needle to work it 

down to the thread, locking everything in place.

Wrap the silver oval tinsel along the fl y body in 

regular, open turns. A good tip is to wind it on in the 

opposite direction to the body material so it stands 

out. Tie off and trim behind the bead.

Tips for tying and fi shing the Beadhead Viva Tadpole

1
Once you’ve placed the bead

onto the hook shank and built

up tying thread behind to secure

it in place, add a spot of varnish

to the thread. This makes

everything solid and secure

before tying the rest of the fly.

2
When the whole fly is tied, rip off

some of the marabou tail with

your fingers. A shortened tail reduces

the risk of tail nips from fish. Aim for a

tail about one and a quarter times the

length of the body. Don’t use scissors

because it’s too clean a cut. You really

want a rough outline to the end of

the tail because this is more natural

and appealing to the fish.

3
The beauty of this type of

pattern is that they can be

tied in a whole host of colours

to match the mood of the fish.

Black and white are the main 

colours but also tie them in

orange, green and red!

4
When fishing the fly, try a jerky 

figure-of-eight retrieve because 

this imparts movement in the fly due 

to a sink-and-draw motion.
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CHOOSE YOUR HARDY ULTRALITE DD REEL
● Ultralite 3000DD (black finish) RRP £229.00 You pay £115

● Ultralite 4000DD (black finish) RRP £229.00 You pay £115

● Ultralite 5000DD (black finish) RRP £229.00 You pay £115

● Ultralite 4000DD (titanium finish) RRP £229.00 You pay £115

TACKLE: READERS’ OFFER

HOW TO
ORDER Fax: 0141 331 6340 Email: sales@fishingmegastore.com

Website: http://readeroffers.fishingmegastore.com/0097TF/ 

Or by Post: Glasgow Angling Centre Ltd, Unit 1, The Point, 

29 Saracen St, Glasgow G22 5HT

Tel: 880

Quote ‘Trout Fisherman offer’ and code 
0097TF. Please state reel size/colour 
you require when you place your order.

(* Plus £6.99 p&p, offer available while stocks last).

HALF-PRICE

HARDY
REEL
PlusaFREEfly
box&50flies
witheveryorder
TROUT Fisherman has teamed up with Glasgow Angling

Centre to bring you this great offer – half-price Hardy

Ultralite DD fly reels.

The Ultralite is a super large arbor, lightweight

design that is incredibly strong, practical and

seriously good looking!

When the Ultralite DD reels were reviewed in Trout

Fisherman they won our Tackle Tester’s choice award.

The reel offers a series of great design features

including: reel back up-screwed through frame for

maximum security; advanced fibre composite drag syste

with plenty of adjustment capability; bar stock aluminu

construction; tool-less conversion from left to right han

quick release captive spool system.

The Ultralite DD is supplied with a protective neoprene

The reel capacities are:

3000 DD – DT3 + 40yds/WF4 + 45yds

4000 DD – DT4 + 70yds/WF5 + 75yds

5000 DD – DT5 + 75yds/WF6 + 80yds

HARDY ULTRALITE 
REEL ONLY £115!

SPECIAL READEROFFER 

FLY BOX & FLIES
Every Hardy Ultralite 

DD reel order comes 

with a FREE Clearview 

fl y box and 50 assorted 

fl ies. This double-sided 

pocket-size box has 

two clear lids so you 

can quickly identify the 

contents. It is made 

from a durable high 

density polycarbonate 

and has a rubber seal 

for excellent water 

resistance.

PLUS FREE 

Tackle 
Tester’s Choice
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Waders designed for fit and comfort
Orvis Encounter waders £149 www.orvis.co.uk

TRIED&
TESTED

THESE are the cheapest of the Orvis waders but 

they certainly don’t skimp on quality and features.

They are constructed from a four-layer fabric

which has been treated with a Dupont Tefl on fabric

protector to repel water and stains. Both the outer

and inner shell are made from 100% nylon and on

the inside the face fabric is really smooth so glides

easily over undergarments.

All internal seams have been taped for durability

and the external seams have been pushed to the

outside edge and the back of the legs away from the

high wear areas (ie the inside of the legs). 

The fi t has been updated to match the SilverSonic

range with articulated knees and I had the medium

short for review which were quite a roomy fi t 

without being too loose. From the knees down the

waders were a nice close fi t which means there’s

less drag when you’re pushing through water.

Built-in gravel guards are made from the same

fabric as the waders and these have elasticated

bottom hems and a one-inch wide rubber grip strip

on the inside which prevents them from slipping up

the boot. A metal lace hook offers extra security.

The neoprene socks are sculpted for left and right

feet and they are taped for durability.

Good adjustment options

The waders have a set of adjustable and detachable

elasticated webbing braces with quick-release

bayonet fi ttings and these are opposing male/

female fi ttings so the waders can be rolled down

and the braces used as a belt. There is also a handy

elasticated webbing spreader-bar at the back for a

customised fi tting.

Around the top hem of the waders there is an

elasticated cord and toggle lock adjuster so you can

clinch them tighter to keep the elements out.

On the chest is a kangaroo style handwarmer

pocket with a cosy micro-fl eece lining. On the front

of this pocket is a zipped pocket for accessories.

There are three substantial welded belt loops

around the waist that accommodate a 1.75-inch

wide wading belt with a built-in elasticated webbing

section to give a comfortable fi t. This is fi nished

with a quick-release bayonet fi tting.

On the inside of the chest is a fl ip-out zipped 

pouch with a Velcro strip to which you can attach

the optional SilverSonic waterproof pocket (£11.50).

The waders are available in stockingfoot in mens

(sizes S-XXL) and womens (sizes S-XL) with regular,

long and short options across some of the sizes.

Also in bootfoot in sizes M to XXL at £225.

VERDICT: 

Very comfortable pair of waders, good 

adjustment with the braces. Picked off the shelf

they fi tted me perfectly. Good wiggle room in the

neoprene socks. The snug fi t of the legs below

the knees was an excellent design feature.

The metal lace hook connects to a metal D-ring on 
the Orvis Encounter wading boots (see page 79).

The fl ip-out zipped chest pocket is useful for 
storing licences and smaller accessories.

The latest gear is put through its paces by our independent tester Robbie Winram who has 

tested 1000s of tackle items over his 30-year fl yfi shing career. Expect honest reviews!

NEW GEAR

Tackle 
Tester’s Choice
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TACKLE: NEW GEAR

Welded technology in the bag
Tackle 

Tester’s Choice

Airfl o FlyDri roll-top tubes from £29.99  www.airfl ofi shing.com

The 40-litre FlyDri tube (above left) has a clear
mesh panel down the side (above centre) so you can
see the contents. The backpack tube (above) has a
detachable harness system.

KEEP your gear totally protected with these 

waterproof bags that are made from heavy-

duty nylon-coated PVC tarpaulin with welded 

construction so there’s absolutely no stitched 

seams in sight!

They make great storage tubes for waders, boots 

and wet fi shing gear, and even phones and cameras, 

and they can be easily wiped clean.

The FlyDri 40-litre tube at £29.99 measures 

86.5cm high with a 30cm diameter and has a simple 

nylon webbing grab handle and a detachable and 

adjustable nylon webbing shoulder strap with 

quick-release clips at each end. The clips attach to 

stitched and welded tabs for extra durability.

When the bag is loaded, you bring the two hems 

together at the top of the bag, roll them over and 

secure with the bayonet fi tting. This makes the 

bag virtually airtight to the extent that if dropped 

overboard it will fl oat. 

This bag features a fi ve-inch wide 

reinforced clear mesh panel down 

the side so you can clearly see 

the contents. 

The second and larger of the 

two bags is the 60-litre roll-

top backpack tube (£54.99), 

which is 95.5cm high with a 

diameter of 33.5cm. It can be 

used as a simple roll-top kit 

bag with side carry handle, 

or it can be converted to a 

Packaway dry tube £14.99
ANOTHER bag in the FlyDri range is 

the 20-litre roll-top packaway dry 

tube (right), a useful accessory to 

the main tubes as it can be used to 

store wet gear separately from all 

your dry gear.

Made from a much lighter nylon 

material in a bright fl uo lime green it 

can be folded down to a very small 

size when not in use. The bag is 

watertight once the top has been 

rolled down and secured with the 

quick-release bayonet fi tting.

This tube measures 40cm high by 

24cm in diameter and it has a grab 

handle on the bottom. 

“The waterproof bags are 
made from nylon-coated 
PVC tarpauline with no 
seams in sight!”

backpack by adding the padded shoulder 

harness and waist strap, ideal if you 

have to walk any distance.

The harness consists of a set of 

contoured padded shoulder straps 

with adjustable webbing straps, 

a set of shoulder tensioners, and 

a sliding webbing sternum strap. 

The padded waist belt has webbing 

straps, a quick-release buckle and 

an additional set of waist strap 

tensioners. 

There are no exterior pockets but 

there is one zipped mesh pocket 

inside the main compartment for 

valuables. It has the same roll-top 

closure as the 40-litre version so is 

100% airtight. 

VERDICT: 

Excellent watertight bags that 

will keep your gear totally dry. 

Lightweight, easy to clean, and very 

durable. Good price point.
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Shakespeare Sigma fly

selections £4.99

www.shakespeare-fishing.co.uk

THIS Damsel collection is just one of a range

of seven fly selections from Shakespeare

which also includes Boobies, All-round

Stillwater selection and Buzzers.

All come in a protective blister pack and

are mounted on a foam strip with the names

alongside which makes them ideal for new

flyfishers, and at £4.99 offer great value.

The Damsel selection gives you seven

patterns in weighted and unweighted

offerings and includes the popular Flashback

Damsel and the Blue Damsel (see below).

All are tied on chemically sharpened

hooks and n the back of the pack are some

instructi h them

Tackle
Tester’sChoice

Coming soon from Hardy...  

www.hardyfi shing.com

LAST month I got a chance to preview some new 

Hardy rods and reels which will be launched in a few 

weeks time. The ranges were revealed at a press 

day on the Leckford Estate in Hampshire.

The new rods are called the Zephrus and Wraith. 

The Zephrus incorporates the same high-end 440 

Sintrix technology as the outgoing Zenith and 

Proaxis ranges, which it replaces, while the Wraith

uses the top of the range 550 Sintrix technology.

There are 33 Zephrus rods covering both fresh

and saltwater disciplines and they are mostly four-

piece models with the exception of five one-piece

saltwater rods. The Zephrus will be starting at £499

and if you liked the Zenith series you will not be

disappointed. It has a medium to fast action that

will suit a wide range of casting abilities.

I fished with quite a few of the rods during the day

on the Leckford lakes and while fishing with the 8ft

6in 5wt model and using a tiny size 16 Copper Mary

nymph I hooked and landed the biggest fish of the

day, a 6lb 13oz rainbow! The lightweight outfit was

more than a match for this hard-fighting fish. It

delivered the line exactly where I wanted it, set the

hook and had more than

enough backbone to

bring the fish quickly to

the landing net.

After trying out the

Zephrus rods I switched

to the Wraith which

was a real treat. This is

Hardy’s new ultra-fast

action rod and is only

available in five models,

starting at £649. The 9ft

5wt model is incredibly

light in the hand and

would make an ideal

small water outfit while

also being perfect for

dry fly sport on the

reservoirs.

Hardy were also showcasing the new Ultralite

CA DD fly reel which replaces the Ultralite DD

range, one of the best-selling models that Hardy’s

have produced. Hardy are renown for their quality

reels and this new addition is no exception with the

performance and looks to match. This barstock

alloy reel will be available in all the popular sizes,

in two finishes (titanium and black) and prices will

start at £229.

Read more about these new Hardy rods and reels

in a future issue.

Orvis Encounter wading boots £109 www.orvis.co.uk

THE Endeavour boot is built around a top quality

Vibram sole that has been specifi cally designed for

Orvis. It features a cleated edge that surrounds a

series of different sized raised circles with cut-out

details. Dispersed between these are recessed

rubber turrets which can accommodate, and offer

protection to, screw-in studs.

Rubber soles are great when walking over a range

of different surfaces whether it is approach tracks,

grassy banks, silted margins or slippery rocks. This

grip can be further enhanced with the addition

of screw-in studs. The Orvis Posi-Grip screw-in

studs with tungsten carbide tips cost £27 and give

incredible grip and traction.

The sole has a slight heel and arch so is not

totally fl at and it is bonded to a dense layer of

foam which is thicker at the heel, offering extra

cushioning when your heel strikes the ground. This

is then bonded and stitched to a rubber rand that

fi xes the whole sole unit to the boot’s upper.

The synthetic upper is made from a tough cordura

overlaid with a synthetic reinforcing material

around the heel, sides and around the lace eyelets.

This synthetic build helps reduce the weight (the

boots weigh 3lb 2oz as a pair) and also means they

are quick to dry out. 

The thick rubber toecap can take a lot of pressure

before it buckles. 

There is extra padding around the ankle cuff,

while the padded and gusseted tongue keeps out

unwanted debris and affords comfort when the

laces are tightened. There is a metal D-ring, four

sets of webbing lace loops and two sets of metal

quick-release eyelet hooks at the top. On the back is

a wide pull-tab to help with pulling the boots on.

The boots are lined with a removable foam and

brushed nylon insole.

Available in sizes 6-14 and also comes in a felt

sole version at £89.

VERDICT:

A really well-made quality boot with an

outstanding sole. Very comfortable,

lightweight and a good price.

Two mesh eyelets allow water to drain away.

A fi rst look at 
the new Hardy 
rods and reels.

Robbie Winram with a 6lb 13oz rainbow caught 
on the new Hardy Zephrus rod.
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TACKLE: NEW GEAR

Stillwater Armour jackets from £74.99  www.fi shingmegastore.com

tillwater Armour wading jacket £74.99

TROUT FISHERMAN SEPTEMBER 16 - OCTOBER 13

Two styles to choose from
STILLWATER’S Armour jackets come in two 

lengths: a wading style and a more traditional 

three-quarter. Both are made from a waterproof, 

windproof and breathable two-layer Taslon shell 

fabric. The three-quarter length jacket costs £79.99 

and the wading jacket is £74.99.

E wading jacket is lined with polyester mesh so 

esn’t have the same warmth as the three-quarter 

yle jacket but it does mean you can layer up for 

tra warmth if you need to.  

The high collar is lined with brushed polyester 

 ece so is lovely and warm and the main zip tucks 

ay into a fl eece chinguard. 

Pocket layout is slight different on the wading 

ket with two large expandable chest pockets 

th stormfl aps and Velcro fasteners. On top of 

ch pocket is a water-resistant zipped pocket for 

aller accessores.

Behind each chest pocket is an open handwarmer 

cket lined on one side with brushed polyester 

fl eece. There is one zipped security pocket on the 

inside and one large cargo pocket with side zip on 

the back. 

The wading jacket also has protective housings 

for two pigtail retractors with quick-release clips.

VERDICT: 

Two really good jackets whether you are fi shing 

from the bank or a boat. The three-quarter 

jacket is a popular style with bank anglers as it 

can be worn over a pair of thigh waders, giving 

good protection. It has a good pocket layout and 

I like the double stormfl ap with rain gutter over 

the main zip.

Extra features

Other features include two large

D-rings on the front and one on

the back of the shoulders, plus a 

pin-on reel tab.

Storm cuffs

The articulated slee

straight hemmed cu

outer cuff back to re

internal storm cuff w  

fastenings, providin    

around the wrists.

Jacket linings

This jacket has a 10-inch deep 

polyester mesh lining around 

the bottom half of the jacket so 

it will shake dry if you wade into 

deeper water. The main body 

and top of the shoulders are 

lined with a warm brushed 

micro polyester fleece, while 

the sleeves are lined with a 

lightweight polyester fabric.

Tighten the fi t

The jacket features two 

elasticated cord and 

toggle lock adjusters, 

one around the bottom 

hem of the jacket and 

the other around the 

waist that yo

tighten up fo   

Functional pockets

Pocket design is clean and functional. There are 

two large box pockets with stormflaps and 

Velcro fasteners on the hips, and two

water-resistant zipped angled chest pockets 

with water-resistant zips and soft micro fleece 

lining. These pockets are protected by an angled 

stormflap. On the inside of the main stormfl ap 

there is a zipped security pocket that you can 

access without having to undo the jacket. On the 

inside of the jacket itself there are two zipped 

security pockets.

Adjustable hood

The fi xed hood with a slightly stiffened 

peak has elasticated cord and toggle 

lock adjusters around the face with a 

further adjuster on the back. It can be 

rolled up and fastened out of the way 

with a large fabric tab and popper stud. 

Zip and stormfl aps

A full-length double zip is covered by 

two stormflaps: the first one has a rain 

gutter along one edge and the top one 

folds over the top and is held in place 

with a popper stud at the top and

bottom, and by large Velcro fasteners 

down the front for a good seal.
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MODEL: 7/8

Price: £44.99

Weight: 203gr (7.2oz)

Diameter: 97mm

Width: 29mm

Capacity: WF8 plus 95 metres of backing

MODEL: 3-4

Price: £39.99

Weight: 179gr (6.3oz)

Diameter: 80mm

Width: 30mm

Capacity: WF4 plus 20 metres of backing

MODEL: 5/6

Price: £42.99

Weight: 189gr (6.7oz)

Diameter: 90mm

Width: 30mm

Capacity: WF6 plus 50 metres of backing

Shakespeare Agility reels from £39.99  www.shakespeare-fi shing.co.uk

2.99 www.daiwasports.co.uk

THIS lightweight 28-litre rucksack has a simple

but functional layout. It has one main large

compartment accessed by a double zip opening

which opens halfway down each side for easy 

access. The inside is lined with a light brown 

polyester to highlight the contents. On the inside 

there is a zipped mesh security pocket and an open 

top elasticated pouch for small accessories. 

On the front of the rucksack is a smaller 

compartment, with double zip, and inside is an 

elasticated mesh divider. On the front of this 

compartment is a full height pocket with a single 

vertical zip. Elasticated mesh pockets on each side 

will take rod tubes or wat

bottles, and just above th

pockets are adjustable

webbing support straps t

provide stability to rod tu

There is a full Air-

mesh padded back with

contoured and padded A

mesh adjustable shoulde

straps so it is comfortab

to carry for long periods

Extras include a large D-

on the back, a webbing h

  oubles up as a carry 

   good-size D-ring on 

 er strap. It is made 

 e rip-stop polyester.

T: 

  pace for a fl ask, 

fs, packed lunch, 

 s and accessories. 

 rtably with good 

 nd protection 

 ur lumbar region 

 ders.

THE reel cages and spools on the Agility large 

arbor reels are made from die-cast aluminium and 

have a really solid build. They have an open face 

design and both the spool and cage have been 

heavily ventilated to minimise weight but without 

   

         

All reels are set up for left hand wind and have a 

silent wind in mode and an audible click on the line 

out. The drag is set by turning a large knurled nut on 

the back of the cage and there’s a reassuring click 

between each setting. The drag can be set so tight 

   rdly moves but all the settings are 

  nd the drag system itself is nice and 

 ith no jerky fl at spots.

  right hand wind you need to push off 

      emble the reel.

The capacities shown in the tech-specs are 

Shakespeare’s recommendations but I would 

suggest they are a bit tight and you will have to use 

a micro backing to get close to their suggestions. 

The reels are supplied in a simple cardboard box, 

with no reel case.

VERDICT: 

Not the lightest and not the most generous for 

line and backing, but good solid reels.

      t be one of 

 ets, and Daiwa 

 .

   one-inch 

   achment 

  xtends to 19 

   end to which is 

 lip. Available in 

  ame size 

  on the back is 

  through 360 

  positioned the 

e cord e    nches and on 

the end there are two quick-release clips. 

Finally there is the zinger and clip combo (£9.99) 

that has a slimmer housing, a pin-on fi tting on the 

back, and an 18-inch cord. On the end is a set of 

1.5-inch long sprung-metal snips with 0.25-inch fl at 

cutting jaws that are super sharp, cutting through 

nylon with ease.

All the zingers feature a soft rubber bung between 

the split ring and cord that cushions the impact 

when the cord is released back into the casing.

VERDICT: 

A good range of well-made zingers, useful for 

holding a range of tools. 
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Fly-tying gear
Bringing you news and reviews of the latest 

materials and tools to hit the market

All items are tried 

and tested by our 

independent tester 

and expert fl y-tyer 

Robbie Winram

TACKLE: NEW GEAR

TROUT FISHERMAN SEPTEMBER 16 - OCTOBER 13

SHIMMER Flash is a new hanked synthetic fi bre that has been dyed in a range of 

metallic colours.

Each individual strand is what I would describe as fi ne in diameter and are 

approximately 15 inches long. The most noticeable feature is the wonderful 

deep and shiny metallic colour. Unlike some metallic coloured synthetics that 

lose their colour when the individual fi bres are stretched, stressed or worked 

hard, with this material the colour stays constant. 

The individual strands have a host of applications, everything from butts, ribs 

and shellbacks to wingcases and thoraxes. Just a single strand wound on as a 

head to fi nish off a nymph creates a wonderful bright hotspot. Multiple strands 

of Shimmer Flash can also be used for tails, cheeks and wings.

Shimmer Flash is available in bibio red, cranberry, fl uo chartreuse, fl uo 

orange, fl uo pink, fl uo red, fl uo yellow, ginger, hulk green, kingfi sher blue, olive, 

purple, steelhead blue and UV diamond white at £4.35 per pack. A range pack of 

all 14 colours is £29.75

The Shimmer Flash material has been incorporated into another new product 

from Flybox, the small Shimmer Hackle.

This chenille-type material comprises of a very fi ne core in which the metallic 

Shimmer fi bres and fi ne dyed supporting fi bres have been trapped. It can be 

used in the same way as the Shimmer Flash, wrapped around the hook to create 

bodies, thoraxes and small collar hackles, giving that added fl ash. You get three 

metres of material per pack so plenty to work with.

Shimmer Hackle comes in claret, fl uo chartreuse, fl uo orange, fl uo pink, fl uo 

red, fl uo sunburst, fl uo yellow, light olive, medium olive, root beer, steelhead 

blue and UV diamond white at £3 per packet, or £25 for a range pack including 

all 12 colours.

Metallic colour palette
Shimmer Flash and Hackle from £3  www.fl ybox.co.uk

Shimmer Buzzer

Hook: Size 10-14 Hanak competition H200BL

Thread: Veevus 14/0, black

Abdomen: Olive Shimmer Flash wound in close 

touching turns, then black Flexi-fl oss wound in 

open turns over the top followed by a fi ne silver 

wire rib

Cheeks: Fluo red Shimmer Flash

Thorax: Black thread built up

● Whole fl y given three or four coats of high gloss 

varnish or UV resin

Shimmer Muskins

Hook: Size 10-14 Hanak competition H200BL

Thread: Veevus 14/0, dun

Tail: Ginger or red game cock hackle fi bres

Rib: Ginger Shimmer Flash

Counter rib: Fine clear mono

Abdomen: Cock pheasant centre tail feather fi bre, 

light brown

Wingcase: Same as abdomen

Thorax: Fluo red Shimmer Flash with squirrel 

dubbing in front

Breathers: White Uni poly yarn

Shimmer Damsel

Hook: Size 10-14 Hanak competition H200BL

Thread: Veevus 14/0, olive

Tail: Medium olive marabou with three strands of 

olive Shimmer Flash

Abdomen: Medium olive Shimmer Hackle

Thorax: Dyed olive hare’s ear dubbing

Collar: Bibio red Shimmer Flash

Head: Metallic green brass or tungsten bead 

Shimmer Flash (far left) 
and Shimmer Hackle 

(left and above).
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p y g y p y  

dubbing materials in between. If you have a good eye and 

a steady hand you can do this with a dubbing needle or you 

can sometimes backspin your bobbin to open up the thread.

However, Stonfo have produced a purpose-built thread 

splitter that does the job for you. This three-inch long tool 

comprises of a moulded plastic fi nger loop attached to a 

metal shaft. On the end of this shaft is a super fi ne needle 

that sits inside a protective spring-loaded collar.

With the bobbin hanging under tension, place the thread 

into the V-notch at the end of the splitter. Keeping up the 

tension, pull back on the plunger which will force the needle 

forwards, splitting the thread. If you push again the thread 

will spread over the collar, separating the thread fi bres even 

wider so you can apply any dubbing materials.

A few tips that will help: If you are using a twisted thread 

backspin the bobbin fi rst to open up the twist. And if you are 

using a fl at multi-fi bred thread wait until the bobbin stops 

spinning underneath the vice so you know the fi bres are 

untwisted. When pushing the V-notch up against the thread 

make sure it is completely fl at to the thread or you will just 

snag a fi bre or two instead of splitting it in half.

   
  

   
 

Mezz wiggle-action 

bloodworm fl y bodies 
£2.50  www.mezzfi shingtackle.co.uk

T
ra
so

The bloodworm fl y 
bodies are made 
from a fl at rubber 
sheet and come in 
some great colours.

ANYTHING that can add enticing movement 

to a fl y has got to be a good thing so I was 

really interested in giving this product a go.

These little ‘bloodworm bodies’ (I call them 

tails) are made from thin, fl at light synthetic 

sheet rubber and are shaped like a coil with a 

taper at one end.

I wasn’t sure how they would work initially 

but tied a few patterns up, incorporating 

the bodies as tails and worked them 

through the clear margins in Rutland 

harbour. As they are retrieved through the 

water the tail just springs into life, twisting 

with a realistic corkscrew wiggle action. 

It’s the water pushing against the tail’s fl at 

profi le that sets up the enticing motion. 

Stop the fl y and the tail reverts back to its 

original coiled shape. 

Even when held static under a bung the 

thin rubbery tail gives off little fl ickers of 

movement.

They proved fairly strong when I was tying 

them in but only time will tell how resilient 

they are to a trout’s teeth.

Although they are called ‘bloodworm’ fly

bodies they can actually be used on a range

of patterns, especially nymphs and stalking

patterns. Tie the blunt flat end into the

fly body and whip down with tying thread.

Because the material is so thin you don’t get

an unsightly bulge. I’ve tied the fly pictured

here with the bloodworm body comi

the top of the pattern but it c

well tied in underneath or to

If you want to see these in action search for 

‘Mezz fi shing fl ies’ on YouTube.

The bloodworm bodies are available in 

packs of single colours (10 single colour 

bodies per pack) or a pack of mixed colours, 

both for £2.50; the colours being purple, 

orange, green, blue, yellow, red, silverblue, 

white, black and bronze

They also come in a mixed pack of 14 

bodies for £3.50 and the colours are red, 

orange, green, silvergrey, silverblue, pink, 

transparent, blue, brown, bronze, white, 

purple, yellow and black.

Bloodworm

Hook: Size 12-14 Hanak H260BL

Thread: Fluo red 14/0

Tail: Mezz wiggle-action bl rm fl y 

 

 red

 

   

Cookshill snipe skin £22 www.cookshill-fl ytying.co.uk

THIS wonderful little wading bird is a fi rm 

favourite with tyers of traditional soft-hackled 

fl ies. It offers a wealth of plumage including dark 

and light brown mottled feathers which run from

the neck through to the top of the rump. 

On the inside of the wing are some lovely

feathers that go from a barred white and black to

almost dun in colour. Wingslips can also be taken

from the primaries.

Famous North Country patterns include the

Snipe and Purple where the hackle is taken from

the over covert and the Snipe Bloa which uses

feathers from the underside of the snipe wing

This skin from Cookshill is a quality produc

giving a full range of plumage to work with. Bet

still, because the feathers are still attached to the

skin they lie fl at and are so much easier to tie with

than loose feathers which can often have kinks

and twists in them. The full skin offers a good

range of sizes to choose from as well.

If you want to produce a wet fl y or a nymph

with that wonderful soft leggy movement the

hackles are unbeatable.

The needle parts 
the thread so you 

can easily insert 
dubbing materials.

The Rump

Hook: Size 12-14 Hanak H200BL barbless

Thread: Yellow owl super fl oss (Flybox)

Rib: Fine gold wire

Body: Yellow owl super fl oss ribbed with open 

turn       ronze peacock herl

     peacock herl

    ump feather
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NEWS IN BRIEF

BIRDLANDSAT

DRAYCOTE

POPULAR midland fishery

Draycote Water has strengthened

its management team with the

arrival of Tom Bird.

An England international and

graduate in Fisheries Management

& Aquaculture at Sparsholt

College, Tom previously worked at

Stocks Reservoir in Lancashire and

his duties at Draycote will include

assisting with development of the

Warwickshire venue’s on-site

tackle shop and flyfishing tuition

programme.

With an increasing number of

flyfishing competitions being held

at Draycote each year, it is also

hoped that his competition

experience will be an asset for

match organisers.

CORCORANCLAIMS

DELAYEDWORLDCUP

DAVID Corcoran from Co Galway, is

the new World Cup Trout Fly

Champion, having seen off more

than 500 other competitors on

Lough Mask.

Adverse weather conditions had

caused the day of the Final to be

postponed for the first time in the

event’s 63-year history.

Corcoran managed five trout on

Finals day for 5.7lb, in a triumphant

return to a competition that he had

not fished for a decade, while

raising his young family.

Along with the trophy, his efforts

brought him a 19ft Anglers’ Fancy

lake boat, a 15hp Yamaha engine, a

Loomis 10ft 6wt rod and a watch.

RUTLANDFLYFISHERS

STALWARTDIES

RUTLAND Water Fly Fishers

president John Maitland died on

August 13, after a lengthy illness.

The 82-year-old moved to

Rutland many years ago and only

relinquished the role of RWFF

chairman in 2013 after 17 years in

the post.

Announcing his passing on its

website, Rutland Water owner

Anglian Water remembered

Maitland as a keen dry fly

specialist, while one poster on

Rutland’s Facebook page described

Maitland’s legacy as being the fact

that anglers can still fish most of

Manton Bay in Rutland’s South

Arm, after there had been initial

proposals to confine all of it solely

to wildlife.

THE Salmon & Trout Association has

changed its name to ‘Salmon & Trout

Conservation UK’ (S&TC UK), with a new

strapline, “Protecting wild fish and their

habitats since 1903”.

Paul Knight, the organisation’s chief

executive, explained, “We have kept

‘Salmon & Trout’ in the new title, retaining

our contact with the past. However, our

focus on salmon and trout isn’t only

because they are the favoured target

species of our main supporters, but

because they are also the ultimate natural

indicator to the health of our rivers and

lakes. If salmon and trout are thriving, then

there isn’t much wrong with the

environment. If they are under threat, as so

many wild stocks are today, then that’s a

pretty clear sign that the water

environment is struggling, almost

certainly because of human interference.

“S&TC UK is still largely supported by

game fishermen, but now more than ever

we have to show ‘enlightened self interest’

by realising that we must look after the

resource – the fish stocks and the habitats

vital for their survival – if we are going to

have anything left to fish for in something

like a natural environment in future years.

If we fail, we will be seen as the generation

that stood by and watched the death of the

golden goose on our watch, and we will

rightly be damned for letting that happen.”

Despite the new name, S&TC UK insists

that its aims are unaltered; to pass to the

next generation an aquatic environment

and wild fish

stocks in at least

as healthy a

state as our

predecessors

enjoyed.

NAME-CHANGE FOR SALMON & TROUT ASSOCIATION

Peter
Cockwill.
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FISHING 
FOR PARA 
SUPPORT
TROUT Fisherman contributor 

Pete Cockwill has teamed up with 

celebrity fly angler Bernard 

Cribbins to raise funds for the 

Support Our Paras charity.

The duo have organised a special 

day at Duncton Mill in Sussex on 

October 29. Duncton’s Martin 

Fleetwood is providing the fishing, 

and sponsorship is from the 

Uniserve Group, American Airlines 

and the Seafast Group.

A midday auction of prizes  will 

be the highlight of this invitational 

event. One of them will be a day’s 

fishing with Peter and photo- 

grapher Peter Gathercole, to be 

featured in Trout Fisherman.

Contact Peter Cockwill if you 

want to make a bid for the day or 

offer additional sponsorship - 

petercockwill@aol.com 

Draycote 
debutant 
Tom Bird.
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CONGRATULATIONS to the lads of
the Scottish Youth Team, who took the
gold medal at the 31st Youth Fly Fishing
International, held at Lake of Menteith
on August 5. Scotland fi nished with 54
fi sh, totalling 124lb 12oz, well ahead of
the Welsh team, who took the runners-up
spot with 38 fi sh for 89lb 11.8oz. Third
were the Irish, with 35 fi sh for 87lb 1.2oz
and then the English with 35 for 82lb 1.7oz.

Top individual rod was Scotsman Blaine
O’Donnell, with eight fi sh weighing 17lb
4oz. Scottish captain Callum Stephen also
played a major part in the victory, taking
overall second place with eight for 16lb
1.6oz. Robert Fyff e landed the heaviest
fi sh for the Scots; a rainbow of 3lb 15.4oz.

From one end of the age scale to the
other, 70-year-old angler Alec Bolton had
a late summer evening session on Loch
Leven and boated a superb brownie of 6lb
9oz. He used a size
12 black and silver
lure on a sink-tip
line, and fished the
drift to the east of
Reed Bower.

Some lovely
browns continue
to be caught from
the loch, in spite of
often-unfavourable weather conditions.
Donald McGregor had a 5lb 11oz fish while
out on an evening session with Kinross
AC, and that’s his second specimen brown
this season from the loch, a 6lb-plus trout
having come his way in May. The big fish
must have all been on the prowl during
the Kinross club’s outing, since another
member, John Reid, had a fish of 5lb,
which took his Olive Snatcher fished on a
fast glass line off the Kelson Strip.

Twenty-five fish were landed by the club
in their six boats that night, with Eddie
Todd and partner taking nine of these by
drifting on to the point of St Serf ’s.

I suppose you’d expect dry flies to play
a major part in attracting rainbows at the

Ian Muckle  A contributor to Trout Fisherman for more 
than 30 years, reporting on Scottish news and events

smaller bank fi sheries in late summer, and 
this has generally been the case this year. I 
have been quite surprised, however, by the 
variety of patterns and techniques used.

At the northern venue of Lochter 
Fishery, the pools have responded well 
to dries. Michael McLennan had 10 fi sh 
on dry Sedge patterns, and John Taylor 
eight on a Black Klinkhamer. Andrew 
Barrowman mixed dries with Blobs to 
catch and release 21 fi sh.

In fact, those anglers mixing up their 
methods proved successful. M. Crawford 
had 11 fi sh on Blobs, Buzzers and Diawl 
Bachs; Steve Prince had nine on a mix of 
Blobs and dries; and Peter Young used 
WSW lures and Okey Dokeys to tempt 20. 
Dave Simpson had 12 on Buzzers, Blobs 
and Bunny Leech, while Stewart Home 
used Nomads and Dancers to amass 14 fi sh.

S. Murdoch stuck to Cormorants to land
eight, and Jonathan
Daniel from
Peterhead kept
faith in his Buzzers
to take 11. Variety is
indeed the spice of
life at Lochter…

Wellsfield
Fishery, near
Denny, has shown

a similar pattern of techniques, and
catches were made on dries, Diawl Bachs
and Buzzers. Floating lines and long
leaders with Hoppers, Snatchers, Ally
McCoist and Damsels did well. Some
excellent specimen rainbows were caught.
A. Gillespie from Glasgow had one at 10lb
5oz, while S. Williams of Bathgate, 8lb
12oz and W. Foster of Stirling, 8lb 8oz.

I don’t do much river angling nowadays,
but I’ve been nonetheless intrigued by
reports of superb browns in the 5lb to 7lb
class, from the Clyde. Perhaps this is due
to the abundance of signal crayfish.

No doubt this will add to the debate
about foreign invaders benefitting waters
or not.

FISHING-THEMED 
BREAKS IN WALES
A RANGE of fi shing-themed breaks has 

been announced for anglers wanting to 

sample fi shing in Wales.

A Junior Anglers Experience, two 

Fly-Fishing Safaris for adults and a Sea 

Fishing Escape, enable anglers of all ages 

to experience fi shing in Carmarthenshire, 

south west Wales.

All breaks include an experienced gillie, 

as well as fi shing permits, river access and 

equipment.

Details of the fi shing breaks can be found 

at www.discovercarmarthenshire.com/

fishing. Packages include one- to three-day

junior and adult breaks that take in salmon

and sea trout beats (until October 17) along

the River Towy. Prices range from

£150-£685 per person.

Fishing the Clyde, 
currently in vogue among 

Scottish trout rivers.
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“I don’t fi sh rivers much, 

but I’ve been intrigued by 

the reports of superb 

browns in the 5lb to 7lb 

class from the Clyde.”
GREEN LIGHT FOR 
RIVER CHALLENGE
THE High Court has granted permission for 

WWF-UK (World Wildlife Fund) the Angling 

Trust and Fish Legal to challenge Defra 

and the Environment Agency over their 

failure to protect some of England’s rivers, 

lakes and coastal areas from agricultural 

pollution. Among those sites at the heart 

of the challenge are the rivers Avon, Wye 

and Eden.

The Government is legally required to 

take all necessary steps to ensure such 

areas are at good health by December, but 

the Trust claims that this target will not be 

met because current action is insuffi cient, 

given the scale of the problem.

It wants protective measures to be 

implemented, such as Water Protection 

Zones, which were identifi ed by the 

Environment Agency in 2009 as its 

preferred tool to reduce pollution if 

voluntary measures were not successful.

“We are calling on the government to use 

the tools at its disposal to tackle the 

issue,” said WWF-UK’s chief executive 

David Nussbaum. “We hope this legal 

action will lead to a rethink of the approach 

of the government...”

The case will now proceed to court later 

in the year. If successful, and the 

Government’s actions are found to be 

unlawful, it will have to identify the 

regulatory steps necessary to tackle 

pollution affecting the areas concerned.
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LETTERS
Send your letters to:

Trout Fisherman, Bauer Media, Media House, 

Lynchwood, Peterborough PE2 6EA or email: 

beverly.winram@bauermedia.co.uk

Your letters covering a variety of flyfishing topics with replies from the editor

IN angling, one is always learning, no matter

how old and these recent experiences might

be of interest and even of use to others.

My experience with ant hatches was that

trout ignored anything else when flying ants

were on the water, having had 4lb wild brown

trout swimming around my legs on a Scottish

loch, oblivious to anything but ants. This sort

of situation repeated itself on the other rare

occasions when I encountered an ant hatch.

The other problem, which I have encountered

is floating snails. I have been on Elinor fishery

with trout rising all over and not at all

interested in my offerings. Almost accidently,

I caught a trout on a lure and it was stuffed

with olive brown snails.

However, in recent weeks, the situation has

been completely reversed. At Elinor at the end

of July, there were flying ants on the water and

they readily took my Black CdC Shuttlecock. A

week later at Earith, I found a shoal milling

about on the surface and again caught on the

Black Shuttlecock (eight fish before I gave up).

Spooning showed a belly-full of small flat

black snails. A week later I encountered the

same situation, but this time they were happy

to take my small black emerger just under the

surface. Again, after eight fish, I went home, as

I didn’t want to deal with too many fish in the

warmer conditions.

This supports my theory that exact

imitations are not necessary and something

vaguely resembling what the fish are taking

and similarly presented, will usually work, in

this case with the CdC hanging in the surface

layer, and the emerger only just below.

I wondered if any other anglers can support

this theory?

BerryKenny, byemail

Chest waders in a boat
THERE seems to be some misapprehension 
on the part of both Adrian Baker and Rob 
Edmunds regarding the wearing of chest 
waders in a boat, (Letters, issue 474).

Somehow they both seem to have the 
impression that any water that gets inside 
a chest wader should the wearer fall 
overboard is automatically heavier than the 
water on the outside and will thus drag the 
unfortunate angler to his watery grave.

Nothing, of course, is further from the 
truth. Water weighs the same inside or 
outside a wader. Were the opposite the case 
I expect the papers would be inundated with 
obituaries of anglers who had fallen over in 
a river and were dragged to their deaths by a 
couple of pints of water inside their waders.

A few years ago I was fishing the Traun in 
Austria and mistook a foot of crystal clear 
very cold water for three feet of crystal clear 
very cold water with the inevitable result – a 
full bodied immersion in chest waders. I 
rolled onto my back and paddled my way the 
10 yards to the shore, rolled back onto my 
front and crawled out. I found that about a 
pint of water had got down one leg and half 
of that down the other. 

The lesson there was not to do the wading 
belt up too tight so allowing SOME water to 

get in and air to escape thus keeping me on 
an even keel in the water. If the belt is too 
tight the trapped air will raise the angler’s 
feet above the surface and that IS risky.

The late Hugh Falkus dispelled the myth of 
the waterfilled waders by literally throwing 
himself into the river for the camera.

Any angler wearing chest waders would 
not be able to get back into a boat if he 
fell overboard, but he wouldn’t be able 
to get back while wearing a fully inflated 
lifejacket anyway, so there is no detriment 
in that scenario.

As far as I see it there are only two real 
reasons for not wearing chesties in a boat. 
1) If the waders need separate boots and 
these have studs the risk is of slipping, noise 
in the boat and treading on the fly-line, and 
2) If you need to use the bailer for non-
bailing purposes it is a hell of a job getting 
undressed in a boat in the pouring rain! 
Bob Preston, Marlborough, Wiltshire

Bass takeable size limits
THANK you for the excellent introductory 
article on bass fishing by Martin Webster 
(Trout Fisherman 473). While correctly 
noting that the new conservation legislation 
limited any recreational angler’s daily 
take to three bass, Martin overlooked the 

equally important increase in the Minimum 
Conservation Reference Size (MCRS) 
(previously Minimum Landing Size) from 
36cm to 42cm. So you can’t keep any bass 
under 16.5 inches long.

Martin also correctly suggested that 
estuaries are excellent areas for bass 
following sandeels. But anglers should 
be beware that many estuaries have 
significant areas designated as Bass 
Nursery Areas, in which all bass landed 
must be returned, hopefully still alive. Best 
to check with local authorities.
Eric Lockeyear, by email

Editor’s reply: Thanks for adding to the 

excellent article by Martin. Bass are popular fish 

and care must be taken to make sure we’re all 

clear about the law. 

Great pictures
I’M writing to congratulate you on the 
brilliant photography lately. Some of the 
pictures have been simply stunning. It’s 
just the thing to celebrate the beauty of our 
sport, whether it’s a close up of a beautiful 
brown or rainbow trout, a scenic shot of our 
stunning fisheries or the flies themselves. 
Keep up the great work. 
Graham Lawrence, by email

Earith trout fishery,  
where trout were 

happy to take ‘vague’ 
snail imitations.

Vague or exact copies?
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& Fly Tying Festival
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2015

Sunday 18th October 
10am - 4.30pm

Adults £5, Seniors £4, up to 16 FREE

Uttoxeter Race Course, Wood Lane,
Uttoxeter, Staffordshire  ST14 8BD

Contact: 01773 761645 
www.burton-on-trentgamefishingandflytyingfestival.co.uk

LARGEST STOCKIST OF FLY TYING MATERIALS IN THE UK We have everything for the game angling 
enthusiast, with a massive selection of rods,  

reels, lines, flies, flying tying equipment,  
waders and clothing. 

COME AND SEE PROBABLY THE LARGEST 

RANGE OF FLY TYING MATERIALS IN THE UK

GAME FISHING  &  
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Unit 22, Robinsons Ind Est, Shaftesbury St, Derby, DE23 8NL
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T
HE Internet makes it easier than ever to fi nd out 

about where to fi sh and what to do, as well as 

giving instant assessments of catch 

expectations and conditions. That’s a fact and 

even an old codger like me will often refer to it 

for information on a fi shery I am due to visit. It has certainly 

made the gathering of knowledge so simple. 

The thing to bear in mind is that there are plain facts, 

beyond dispute, and then there are the vagaries of feedback. 

In fi shing terms, that means statements made by anglers who 

are not blessed with the same abilities 

and who may have been fi shing in very 

different conditions. 

This is especially apparent with 

salmon fi shing, where many anglers 

now monitor catch returns and river 

levels and only make a move to the river 

if all appears to be perfect. This leaves 

many beats under-fi shed when feedback 

suggests that expectations are not 

ideal. Who’s to say that just a bit of 

effort wouldn’t have confounded such 

online pessimism, however? Maybe 

that’s why well-known anglers often 

succeed when others fail.

Fair-weather fi shermen 
It’s the same on the stillwaters where a 

‘bad’ weather forecast inevitably leads 

to a low turnout. Some anglers will even 

cancel a pre-booked day, which may, of 

course, prevent another, more amenable 

angler from getting the chance to fi sh 

because the venue was ‘full’.  

I can understand this when time is 

precious and I also know how frustrating 

it can be to have committed to a day’s 

fi shing well in advance, only to fi nd that 

conditions make success unlikely. 

Always insisting on ‘perfect’ days, on the 

other hand, means you never get to 

stretch yourself and learn more, rather like those 

chalkstream anglers who only ever fi sh at mayfl y time, and 

who probably still wonder why that same period is known as 

‘duffers fortnight’.

There’s a lot more to fi shing than just choosing the ideal day 

and if I relied entirely on feedback I doubt that the editor 

would sleep well if he thought that I would only stir myself to 

turn out for a Trout Fisherman feature when I had perfect 

weather conditions…

Persistence and luck play a part 
It’s the unpredictability of fi shing and the ability to overcome 

the odds which makes it so appealing and I really enjoy having 

to work at overcoming adverse conditions as that means the 

eventual article is honest.

There have been many occasions when I felt our chances 

might be doomed but I have always persisted and tried really 

hard to make a catch.

Luck will always play a part, of course, and I’ve sure been 

lucky at times but great credit must go to TF photographer 

Peter Gathercole as he is not only an ace at the job but a 

“I also know how frustrating it 

can be to have committed to a 

day’s fi shing well in advance, 

only to fi nd that conditions make 

success unlikely.”

COCKWILL
Peter Cockwill: 
Tackle shop owner, 
fi shery manager, guide 
and Trout Fisherman 
contributor of 30 years

If you’re to be any good at it, fi shing must be something you do while 
waiting for perfect conditions…

brilliant fl y dresser and angler too. Many’s the time when his 

skills have produced an inspired catch to save the day and 

between us we often seem to know just when to make 

maximum effort when the day’s feature is in the balance.

This brings me back to my earlier comment that not 

everyone has the same abilities or experiences the same 

conditions, and different individuals will interpret any given 

day in a number of different ways. This is why some anglers 

‘always’ seem to catch, even as others are typing “low stock 

levels”, “undersized fi sh” or “too weedy” into their website 

forum of choice.

There is no such thing as a dead cert in 

fi shing unless you are happy to fi sh a 

covered swimming pool, stocked to 

excess, where you can be warm and 

comfortable, with no demands made of 

your casting ability.

Back on planet Earth, however, it’s 

about tackling any given situation, doing 

your utmost to get a satisfactory result 

and never forgetting that not every trip 

brings a trophy. 

Learn to ‘read’ a water 
I have said many times that the ability to 

‘read’ a water or to be observant is 

frequently far better than just continual 

casting in the hope of a ‘lucky’ fi sh. 

That’s why we get results: because we 

are always taking note of what’s 

happening on any given day and in this 

way a feeding period doesn’t go 

unnoticed. I’m always looking for the 

better fi sh by watching rise forms, 

looking for underwater swirls or just 

simply looking into the water, whenever 

I get the chance. 

I get duff days, like anyone else, and all 

it takes is a badly timed strike, an 

unseen wind knot or a bungled netting 

job to really mess up a situation. Peter G 

and I often talk of individual fi sh which have saved the day and 

other occasions when a mistake has made us work harder.

A classic mess-up was when we had the trophy fi sh early in 

the day but waited for good light before taking the photos. I 

stupidly left the fi sh in shallow water and a crow took one eye 

out and made a right mess of what was the fi sh’s best side. 

A happier ending came at Avington, when we had been 

trying for a big blue rainbow on a fully booked day. The fi sh 

was so unsettled that it was cruising the fi shery at speed and 

wouldn’t look at anything. 

While we had some great pictures already, that one fi sh had 

bugged me. Packing up the gear, we were about to head off 

from the lakes when I saw it once again, coming fast towards 

me along the lake’s edge. All I did was unclip the lead bug, 

swing it out dead into the fi sh’s cruise path and lift slightly. 

That glorious blue never slowed a fraction but just climbed 

slightly, took the fl y and carried on. I’m sure it was even more 

surprised than we were... 

So you can never say never in fi shing. There’s always hope, 

even when most have given up and gone off to let the Internet 

feel their pain.  
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Parks cannot be used as a permanent residence. Bourne Leisure is registered in England and Wales, no 04011660. Registered office 1 Park Lane, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire, HP2 4YL.

Visit wildduckholidaypark.com
Call 01493 781 587  Sat Nav NR31 9NE
Wild Duck Holiday Park, Howard’s Common. Belton, Norfolk, NR31 9NE.

Come to your own woodland retreat...
...with holiday home ownership near the Norfolk Broads, where you can become 

part of our Owners community and relax, refresh and have fun and enjoy some 

great local fishing. We will treat you like you are our family and ensure you leave 

all your stresses behind, with your very own piece of Norfolk.

The peaceful setting at Wild Duck is ideal 

for us both to unwind, relax and enjoy the 

walks surrounding the park. We have had 

our caravan here for nearly 11 years and 

it’s the best decision we’ve ever made. It’s 

lovely to enjoy with family and friends, as 

well as a lovely home from home.

Rodney and Maureen Betts, 

owners at Wild Duck for 11 years

All the best bits you could  
enjoy as an owner with us
*   15% discount† around the park 

in our bars, restaurants and shops 

*  Heated indoor and outdoor pools 

*  Family entertainment in our 

ShowBar 

*  Wine Club 

*  Half price sports and leisure activities 

*  Park ranger activities 

*  Sports court 

*  Adventure playgrounds 

*  Crazy golf 

*  Kids’ clubs for all ages

†Terms and conditions apply. Please enquire at our park 

for full details.
Local fishing lakes and fisheries include: Burgh Castle Fisheries,

Fritton Lake, Marsh View Fishery, Hall Farm Lakes, Waterside 

Rollesby, Martham Pitts, Filby Broad, Mill Road Fisheries.

Norfolk’s best keptsecret

Relax and unwind

Explore the outdoors

Call us and 
quote ‘fishing’ 
for your free 
day pass*

Ideally located 

close to a number

of fishing lakes, 

fisheries and the 

Norfolk Broads

73785
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■ There are many specially-

designated Troutmasters waters

in the UK where you can enter,

and the number of fi sheries

joining is growing.  

■ If you catch a fi sh at any of

these waters you can register it

using the offi cial forms, which

must be sent to our offi ces within

fi ve days of capture. Forms are

available at the fi sheries.

■ Senior and junior entry forms

are available. Juniors must be

under 14, seniors aged 14 and over.

■ New this year: Anglers can

enter fi sh caught on any-method.

However, the Senior and Junior

fi nals remain FLY only.

■ Captors of the three 

biggest fi sh win an exclusive

Troutmasters badge.

■ You could also win an exclusive

Gold Badge if you win fi ve 

Troutmasters badges each from

fi ve different fi sheries during the

course of the competition.

■ At the end of the year all

badge winners will be invited

to enter a fi sh-off at the water

where they won the badge to

decide who will get an invitation

to the Final. 

■ Each fi sh-off will be run by

the fi shery concerned to local

rules, and can involve around 36

anglers. One angler from each

water will qualify for the Final.

■ Each competition runs from

the 21st of the month to the 20th

of the next. Judging takes place

on the 25th.

■ An award will be made to the

    

HOW TO
ENTER

All you have to do is visit a Troutmasters water, catch a fish and fill in a form, which you then send to us.

TROUTMASTERS
Europe’s largest flyfishing competition

 

TROUTMASTERS
GOLD BADGES
THE coveted 

Gold Badge is 

awarded to

those anglers

who win five

badges each

from fi ve

different

fi sheries

during the

Troutmasters season. The more

fi sheries you visit the more chance you have

of winning a Gold Badge - and also the most

consistent angler award.

IF you are a fishery owner/

manager and want to sign up your

trout fishery for the Troutmasters

competition it couldn’t be simpler!

Just go to www.gofi shing.co.uk/

join-troutmasters where you can

view the Troutmasters Media

Pack. Download and complete the

joining form and send it to:

Samantha Rees, Troutmasters

Competition, Media House,

Peterborough Business Park,

Lynchwood, Peterborough PE2 6EA.

For further information email Troutmasters co-ordinator 

Samantha Rees at samantha.rees@bauermedia.co.uk

JOINTROUTMASTERS

www.snowbee.co.uk

HOW TO WIN A SNOWBEE COUNTDOWN FLY-LINE

EVERY month Trout Fisherman will 

award a Snowbee fl y-line to the captor 

of the Best Fish of the Month.Trout 

Fisherman will judge the catch based 

on fi sh quality and methods used. 

The winner will be the pick of those 

submitted for that month and our 

decision is fi nal. Send in your catch 

pictures by email to beverly.winram@

bauermedia.co.uk or post to Trout 

Fisherman Fish of the Month, Bauer 

Media, Media House, Lynchwood, 

Peterborough PE2 6EA.

The Countdown series consists of 

four different density lines (CD2, CD3, 

CD5, CD7) with sink rates from 2-7ips. 

Specifi cally designed to combine 

precise sink rates with maximum 

casting distance, the lines feature a 

new XS Nano coating which reduces 

rod ring friction. The fl y angler can 

now reach extended drop-offs and 

target deep lying fi sh with a line slick 

enough to do so without the fear of 

memory coils and constant tangles. 

www.snowbee.co.uk

THE tiger trout have really been on form at 

Swanswater Fishery in Stirlingshire. Just 

a few weeks after the fishery record of 7lb 

8oz was equalled, it was beaten by this 8lb 

11oz specimen. It was caught by Frank Barr 

who fished a Black Spider on an 8lb leader 

and a floating line.

Frank, from Falkirk, Stirlingshire, wins 

this month’s Snowbee XS-Nano fly-line – 

either a CD2, CD3, CD5 or CD7 (see below).

FISH OF 
THE MONTH
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THIS MONTH’S BADGE WINNERS ALL FISH LISTED WERE CAUGHT DURING THE PERIOD JULY 21 TO 
AUGUST 20, 2015. ALL BADGES HAVE BEEN SENT OUT.

Rainbow, Damsel Nymph.

3 Angus Craig-Dennis, Nottingham,

4lb 10oz Rainbow, Fly.

■ CURLEYS FISHERY,
BOLTON, 01204 691783
1 Geoff Allington, Bolton, 5lb 0oz

Rainbow, Minnow.

■ DALE PITT LAKES,
DONCASTER, 07825 517488
1 John Bower, Pontefract, 9lb 9oz

Rainbow, Orange Fritz.

2 John Hall, Swinton, 4lb 8oz

Rainbow, Green Snake.

3 John Hall, Swinton, 3lb 2oz

Rainbow, Green Snake.

■ DERWENT RESERVOIR,
CONSETT, 01207 255250
1 Phil Green, Leadgate, 3lb 11oz

Rainbow, Fly.

■ EXE VALLEY FISHERY,
DULVERTON, 0797 1198559
1 Chris Short, Ilminster, 7lb 2oz

Rainbow, Cat’s Whisker.

1 Richard Winser, Huntingdon, 7lb 2oz

Rainbow, Fly.

3 Keith Ratcliffe, Exeter, 6lb 12oz

Rainbow, Damsel.

■ FELIX FARM TROUT
FISHERY, BRACKNELL,
0118 934 5527
1 Kevin Page, High Wycombe, 1lb 15oz

Blue, Spider.

■ FRENSHAM TROUT
FISHERY, CHURT,
01252 794321
1 Colin Jordan, Aldershot, 5lb 4oz

Rainbow, Cat’s Whisker.

2 Simon Smith, Darnham, 3lb 10oz

Rainbow, Buzzer.

■ GRAFHAM WATER,
HUNTINGDON, 01480 810531
1 Norman Rushton, Royston, 5lb 10oz

Brown, Silver Sedge .

■ GRASSHOLME RESERVOIR,
TEESDALE, 01833 641121
1 Michael Cothay, Stanley, 3lb 2oz

Brown, Dawson’s Olive.

2 Phil Green, Consett, 3lb 0oz

Rainbow, Fly.

■ HOLLIES TROUT FARM &
FISHERY, HONITON,
01404 841428
1 C Hinds, Cullompton, 15lb 0oz

Rainbow, Blue Diawl Bach.

2 Jim Myers, Willand, 8lb 0oz

Rainbow, Buzzer.

■ INNIS FLY FISHERY, NR ST
AUSTELL, 01726 852382
1 Peter Runnalls, St Austell, 8lb 14oz

Rainbow, Minkie.

2 Suzanne Green, Plymouth, 7lb 5oz

Rainbow, Deer Hair Sedge.

3 David Higgins, St Austell, 4lb 11oz

Rainbow, Fly.

■ KILNSEY PARK FLY
FISHERY, SKIPTON,
07765 688780
1 Dean Palmer, Hebburn, 10lb 14oz

Rainbow, Fly.

2 Michael Cothay, Stanley, 9lb 4oz

Brown, Muddler Daddy.

3 Leonard Broxson, Tanfield, 6lb 5oz

Rainbow, Bibio.

■ KNITSLEY MILL, CONSETT,
07960 747417
1 Malcolm Proudlock, Stanley, 4lb 3oz

Rainbow, Orange Tinny.

■ LANGLEY DAM, LANGLEY,
01434 688846

1 Ashley Woodcock, Bedlington, 12lb

8oz Rainbow, Black Buzzer.

2 Raymond Hill, Gateshead, 11lb 2oz

Rainbow, Fly.

3 Michael Burnside, Newton   

www.snowbee.co.uk

Hebburn, Co Durham, angler Dean 

Palmer used a Blue-fl ash Damsel on 

a fl oating line to tempt this 10lb 14oz 

rainbow from Kilnsey Park fi shery.

Chris Halliday, from Bourne, 

Lincolnshire, with a 6lb 10oz brown 

caught on his fi rst visit to Rutland 

Water, guided by Cameron Neil. 

John Richardson, from Whitby, North 

Yorkshire, caught this 3lb 4oz rainbow 

on his fi rst cast from the jetty at 

Scaling Dam reservoir.

Mick Aniscough, from Wigan, with a 

great full-tailed rainbow caught on a 

Buzzer fi shed from a fl oating line at 

Pennine trout fi shery.

ENGLAND 
■ AMHERST LODGE, LYME 
REGIS, 07753 640737
1 Nicholas Lake, Sidmouth, 4lb 2oz 

Rainbow, Red and Pink Booby.

2 Mr J Holmes, Honiton, 3lb 10oz 

Brown, Fly.

3 John Gibson-Tapper, Exmouth, 3lb 

4oz Rainbow, Olive Buzzer.

■ AVINGTON TROUT 
FISHERY, WINCHESTER, 
01962 779312
1 Ian Davison, Camberley, 19lb 5oz 

Rainbow, Fly.

2 Neil Doughty, Wolverhampton, 15lb 

4oz Rainbow, Hare’s Ear.

3 Mr Broomfi eld, Totton, 13lb 8oz 

Rainbow, Shrimp.

■ BANK HOUSE FLY 
FISHERY, LANCASTER, 
01524 770412
1 Gordon Swain, Stanley, 5lb 3oz 

Rainbow, Fly.

2 Malcolm Proudlock, Stanley, 4lb 

13oz Rainbow, G F Fly.

■ BARN ELMS TROUT 
FISHERY, BRADFIELD, 
0118 974 4744
1 Steve Alder, Reading, 5lb 9oz 

Rainbow, Blue-fl ash Damsel.

■ BELLBOOK VALLEY TROUT 
FISHERY, OAKFORD, 
01398 351292
1 Alan Davenport, Widnes, 9lb 0oz 

Rainbow, White Tadpole.

2 Miles Goldstraw, Exeter, 7lb 4oz 

Rainbow, Mayfl y.

■ BESSY BECK TROUT 
FISHERY, CUMBRIA, 
01539 623303
1 Malcolm Proudlock, Stanley, 18lb 

0oz Rainbow, Pink Snake.

2 Tom Clayton, Coxhoe, 17lb 4oz 

Rainbow, Green Buzzer.

3 Stuart McEwan, Kirkby Stephen, 9lb 

4oz Rainbow, Black Leech.

■ BLACKDYKE TROUT FLY 
FISHERY, THETFORD, 
07525 730447 
1 Martin Smith, Thetford, 3lb 2oz 

Rainbow, Damsel.

2 Simon Smith, Thetford, 1lb 10oz 

Rainbow, Red Squirmy Worm.

■ BRANSFORD GAME 
FISHERIES, BRANSFORD, 
01905 830157
1 Lionel Sparrey, Droitwich, 3lb 10oz 

Rainbow, Booby.

■ BRICK FARM LAKES, 
HERSTMONCEUX, 
01323 832615
1 Gavin Welch, Hailsham, 3lb 8oz 

Golden, Evil Weevil.

2 Edward Smart, St Leonards on Sea, 

3lb 3oz Rainbow, Fly.

■ CHALK SPRINGS TROUT 
FISHERY, ARUNDEL, 
01903 883742
1 Brian Kentish, London, 9lb 3oz 

Rainbow, Silver Humungus.

2 Adam Townsend, Witney, 9lb 0oz 

Blue, Small Damsel.

3 Paul Davis, Forest Green, 6lb 11oz 

Rainbow, Paul’s Perfect Pellet.

■ CHATTON TROUT FISHERY, 
BELFORD, 01668 215226
1 Matthew Devine, Morpeth, 12lb 14oz 

Rainbow, Devine Dancer.

■ CHESHIRE FISHING, 
TATTENHALL, 01829 770041
1 Clare Irons, Deeside, 4lb 1oz 

Rainbow, Daddy Longlegs.

■ CHIPHALL LAKE TROUT 
FISHERY, FAREHAM, 
0777 6256792
1 David Campling, Camperley, 6lb 1oz 

Blue, Dry Orange Daddy.

■ CHURCH PADDOCK TROUT 
FISHERY, WINCHESTER, 
07765 591931
1 Neil Cowx, Winchester, 9lb 0oz 

Rainbow, Fly.

1 Peter Tilbury, Winchester, 9lb 0oz 

Rainbow, Damsel.

■ COLTSFORD MILL TROUT 
FISHERY, SURREY, 
01883 715666 
1 Stephen Clarke, Kent, 3lb 10oz 

Rainbow, Dry Daddy.

■ COLWICK PARK, COLWICK, 
0115 987 0785
1 Neil Fox-Smith, Nottingham, 7lb 4oz 

Rainbow, Damsel Nymph.

2 Terence Smith, Nottingham, 5lb 0oz 

 Real Daddy, Orange
Hook: Size 10-12 FM super grub 31160

Thread: Brown

Tail/thorax cover: Pre-formed 

daddy body

Legs: Natural knotted pheasant 

tail fi bres

Wings: Cree cock hackle tips

Thorax: Hare’s ear dubbing mix

Hackle: Natural red game

A FLY FOR CHIPHALL LAKE
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THIS MONTH’S BADGE WINNERS ALL FISH LISTED WERE CAUGHT DURING THE PERIOD JULY 21 TO 
AUGUST 20, 2015. ALL BADGES HAVE BEEN SENT OUT.

ENGLAND
■ AMHERST LODGE, LYME
REGIS, 07753 640737
1 Jaya Singh, Payhembury, 2lb 12oz

Brown, Montana.

2 Jaya Singh, Payhembury, 0lb 10oz

Brown, Montana.

■ AVINGTON FISHERY,
WINCHESTER, 01962 779312
1 Ben Smart, Slinfold, 9lb 12oz

Rainbow, Fly.

■ BESSY BECK TROUT
FISHERY, CUMBRIA,
01539 623303
1 Harvey McGarth, Barnard Castle,

3lb 3oz Rainbow, Dawson’s Olive.

■ BRANSFORD GAME
FISHERIES, BRANSFORD,
01905 830157
1 Toby Reynolds, Redditch, 2lb 3oz

Brown, Sugar Cube Hare’s Ear.

■ BRICK FARM LAKES,
HERSTMONCEUX,
01323 832615
1 David Carden, Eastbourne, 4lb 8oz

Blue, Fly.

■ CHIPHALL LAKE TROUT
FISHERY, FAREHAM,
0777 6256792
1 Max Barratt, High Wycombe, 3lb

12oz Rainbow, Nymph.

■ EXE VALLEY FISHERY,
DULVERTON, 0797 1198559
1 Hannah Winser, Huntingdon, 2lb

7oz Rainbow, Fly.

■ KILNSEY PARK FISHERY,
SKIPTON, 07765 688780
1 Mason Harker, Barnoldswick, 10lb

0oz Rainbow, Orange Blob.

■ MEON SPRINGS,
PETERSFIELD, 01730 823134
1 Luke Hill, Horsham, 4lb 3oz

Rainbow, Goldhead Cat’s Whisker.

■ ROCKBOURNE TROUT
FISHERY, FORDINGBRIDGE,
01725 518603
1 Hugo Whitehorn, Fordingbridge,

8lb 0oz Rainbow, Cat’s Whisker.

■ THRUNTON LONG CRAG
TROUT FISHERY, ALNWICK,
01665 574400
1 Elliot Guthrie, Cramlington, 4lb

2oz Rainbow, Dry Fly.

2 Shaun Silk, Alnwick, 3lb 6oz

Rainbow, Bloodworm.

3 Shaun Silk, Alnwick, 1lb 7oz

Rainbow, Klinkhamer.

■ WESTLOW MERE,
CONGLETON, 01260 270012
1 George Oliver, Congleton, 3lb 8oz

Rainbow, Elk Hair Dry.

2 George Oliver, Congleton, 2lb 12oz

Rainbow, Elk Hair Dry.

SCOTLAND
■ FISH XL (BAIT),
BROXBURN, 07708 327841
1 Bradley Arnott, Kirkcaldy, 11lb 7oz

Rainbow, Pink Powerbait.

2 Leon Leston, Edinburgh, 8lb 4oz

Rainbow, Mango Powerbait.

3 Leon Leston, Edinburgh, 6lb 6oz

Rainbow, Mango Powerbait.

■ GLEN OF ROTHES TROUT
FISHERY, ABERLOUR,
01340 831888
1 Kamen Sievwright, Keith, 2lb 11oz

Rainbow, Ace of Spades.

■ JERICHO LOCH,
TORTHORWALD,
01387 750247
1 David Adams, Dumfries, 6lb 0oz

Rainbow, Black Buzzer.

■ KAILZIE FISHERY,
PEEBLES, 01721 729020
1 Iain Gueldner, Galashiels, 2lb 10oz

Rainbow, Dry Daddy.

■ PARKVIEW FISHERY,
CUPAR, 01337 831810
1 James Haddow, Cowdenbeath, 6lb

0oz Rainbow, Yellow Dancer.

WALES
■ BIG WELL, MONMOUTH,
01600 772904
1 Lewis Taylor, Wollaston, 2lb 8oz

Rainbow, Orange Fritz.

■ GRAIGLWYD SPRINGS,
BANGOR, 01492 622338
1 Ben Carter, Runcorn, 8lb 4oz

Rainbow, Green Minkie.

■ LLYN GWYN, RHAYADER,
01597 810383
1 Ben Evans, Rhayader, 3lb 12oz

Rainbow, Viva Fly.

JUNIOR TROUTMASTERS

www.snowbee.co.uk

2 Brain Cassidy, Hexham, 3lb 14oz

Rainbow, Fly.

■ TEMPLE TROUT FISHERY,
BODMIN, 01208 821730
1 Chris Bolt, Kingsteignton, 4lb 2oz

Rainbow, Fly.

2 Chris Short, Ilminster, 2lb 6oz

Rainbow, Cat’s Whisker.

■ THORNWOOD TROUT
FISHERY, EPPING,
07588 669255
1 Lee Bartlett, London, 10lb 5oz

Rainbow, Yellow Owl.

■ THRUNTON LONG CRAG
TROUT FISHERY, ALNWICK,
01665 574400
1 David Brooks, Shotley Bridge, 17lb

10oz Rainbow, Damsel Nymph.

2 Matthew Devine, Morpeth, 16lb 7oz

Rainbow, Hybrid.

3 Matthew Devine, Morpeth, 15lb 10oz

Rainbow, Diawl Bach.

■ TOFT NEWTON TROUT
FISHERY, MARKET RASEN,
01673 878453
■ 1 Jason James, Bonthorpe, 5lb 2oz

Rainbow, Deadly Dry.

■ TREEMEADOW TROUT
FISHERY, HAYLE,
01736 850899
1 Alan Svensen, Chester, 10lb 6oz

Rainbow, Green Fritz.

2 Alan Svensen, Chester, 9lb 4oz

Rainbow, Black Bunny Leech.

■ WALTHAMSTOW FISHERY,
LONDON, 07860 565390
1 John Ferguson, Greater London, 3lb

8oz Rainbow, Fly.

■ WANSFORD TROUT LAKES,
NR DRIFFIELD, 01377 240329
1 David Witty, Driffield, 1lb 10oz

Rainbow, Diawl Bach.

■ WEST HOUSE TROUT
LAKES, BISHOPTON,
07836 330157
1 Denis Woods, Middlesbrough, 9lb

5oz Rainbow, Fly.

■ WESTLOW MERE,
CONGLETON, 01260 270012
1 Simon Caddy, Biddulph, 4lb 10oz

Brown, Shipman’s Dry Fly.

Aycliffe, 9lb 12oz Rainbow, Klinkhamer.

■ LEIGHTON RESERVOIR,
RIPON, 01765 689024
1 Geoffrey Stephenson,

Middlesbrough, 15lb 7oz Rainbow, Fly.

2 John Robinson, Billingham, 11lb 3oz

Rainbow, Orange Blob.

■ LOCKWOOD BECK
RESERVOIR, N YORKS,
01287 660501
1 Stuart Walker, Redcar, 4lb 0oz

Rainbow, Snake.

■ LOYNTON TROUT FISHERY,
STAFFORD, 01785 284261
1 John Davies, Montgomery, 17lb 2oz

Rainbow, Welsh Witch.

■ MARSTON WYSE TROUT
FARM, YORK, 01904 738383
1 Malcolm Proudlock, Stanley, 5lb 2oz

Rainbow, Floating Tinny.

2 David Witty, Driffield, 3lb 10oz

Rainbow, Montana.

■ NEW MILLS TROUT FISHING
PARK, BRAMPTON,
01697 741115
1 Darren Jenkins, Livingston, 18lb 4oz

Rainbow, Snake.

1 John Dobson, Prudhoe, 18lb 4oz

Rainbow, Black and Green Snake.

■ ONNY VALE FISHERY,
MINSTERLEY, 01588 650521
1 Terry Hasler, Powys, 8lb 4oz

Rainbow, Fly.

■ PENNINE TROUT FISHERY,
LITTLEBOROUGH,
01706 378325
1 Mike Ainscough, Wigan, 12lb 0oz

Rainbow, Buzzer.

2 Roy Copland, Addingham, 11lb 10oz

Rainbow, Bloodworm.

3 Viny Enziano, Droylsden, 10lb 10oz

Rainbow, Muddler.

■ RUTLAND WATER,
OAKHAM, 01780 686441
1 Chris Halliday, Bourne, 6lb 10oz

Brown, Tube Fly.

2 Paul Smith, Northumberland, 5lb

12oz Rainbow, Red Dry.

3 Mick Connor, Wetherby, 5lb 5oz

Rainbow, Suspender Hare’s Ear.

■ SHARPLEY SPRINGS,
SEAHAM, 0191 581 8045
1 Ian Akers, Sunderland, 3lb 6oz

Rainbow, Fly.

■ SWEETHOPE LOUGH,
HARLE, 01830 540349
1 James Carr, Blyth, 5lb 7oz Blue,

Diawl Bach.

Knightsridge, Scotland angler David
Walker used Orange Powerbait under
a fl oat at Fish XL fishery and tempted
this 12lb 6oz rainbow.

Ian Harrison, from Consett, Co
Durham, with a 5lb 3oz rainbow
caught from Chatton’s Dunnydeer
Lake on a White Bunny Leech.

Suzanne Green, from Plympton,
Devon, fished Innis Lake in Cornwall
and caught this 7lb 5½oz rainbow
using a Deer Hair Sedge.

Swanswater regular Nan Morrison,
from Stirling, used a Sedgehog on a
floating line to tempt this season’s
best 9lb blue trout.
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2 Simon Caddy, Biddulph, 4lb 0oz

Brown, Shipmans Dry Fly.

■ WIMBLEBALL LAKE, NR
DULVERTON, 01398 371460
1 Terence Bridgman, Crediton, 4lb

10oz Rainbow, Montana Nymph.

■ WITHERN MILL TROUT
FARM, ALFORD, 01507 450356
1 Dave Shaw, Skegness, 5lb 7oz

Rainbow, Clinkhamer.

■ WITTON CASTLE TROUT
LAKES, BISHOP AUCKLAND,
01388 488691
1 Blythe Palmer, South Shields, 7lb

4oz Rainbow, Olive Zonker.

2 Raymond Hill, Gateshead, 6lb 0oz

Rainbow, Fly.

SCOTLAND
■ ACHAGOUR FISH PONDS, 
NAIRN, 01309 651259
1 S Dickie, Beauly, 7lb 2oz Rainbow, 

Bloodworm.

■ ALDERNEUK FISHERY, 
DUMFRIES, 07901 602020
1 Jack Moffat, Dumfries, 11lb 0oz 

Rainbow, Black Spider.

2 Paul Denton, Dumfries, 6lb 14oz 

Rainbow, Foam Beetle.

3 Tom Webster, Kilmarnock, 6lb 12oz 

Rainbow, Sedge.

■ ARRAN VIEW, MOSCOW,
07763 170779
1 Jacky Shearer, Glasgow, 13lb 2oz

Rainbow, Blue Dancer.

2 Drew Dean, Kilmarnock, 12lb 0oz 

Rainbow, Black Fritz.

3 Colin Davidson, Stewarton, 10lb 1oz 

Rainbow, Yellow Dancer.

■ BLACK LOCH FISHERY, 
LIMERIGG, 07527 254811
1 John Sneddon, Falkirk, 4lb 9oz 

Rainbow, Black Spider.

■ BORLAND RESERVOIR, 
CUMNOCK, 07958 279740
1 James Tomlinson, Prestwick, 5lb 

11oz Brown, Montana Nymph.

■ BURNS TROUT FISHERY, 
TARBOLTON, 0775 1523829
1 Graham Bicket, Ayr, 5lb 13oz 

Rainbow, Pheasant Tail.

2 Lawrance Robb, Doncaster, 5lb 8oz 

Rainbow, Hare’s Ear.

3 John Kerr, Ayr, 4lb 10oz Tiger, 

Goldhead Montana.

■ CARLOGIE DAM FISHERY, 
CARNOUSTIE, 01241 853128 
1 Billy McCulloch, Kingoodie, 12lb 0oz 

Rainbow, Fly.

2 Ally Stewart, Dundee, 5lb 6oz 

Rainbow, Cruncher.

2 Robert Ramsay, Dundee, 5lb 6oz 

Rainbow, Red and Orange Lure.

■ CLERKLANDS FLY FISHERY, 
MELROSE, 01835 870519 
1 Donald Patience, Inverness, 4lb 12oz 

Rainbow, Damsel.

2 Robert Thomson, Eaglesfi eld, 4lb 

6oz Rainbow, Brown Damsel.

■ DUNLICHITY TROUT 
FISHERY, INVERNESS, 
01808 521442
1 George Skinner, Avoch, 5lb 8oz 

Rainbow, Yellow Dancer. 

Michelle Wheeler, from Redcar, 
Cleveland, with a rainbow landed on 
the last cast of the day at Scaling Dam 
using PowerBait/Mice-tail cocktail.

Marton, Lancashire angler Paul 
Runec with a lovely double caught 
from Pennine fi shery on a Blob 
pattern. He also returned 23 fi sh. 

Black Spider
 Hook: Size 14-16 Daiichi Glo-Bug 

(short shank)

Thread: Veevus 16/0 black

Rib: Fine cranberry 

holographic tinsel

Body: Same as thread

Hackle: Black hen hackle, 2 or 

3 turns

 A FLY FOR BLACK LOCH

XS Plus Floating

 s Countdown  
‘Sinking’ line series 

New XS Nano fly lines…
The best just got better!

XS I

www.snowbee.co.uk

From Hi-Float to Fast Sink, there’s over 30 supple, 

memory-free XS fly lines to choose from 



MATCH SCENE: TROUTMASTERS
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THIS MONTH’S BADGE WINNERS ALL FISH LISTED WERE CAUGHT DURING THE PERIOD JULY 21 TO
AUGUST 20, 2015. ALL BADGES HAVE BEEN SENT OUT.

Mr Gleave, from

Warrington, Cheshire,

with a lovely 13lb 8oz

rainbow trout caught

on a Yellow Cruncher

and a floating line at

Graiglwyd Springs

fishery. The fish took

over 15 minutes to

land, giving a great

account of itself.

The fishery is stocked

daily with fish from

from 3lb to 20lb-plus.

Fifteen-year-old

Angus Craig-Dennis,

included this

personal best 4lb

10oz rainbow in a

bag of six fish for

16lb 5oz taken at

Colwick Park fishery.

Angus, who only

started flyfishing

last year, was taking

part in only his

second competition

which he won!

A fine specimen,

full-tailed,

rainbow weighing

5lb 5oz which fell

to Mick Connor

of Wetherby,

West Yorkshire.

Mick took a boat

down the South

Arm at Rutland

Water, and used a

Suspender Hare’s

Ear to great

effect.

www.snowbee.co.uk

Cat Booby
Hook: Size 8 comp heavy

Thread: White

Tail: White marabou tied long,

overlaid with sparkler mix tinsel

Body: Fluo chartreuse blob chenille

Head: White ethafoam eyes

A FLY FOR LLYN CLYWEDOG
2 Acheas Taylor, Strathpeffer, 4lb 6oz

Rainbow, Fly.

■ FISH XL (BAIT), BROXBURN,
07708 327841
1 David Walker, Knightsbridge, 12lb

6oz Rainbow, Orange Powerbait.

2 Colin Reid, Grangemouth, 12lb 0oz

Rainbow, Sunshine Yellow Powerbait.

3 Stuart Holden, Alloa, 11lb 15oz

Rainbow, Micetail Powerbait.

■ FISH XL (FLY), BROXBURN,
07708 327841
1 Robert Smith, Airth, 9lb 9oz

Rainbow, Yellow Dancer.

2 David McInnes, Broxburn, 8lb 6oz

Rainbow, Bloodworm.

3 David Singleton, West Lothian, 6lb

8oz Rainbow, Yellow Dancer.

■ GLENBERVIE FISHERY,
LARBERT, 07968 251832
1 James McMillan, Bathgate, 13lb

10oz Rainbow, Ally McCoist.

■ JERICHO LOCH,
THORTHORWALD,
01387 750247
1 R Stewart, Dumfries, 9lb 8oz

Rainbow, Black Peacock.

2 Richard Brown, Dumfries, 7lb 8oz

Rainbow, Fly.

3 Robert Moore, Dumfries, 6lb 14oz

Rainbow, Black Muddler.

■ KAILZIE FISHERY, PEEBLES,
01721 729020
1 Gordon Swain, Stanley, 10lb 4oz

Rainbow, Fly.

■ LOCHTER FISHERY,
INVERURIE, 01651 872787
1 Peter Young, Aberdeen, 8lb 2oz

Rainbow, Black and Red Buzzer.

2 Kenny Donovan, Fraserburgh, 4lb

12oz Rainbow, Black Hopper.

■ LOGIE TROUT FISHERY,
STONEHAVEN, 01569 762611
1 Craig McLean, Portlethen, 6lb 5oz

Rainbow, Fly.

2 Gary Craig, Stonehaven, 5lb 8oz

Rainbow, Black Nymph.

3 Brian Watt, Stonehaven, 4lb 6oz

Rainbow, PTN Flash.

■ MIDMAR STILLWATER
FISHERY, MIDMAR,
01330 833298
1 Michael Christie, Torphins, 5lb 8oz

Rainbow, Fly.

2 Gary Ferguson, Largs, 3lb 8oz

Rainbow, Fly.

3 Gaenor Berkin, Kemnay, 3lb 0oz

Rainbow, Fly.

■ MILL OF KELLAS TROUT
FISHERY, ELGIN,
0777 1768757
1 Michael Christie, Elgin, 8lb 9oz

Rainbow, CdC.

2 Raymond Cummins, Cullen, 7lb 12oz

Rainbow, Purple Buzzer.

■ MILLBUIES TROUT FISHERY,
MORAY, 01340 831888
1 James Rhind, Aberlour, 11lb 0oz

Rainbow, Damsel.

2 David Cirmichil, Fogwatt, 4lb 11oz

Brown, Daiwl Bach and Buzzer.

3 Ken Jones, Elgin, 4lb 7oz Rainbow,

Buzzers.

■ MILLHALL RESERVOIR,
FALKIRK, 01324 714190
1 Robin Fernie, Falkirk, 7lb 8oz

Rainbow, Green Bug.

■ PARKVIEW FISHERY,
CUPAR, 01337 831810
1 Guthry Smart, Fife, 13lb 8oz Blue,

Fly.

2 Stewart Louden, Fife, 12lb 3oz

Rainbow, Sedge.

■ PINBRAID FISHERY, GIRVAN,
07810 778534
1 Margaret Hall, Girvan, 12lb 2oz

Rainbow, Black Pennell.

2 Derek Lindsay, Stranraer, 11lb 8oz

Rainbow, Green Montana Nymph.

3 Thomas Carlin, Glasgow, 5lb 3oz

Rainbow, Orange Sparkle Fritz.

■ RAEMOIR TROUT FISHERY,
BANCHORY, 01330 820092
1 John Brown, Ellon, 6lb 0oz Rainbow,

CdC.

■ SPRINGWATER FISHERY
(FLY), AYR, 01292 560343
1 Lawrance Robb, Doncaster, 11lb 2oz

Rainbow, Cat’s Whisker.

■ SWANSWATER FISHERY,
STIRLING, 01786 814805
1 Nan Morrison, Stirling, 9lb 0oz Blue,

Sedgehog.

2 Frank Barr, Falkirk, 8lb 11oz Tiger,

Black Spider.

3 Stewart Nicholson, Knightswood,

8lb 6oz Rainbow, Orange Blob.

■ WELLSFIELD TROUT
FISHERY, DENNY,
01324 822800
1 Alan Mulgrew, Falkirk, 11lb 1oz

Rainbow, Goldhead Damsel.

2 Alex Gillespie, Glasgow, 10lb 5oz

Rainbow, Fly.

3 William Goldie, Glasgow, 10lb 4oz

Rainbow, Ally McCoist.

WALES
■ BIG WELL, MONMOUTH,
01600 772904
1 Paul Barnfield, Hereford, 9lb 11oz

Rainbow, White Damsel.

2 Roland Beddard, Brecon, 9lb 8oz

Rainbow, Pheasant Tail Nymph.

3 John Proverbs, Gloucester, 7lb 8oz

Rainbow, Daddy Longlegs.

■ EISTEDDFA FISHERY,
CRICCIETH, 01766 523425
1 Mr C Roberts, Gwynedd, 15lb 4oz

Rainbow, Fly.

2 John Davies, Montgomery, 12lb 0oz

Rainbow, Welsh Witch.

3 John Davies, Montgomery, 6lb 5oz

Rainbow, Welsh Witch.

■ ELAN VALLEY, RHAYADER,
01597 810383
1 Gavin Jehu, Merthyr, 1lb 3oz Brown,

Fly.

■ GRAIGLWYD SPRINGS,
BANGOR, 01492 622338
1 Colin Derbyshire, Deeside, 21lb 2oz

Rainbow, Cat’s Whisker.

2 John Davies, Montgomery, 20lb 1oz

Rainbow, Welsh Witch.

3 Robby McGann, Wirral, 19lb 0oz

Rainbow, White Buzzer.

■ LLYN CLYWEDOG,
LLANIDLOES, 01686 412644
1 David Hoppe, Bromsgrove, 4lb 2oz

Rainbow, Cat Booby.

■ LLYN GWYN, RHAYADER,
01597 810383
1 Harry Edwards, Llandrindod Wells,

5lb 10oz Rainbow, Fly.

■ PUDDLEDUCK TROUT
FISHERY, HAVERFORDWEST,
01437 891845
1 Richard Lucas, Pembroke, 6lb 0oz

Rainbow, Fritz.

■ TAN-Y-MYNYDD FISHERY,
ABERGALE, 01745 826722
1 John Davies, Montgomery, 4lb 8oz

Rainbow, Welsh Witch.

■ TREE TOPS FLY FISHERY,
WREXHAM, 01352 770648
1 Martin Thompson, Wrexham, 8lb

0oz Rainbow, Black Damsel.

2 John Hignett, Wrexham, 4lb 4oz

Rainbow, Penny Black Buzzer.

FRANCE

■ MOULIN DE CHAISE DIEU DU
THEIL, LE THEIL,
0033 2 3232 6594
1 Francis Dutruel, France, 10lb 5oz

Rainbow, Snake White.

2 Pierre Weigel, France, 9lb 4oz

Rainbow, White Streamer.

3 Ali Habbadi, France, 5lb 11oz

Rainbow, Grey Shrimp.
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ENGLAND YOUTH TROUTMASTERS

Gloucester angler John Proverbs

caught this lovely 7lb 8oz rainbow

on a Black Daddy Longlegs and a

floating line at Bigwell fishery.

Gareth Tosney, from Bedlington,

landed this coveted double-tagged

rainbow at Fontburn Reservoir, worth

a whopping £500!

ENGLAND
Albury Estate Fisheries,

Guildford, 07976 810737

Aldin Grange Lakes, Durham

0191 384 6090

Amport Fishery, Andover,

07775 953273

Bewl Water, Lamberhurst,

01892 890352

Burrator Lake, Yelverton,

01822 855700

Earith Lakes Fishery, Earith,

01487 740301

Elinor Fishery, Kettering,

01832 720786

Ellerdine Lakes, Telford,

07860 299342

Esthwaite Water, Ridding Wood,

01539 436541

Eyebrook Reservoir, Caldecott,

01536 770264

Fontburn Reservoir, Teesdale,

01669 621368

Fylde Trout Fishery, Preston,

07890 715283

Hanningfield Reservoir,

Chelmsford, 01268 712180

Higham Lake Trout Fishery,

Ponteland, 07950 428159

Hillview Trout Fishery,

Leebotwood, 07714 209907

Hury Reservoir, Teesdale,

01833 641121

Kennick Reservoir, Nr

Okehampton, 01647 277587

Kielder Water, Hexham,

01434 251000

Lechlade Trout Fishery, Lechlade,

01367 253266

Lenches Lakes, Evesham,

01386 871035

Moorhen Trout Fishery, Warnford,

01730 829460

Narborough Fisheries,

Kings Lynn, 01760 338005

Norton Fishery, Stapleford Tawney,

01708 688525

Packington Trout Fishery,

Nr Coventry, 01676 522754

Patshull Park Fishery,

Wolverhampton, 01902 700774

Pitsford Reservoir, Holcot,

01604 781350

Press Manor Fishing Lakes,

Chesterfield, 07976 306073

Ravensthorpe Reservoir, Holcot,

01604 770875

Raygill Lake, Skipton,

01535 632500

Rib Valley Fishing Lakes, Ware,

07812 464323

Scaling Dam Reservoir,

Saltburn-by-the-Sea,

01287 644032

Seighford Lakes, Stafford,

01785 282967

Siblyback Reservoir, Nr Liskeard,

01579 346522

Simpson Valley Coarse &

Trout Fishery, Holsworthy,

07855 413672

Springhill Trout Waters, Pembury,

01892 826041

Stocks Reservoir, Clitheroe,

01200 446602

Syon Park, Brentford,

07956 378138

Tavistock Trout Fishery,

Tavistock, 01822 615441

Tenterden Lakes, Tenterden,

01580 763201

Washburn Valley Fisheries,

Skipton, 01943 880658

Woodington Fishery, Romsey,

01794 324485

Woolaston Court Trout Lakes,

Lydney, 01594 529272

WALES
Cwm Hedd Trout Lakes, Newport,

01633 896854

Llandegla Trout Fishery,

Wrexham, 01978 755851

Llyn Brenig, Corwen,

01490 420463

Tyn y Graig Farm, Crynant,

01639 750894

Ynys y Fro Reservoirs, Newport,

01633 838250

NORTHERN
IRELAND
Cairn Farm Fly Fishery,

Carrickfergus, 028 9336 8273

Dungannon Park Lake,

Dungannon, 028 8772 8690

Kilgad Lake Trout Fishery,

Ballymena, 0782 1115278

Moorbrook Fishery, Castlerock,

028 7084 9408

Straid Fishery, Ballyclare,

02893 038721

SCOTLAND
Artloch Fishery, Huntly,

01466 799410

Burnhouse Lochan

Fishery, Bonnybridge,

01324 840404

Geddes Trout Fishery, Nairn,

07902 909408

Glenquicken Farm Trout

Fishery, Newton Stewart,

01671 820593

Hillend Loch, Caldercruix,

01236 843611

Kingennie Fishings, Dundee,

01382 350213

Rescobie Loch Development

Association, Forfar,

01307 465056

Tarvie Lochs, Contin,

01997 421250

THE FOLLOWING FISHERIES ARE ALSO TROUTMASTERS WATERS FOR 2015

David Brown, from Bedlington, 

Northumberland, with a 6lb 8oz 

rainbow caught from Ross Lake at 

Chatton fi shery on a Sedge.

TROUT Fisherman and 
Troutmasters has teamed up 
with the Angling Trust and 
the England Youth Fly Fishing 
Association to offer young 
anglers the chance of better 
coaching. Those successful 
youngsters who qualify for the 
England Youth Troutmasters 
final at Grafham Water (which 
runs alongside the senior 
final on Monday September 
21, 2015) will gain free entry to 
one of the Angling Trust Talent 
Pathway for Game Angling 
coaching days.

HOW TO ENTER
TO enter the England Youth 

Troutmasters all you have to do 

is catch a fish at a Troutmasters 

water, fill in the form and send it by 

FREEPOST to the Trout Fisherman 

office. 

If that fi sh is one of the three 

biggest taken by an angler (aged 

between 13 and 16) for that month 

at that fi shery, they will receive an 

England Youth Troutmasters badge 

as well as an invitation to the Talent 

Pathway coaching days (cost £10).

Those anglers with the top three 

monthly fi sh will then receive an 

invitation to a fi sh-off at that water, 

which is likely to coincide with the 

senior fi sh-off. 

The first-placed youth in the 

fish-off will then receive a FREE 

invite to one of the coaching days in 

the Angling Trust’s Talent Pathway 

event. It’s on these days that Talent 

Pathway coaches will be on the 

look-out for gifted youngsters who 

will then receive further invitations 

to regional training days.

Those attending these training 

days will be nurtured towards 

earning their fi rst England Youth 

loch-style cap. 

TROUTMASTERS 
FISH-OFFS/FINALS
YOUTH fl y anglers who gain 

a monthly ‘top three’ fi sh will 

automatically be invited to the 

Troutmasters fi sh-off along with the 

senior anglers.

Youth and seniors will fi sh side 

by side at the fi sh-off but within 

separate competitions.

It’s the same format for the 

Troutmasters senior fi nal which 

takes place at Grafham Water on 

September 21, 2015 – the youth and 

seniors will fi sh side by side but in 

separate fi nals and there will be 

separate prizes for each category. 

AUGUST QUALIFIERS:
■ Luke Hill, Horsham, West 

Sussex (Meon Springs)

■ Angus Craig-Dennis, 

Nottingham (Colwick Flyfi shing)

www.snowbee.co.uk 95



TREE MEADOW 
TROUT FISHERY

CORNWALL
(Nr Hayle)

TR27 5EP
Troutmaster Water

TWO CLEAR LAKES
3.5 ACRES OF 
CLEAR WATER

Fully stocked tackle shop.
Tel: 01736 850899

CARLOGIE DAM
FISHINGS

CARNOUSTIE, ANGUS
Troutmaster Water

Open all year round. First class
fishing for hard fighting rainbows,

blues and browns and Antartic char.

For brochure or more
information contact

Tel: 01241 853128
Fax: 01241 857308

Mob: 07885 316733 (A. Sturrock)
a_sturrock@btconnect.com

www.carlogie.co.uk
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WILD BROWNS, 
ROD-BENDING 

RAINBOWS
Spring-fed lake and 

chalkstream on day ticket
Near M1 Junction 9

Tel: 07774197411  
www.redbournburyfishery.co.uk

WILD BROWNIES RIVER EDEN
24 miles of great water on the River Eden
with an award winning family hotel and

¿VK UHVWDXUDQW

Tufton Arms Hotel, Market Square,

Appleby, Cumbria, 017683 51593

SPECIAL GUIDING/TUITION PACKAGES  

2 DAYS FOR TWO PEOPLE

Bed & Breakfast in the hotel with a days 
Fishing, Equipment. Guiding and Tuition 
for just £300. 4 Day Residential Courses,  

details: www.tuftonarmshotel.co.uk

FREE FISHING
IN THE LAKE DISTRICT

Esthwaite Farm self catering 
accommodation is in an idyllic setting 
in Sawrey and offers free fishing on 

Esthwaite Water only a short walk away.
s�/PEN�lRES 
s�0ETS�WELCOME 

s�3HORT�BREAKS�AVAILABLE 
s�%XCELLENT�PUB�����YARDS�AWAY

Phone 015394 42435
www.lakeland-hideaways.co.uk

JERICHO LOCH
DUMFRIES, SCOTLAND
Troutmasters Water. 12 acres.

Rainbows, Blues, Golden, Brook,
Browns. Fly only. No catch and

release. Clubs welcome.

FISHING LODGE with kitchen
and toilet facilities.

Visitors day tickets £20
(4 fish limit)
Enquiries:

Tel/Fax: 01387 750247

Markle Fisheries
Quality Trout Fishing

East Linton, East Lothian, EH40 3EB
01620 861213   07974 295436

3 Lochs available. 
Trout up to 24lbs

[[[�QEVOPI½�WLIVMIW�GSQ
NSR$QEVOPI½�WLIVMIW�GS�YO

Meon Valley 
Fly Fishing  

Quality Rainbows, excellent facilities 
and a warm welcome.   

Greys Dealer & Tackle Shop

www.moorhentroutfishery.co.uk
Tel: 01730 829460 

Closed Mondays

Moorhen Trout Fishery

Bookings Only - 7 days a week

Full Day Ticket: max 4 fish, £40

Contact: 07775 953273
www.amporttroutfishery.co.uk

One of England’s top trout 
stillwaters for over 25 years, 

the fi shery is nestled in a 
picturesque valley at the

foot of the South Downs in
Arundel, West Sussex. The four
crystal-clear, spring fed lakes 

are stocked daily with Rainbows, 
Browns and Blues, averaging 
2lb - 3lb and up into double 

fi gures. Tickets from £25. Open 
from 8.00am. Discounts for 

block/season tickets. Lakeside 
lodge with complimentary tea 

& coffee. Tackle shop and toilet 
on-site. Tuition available. 

Pre-booking advisable
01903 883742

www.chalksprings.com

CHALK SPRINGS

10% discount with this ad  
(terms apply)



● How to fish Minkies ● Ambush fish with a Floating Fry
● Stories of huge trout at fry time ● Times & places to fish
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LAST WORD

I
T could be lonely being an extrovert, Ray reflected.

Five times now, he’d hurled himself above the

surface, savouring the sunlight on his scales. He liked

to think he was popular among his fellow trout but on

the other side of the water, he just wasn’t feeling the

love from the two-legged beast.

Far from encouraging the two he’d seen on this occasion to

cast their cute little enticers at him, he noticed as he fell

back through the water column that they started casting

them in completely the opposite direction, creamy bursts of

bubbles briefly visible in the distance as they hit the water.

“I don’t know why you put yourself out so much,” said

Gerald, as a dejected Ray joined him back near the lakebed.

“Not everyone who enters the beast’s world comes back

again, you know. Remember Vern…”

Two weeks ago, there had been unconfi rmed sightings of 

Vern being dragged from the lake, towards one of the 

shadowy slabs on which the two-legged beasts lived. You 

saw a lot of that here but it was normally just a few seconds 

before a beast’s paws, cradling the fi sh, would plunge into 

the lake and let him go. Normally...

“If Vern found a single louse on his tail, he’d have to tell the 

world,” Gerald continued. “Something like this he’d have 

dined out on for ever, yet no-one’s heard from him since. 

“Face it, Ray; he’s not coming back. You can’t go on taunting 

the beast like this…”

Ray resented the slur. All that throwing himself in the air 

whenever the beast was around was just ‘taunting’?!

Stay calm, he told himself. We have brains the size of a pea. 

Not everyone will ‘get’ multiculturalism right away. 

Heaven knows, he’d explained it often enough. We and the 

beast may occupy different worlds, he’d tell the shoal, but 

that doesn’t mean we have to be enemies. All it takes is 

someone prepared to cross that frontier, hold out a fi n of 

friendship and who knows where it might lead? Should that 

“The worst part of Trevor’s mid-life crisis was

when the other senior trout started pointing it

out to him...”

As scientists focus on the idea of fish ‘personalities’, Jeff Prest 
wonders if we might have misread some of our adversaries...

someone be Ray, well, he considered it an honour.

“I’ll take my chances,” he told Gerald. “Just one more go…”

Once Ray left the water, he spoke as fast as he could.

“OVER HERE!!!!” he yelled at the beasts, hunched on their 

fl oating slab. “I COME IN PEACE!!! I’LL PLAY…..!!!”

He re-entered his world with a splash, hurt that they hadn’t 

even bothered to turn round. Just a few seconds later, the 

brown strand connecting the slab with the lake bottom 

clanked upwards and the slab moved off into the distance.

Ray was crestfallen. Anyone would think he had some sort 

of disease.

The worst part of Trevor’s midlife crisis was when the other 

senior rainbows started pointing it out to him. Barry, Gilbert 

and Jamal had waited their moment before cornering him in 

the snaggy hollow by the sunken tree.

“We’re worried about you, Trev,” said Gil. “You’ve always 

been The Fish; the one the beast could never catch. Savvy, 

smart, someone the stockies could look up to…”

“…but with that status come responsibilities,” Barry 

cautioned. “Fish of our age are wise in the ways of the 

two-legged beast; how he tries to snare us with imitation 

food dangled from a fi ne line…”

“And now the beast has become lazy,” said Gil, “it’s down to 

us to show the young fi sh exactly what we think of all that 

sparkly, spangly junk he’s started chucking down here, in the 

name of ‘food’.”

“All those stupid shapes and colours,” Jamal mused, “I 

know we can’t actually see most of the colours but I know 

species who can and they assure me they’re not wholesome.”

“It’s disrespectful,” sniffed Barry.

“Thing is Trev, you once led the way in treating all that stuff 

with the contempt it deserves but lately…lately, I can’t 

believe some of the garbage I’ve seen you chasing,” said Gil.

“You’re embarrassing yourself,” said Jamal bluntly, 

emboldened as they warmed to their theme, “and it’s 

damaging our credibility with the young ’uns. We all love you, 

Trevor, but you’re not a parr any more…”

Trevor listened patiently. He could answer all of this – tell 

them that growing old was mandatory but growing up 

optional and ask them why youngsters should have all the 

fun – but he wasn’t sure his audience would hear. There were 

those who surrendered graciously to the passing years and 

Trevor wasn’t one of them. Wisdom and resignation came a 

poor second to beauty, the chase and…oh lordy, would you 

just look at that…?

Gil nearly brought up a gutful of Brachysentrus subnubilis 

when he saw what had made Trevor shoot off – a small 

sphere whose perimeter fronds shimmered and glittered as 

it moved jerkily through the water above them.

“Trevor, where’s your self-respect…?!” he pleaded.

Who makes the rules, anyway, thought Trevor, as he closed 

in on the dazzling, fl uffy orb, now hanging static in front of 

him. Who says that the autumn of our lives must be all 

daphnia and solemn refl ection, and not white water, twinkly 

stuff and the sheer joy of being alive? No-one, that’s who.

And so it was, as his jaws closed around his ‘prey’, that a 

surge of pleasure and vindication swept through every one of 

his 19 pounds and 10 ounces. At that moment, Trevor could 

safely say that nothing else mattered.

Which was probably just as well.

Canadian scientists 
believe that different 

angling techniques 
appeal to fish with 

different ‘personalities’.
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Find out more at wileyx.eu

CLARITY IS NOTHING 

WITHOUT PROTECTION

Polarised lens technology adds 100% polarisation to  100% 

UV protection for unequalled clarity and contrast.

Our patented removable Facial Cavity SealTM blocks out 

wind, debris and peripheral light.

Have your eyewear just the way you need it with our 

prescription polarised lens solution.

Meets or exceeds (US.) ANSI Z87.1 High Velocity  

impact safety  and optical standards for the ultimate in  

eye protection. 
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Now you can explore even the most remote waters without 

compromise. The new 6 piece GR70 travel rods have been 

developed to allow you to be mobile without any sacrifice in 

performance. Available in 9' #5, 9'6 #7, and a double handed 

version in 14'6 #9. 

Prices start from £239.99 RRP.

greysfishing.com


